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Chapter 1

Introduction
Today, many organizations offer (semi-)automatic customization of physical products such that they satisfy specific customer needs. A well-known example is Dell,
who allows for the online design and ordering of a customized PC through specification of components such as monitor-type, CPU and hard-disk capacity. Customizing service offerings to satisfy specific needs is however equally important.
A service offering is often a bundle of individual elementary services, such as
internet access plus e-mail hosting plus a spam filter. First and foremost, such
bundles are required because elementary services often satisfy a complex need
only partially, but together satisfy this need completely. For example, a customer
may be interested in an e-mail service only if it includes a spam-filter service, to
avoid being flooded with unwanted e-mails.
Currently, services are often offered in fit-for-all bundles that satisfy frequently
encountered needs. Pre-packaged ISP service offerings are an example of this. By
default, these include services such as web hosting or e-mail hosting that might not
be of interest to everyone, but that have to be paid for nonetheless. Worse still, such
pre-packaged bundles might include only a ‘watered-down’ version of the service
that the customer is looking for, such as a sub-par spam filter.
Therefore fit-for-all bundles are more and more un-bundled in their constituent
services, which are subsequently re-bundled to fit with specific needs (Normann
2000, p.166-167). For the ISP example, one can imagine that services such as
web hosting and e-mail hosting are only included in an offering when the customer
requests this. In addition, the constituent services of bundles can be offered by
different enterprises who each focus on their core competencies. As such, one can
pick individual services from a supplier of choice, to build a best-of-breed solution.
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So, service bundles can be customized to fit with specific needs, whereby the
individual services may be offered by different suppliers. Similar to the (semi)automatic customization of physical products, creating such service bundles should
also be computationally supported. In particular, this is relevant for e-services, services -such as e-mail access- that are partly or completely provisioned online. If
such services are provisioned online, they should also be offered and ordered online. In other words, the sales process of creating e-service bundles that fit with
specific customer needs should also happen online.

1.1

Automated needs-driven service bundling in a multisupplier setting

This thesis explores how to semi-automatically generate a (possibly) multi-supplier
bundle of services that satisfies a complex customer need.

1.1.1

A needs-driven process

Although we still see that many companies offer generic, fit-for-all service bundles
that satisfy often-encountered customer needs, we also find that more and more
companies try to personalize their service offerings such that they fit with specific
customer needs (Normann 2000, p.166-167)(Bitner et al. 2000). To illustrate this,
consider that many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) move towards modularized
ISP service offerings such as internet access only, without add-on functionality
such as an e-mail box, web space and VoIP, or add-ons only, such as an e-mail
box plus VoIP plus web space, without internet access. As such, technically-savvy
users can ‘click together’ these modularized offerings to create a customized ISP,
exactly in line with their specific needs.
Such modularization introduces a challenge however when it comes to addressing
the needs of the average, not-so-technical customer. As opposed to the technicallysavvy user, the normal end user often does not speak in supplier-terminology, such
as the required bandwidth or latency of an internet connection. The needs of such
customers are actually notoriously hard to capture. According to Kotler (2000),
this is due to amongst others: Customers having trouble articulating exactly what
it is they need (e.g. ‘a fast internet connection’, but what is fast?), customers having
needs that they are not fully conscious of, and that might be influenced by supplier
feedback (e.g. an elderly person might not be aware of VoIP), and customers having
concerns that are important, but they rather keep these concerns to themselves (such

Automated needs-driven service bundling in a multi-supplier setting
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as acquiring VoIP because the customer does not want to lag behind his peers).
Keeping this in mind, a particularly difficult challenge then is to translate these
somewhat vague customer needs into specific service offerings that satisfy these
needs.
Adding to that difficulty is that customers not only have needs that they want to satisfy, but that they also have to take into account the sacrifices they have to make. As
stated by amongst others Woodruff (1997) and Kotler (2000), the value a customer
receives from a service offering is the result of a trade-off between the positive features received from such an offering, and the sacrifices made to acquire an offering
1 . Such sacrifices ultimately also have an influence on what offerings are acquired,
and what specific needs are satisfied.
In sum: To create personalized offerings, we need to somehow translate a customer
need - which might be a vague, ill-informed statement - into service offerings,
while taking into account that service offerings can influence the customer need in
terms of sacrifices required.

1.1.2

Services

The composition of physical products out of elementary ones is found in a variety
of domains, such as elevator and computer design (VT and XCON) and the design
of an airplane cabin interior (for more examples, see (Stumptner 1997)).
The composition of physical products is relatively straightforward, because they
can be unambiguously described in terms of their physical properties. Unfortunately, describing services is not so easy. The main reason for this is that services
have a more or less intangible nature (Shostack 1977). As such, services cannot
be described solely in terms of their physical properties and require additional concepts for description. Adding to this difficulty is that relatively little literature exists
on how to capture commercial services. Early efforts by Baida et al. (2005) and
O’Sullivan et al. (2002) provide a good starting point, but otherwise the capturing
and composition of commercial services is by no means as well-studied as that of
physical products.

1.1.3

Service bundling

Services are often offered as bundles, such as e-mail hosting plus internet access
plus spam filtering, because they together satisfy a complex customer need. In such
1 Sacrifices

entail scarce materials that can only be invested once, thus both monetary and nonmonetary sacrifices
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a case, services are said to be interdependent in demand (Guiltinan 1987).
In addition, suppliers have implicit business logic rules for (not) combining services. For example, consider that Apple only sells its iPhones in combination with
its iTunes environment, thus forcing the customer to buy two products together
or none at all (a practise commonly referred to as pure bundling (Stremersch &
Tellis 2002)) while, on the other extreme, many providers of 3G mobile internet
deny the usage of Skype services.
Such business logic should also be taken into account when creating bundles of
commercial services.

1.1.4

A multi-supplier setting

Service offerings are increasingly provided by a network of enterprises (Tapscott
et al. 2000, Normann & Ramirez 1994). For example, internet access plus e-mail
hosting plus spam filtering, a commonly occurring bundle of ISP-services, might
actually be provided by three different companies that each provide one of these
services. The main advantage of such a multi-supplier setting is that companies
can each focus on the part offering they specialize on, their core competency, while
they together satisfy a complex need.
Such multi-supplier scenarios introduce another layer of complexity to the challenges discussed thus far, especially when considering that the bundling of services
should be automated as much as possible. Chief amongst this is the difficulty of
creating a shared understanding. After all, to ensure that the offerings from different companies can be connected together similar to composing physical products
out of individual components, companies require a common vocabulary through
which they can express their service knowledge in a uniform manner.

1.1.5

A semi-automatic process

Ideally, needs-driven service bundling should be computationally supported. First
and foremost, this is required for the aforementioned support towards the online
offering and ordering of e-services, services that are for the most part already provisioned online. In a future scenario we foresee, such automated reasoning enables
a customer to fill in her e-service preferences using a question-answer game on a
website, after which the website responds with possible service bundles that, upon
selection, can be provisioned immediately.
As can be concluded from the challenges discussed thus far however, automating
the task of bundling commercial services based upon on customer needs is a tough
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nut to crack. Especially, this goes for capturing services and customer needs formally, which are both considered illusive even by business scholar standards.

1.2

Research question

In this thesis, we concentrate on how to reason about multi-supplier bundles of
services (semi-)automatically, starting from a customer need. Thus, we address the
following research question:
How can we semi-automatically reason about service bundling in a multisupplier setting, such that service bundles satisfy complex customer needs
against acceptable sacrifices?
This question can be broken down as follows:

• To what extent can customer needs be formalized, such that they can be used
for reasoning about finding service bundles?
We want to capture customer needs such that they are fit for computational
reasoning about finding service bundles. This requires us to at least make
customer needs specific enough so that they can be matched to services satisfying these needs. Yet, we might not be able to fully represent these needs
because of their illusiveness: Customers might not be fully aware of needs,
may have a difficulties to articulate them, or may have needs they keep to
themselves. Therefore the question is: To what extent can customer needs
be formalized?
• How do we formally reason about finding service bundles in a multi-supplier
setting, against acceptable customer sacrifices?
If needs are specific enough to find services for, the next problem is how
to formally reason about finding bundles of services, possibly in a multisupplier setting, that satisfy these needs. This requires us to capture services
such that they can be matched to specified customer needs.
In addition, the decision to acquire a service bundle requires a trade-off between the positive and negative features received from that bundle. Thus, we
need to ensure that we not only find service bundles that satisfy customer
needs, but also that they do so against acceptable customer sacrifices.
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Research approach

We propose a methodology that, based upon complex customer needs, is able to
semi-automatically reason about bundling commercial services: e3 service . As
suggested by the italicized words, e3 service draws on theories from different disciplines: The business community and the computer science community.
Theory development: Formalizing business theories We believe that ideas
from different disciplines complement each other: The business community specializes in ‘soft’ topics such as customer needs analysis, but lacks ideas on how to
do this in a computational manner. The computer science community, on the other
hand, specializes in formal represention of problems for computational purposes,
but lacks a ‘soft’ perspective on such problems.
The idea of combining notions from the computer science community with ideas
from the marketing literature is key to the theory development of e3 service . From
established business literature, we borrow (presumably) well-researched ideas on
how to bundle commercial services and how to analyse customer needs. The key
advantage of this is that it prevents us from having to develop a theory from scratch.
Instead, we can rely on a set of well-established principles. From computer science
literature we use theories to formalize ideas from business literature such that they
can be used for computational reasoning.
This approach to theory development has two main advantages. From the computational side, we create a formal reasoning process for service bundling that is
similar to how business literature describes it. From the business side, computer
science theory distills the essence out of multiple theories on a similar topic, such
as customer needs analysis (for elaboration, see section 3.1). As such, we end up
with a small set of first principles.
Tool development As part of this research effort we develop a software tool.
First, the tool is developed as part of theory development. We shall explain why,
using the requirements engineering cycle (Wieringa et al. 2006) as a frame of reference (figure 1.1). First, we specify a set of principles and implement these in
software tool. Referring to the engineering cycle, we perform solution design and
solution implementation, by specifying what to implement and then implementing
it. At the same time however, we also perform Solution validation. We find that
tool development by itself enforces specificity: It acts as a litmus test as to whether
the principles are sufficiently concretized to be implemented in software. This validation by implementation often leads to improvements in the initial design, which
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Figure 1.1: The engineering cycle, adapted from (Wieringa et al. 2006)
are then again implemented and validated simultaneously etcetera . . . until we have
a working tool that we could apply to a case.
Second, we require tool development simply to support our claim: That we can
reason semi-automatically about services bundling. In this sense, the software tool
acts as a proof-of-concept, to show that the reasoning steps that we discuss later on
(see section 6.2) can indeed be implemented in software.
Case study validation We apply e3 service to four case studies to assess its practical validity: To the postal industry and telecom industry (chapter 4), to a company
that provides hosting services (chapter 7), and to the healthcare industry (chapter
8). From each case, we learn what ideas work well in practise and what ideas do
not work so well. These lessons learned are used to build an adjusted version of
e3 service : In part, the current version of e3 service is the result of going through
four cycles of case study research.
Note here that case study research is largely conducted by participating in reallife cases and, at some points, actually introducing ideas novel to domain experts.
Thereby, we intervene in the object we study. At this point, it is interesting to
briefly reflect upon the type of research we do: design science. To study a phenomenon, we participate in the design of a new artefact or, referring to the soft-
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ware tool, introduce a new artefact altogether. This is opposed to natural science,
where scientists explain phenomena by trying to intervene as little as possible in
the object that they study (March & Smith 1995).

1.4

Research contributions

With e3 service , we contribute the following:
Consequences as a key concept for formalized needs-driven service bundling
We propose a formalized, computational theory of consequences for bridging the
gap between customer needs and suppler-specific services. As we shall discuss
more extensively in sections 3.2.2 and 6.1.1, consequences are valuable results
of consuming a service that exist on various levels of abstraction (e.g. not only
‘providing a meal’, but also ‘support in common household tasks’) (Gutman &
Reynolds 1982, Gutman & Reynolds 1988). As such, they are an ideal means for
translating high level needs (e.g. the need for social support) into something that is
specific enough to find services for.
Customer-supplier interaction for finding needs-driven bundles of services
A commonly found idea in marketing and information science literature is that customers view services differently than do suppliers (Grönroos 2007, Parasuraman et
al. 1985, Griffin & Hauser 1993, Baida et al. 2005). Customers are generally interested in the value provided by a service, while suppliers tend to have additional,
customer-independent considerations such as price setting, the required supporting
services and what is commercially interesting to (un-)bundle.
Remarkably however, the actual bridging between these different views on services
is often left implicit. And if this bridging is addressed, it is often perceived as a
simple, one way projection from a set of fully specified customer needs to the
service offerings of the supplier.
We have found that this one way projection from needs to services is too simplistic.
In particular, we introduce an interactive process that (1) trades off the benefits and
constraints of a service bundle, and that (2) incrementally creates a service bundle
by gradually considering new requirements.
The e3 service approach also contributes specifically to the marketing and computer
science community. To the marketing community, we contribute a computational
theory of consequences and services bundling. This is an addition to the current,
somewhat fuzzy, marketing approaches that emphasize the use of natural language.

Publications
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To the computer science community, we introduce substantive content theories
borrowed from marketing literature. In particular, we contribute to the Problem
Solving Method Propose-Critique-Modify (to be discussed in chapters 5 and 6), by
showing that the constraints that serve as an input for PCM tasks can actually also
be modified - instead of being a static, unchanging given.

1.5

Publications

Major parts of this thesis have appeared in the following publications:
• In de Kinderen & Gordijn (2008a) we present the e3 service customer perspective ontology, exemplified by a case in the telecom industry. This publication was nominated for a best paper award.
• In de Kinderen & Gordijn (2008b) we apply e3 service to a case in the postal
industry.
• Gordijn et al. (2008a) discusses how to bridge the customer and supplier
perspectives on services. The telecom case is again used for illustration.
• de Kinderen & Gordijn (2008c) provides a step-wise description of how to
generate service bundles, given a customer need.
• In de Kinderen et al. (2009b) we further discuss the e3 service reasoning process. Additionally, this paper discusses the tool implementation of the reasoning process.
• Gordijn et al. (2008b) focuses on the relation between e3 service and other
theories from the e3 -family.
• de Kinderen et al. (2009c) discusses an application of e3 service in the healthcare industry.
• de Kinderen et al. (2009a) is a deliverable for DELLIISS, an European
project that aims at developing a service science master. This deliverable
provides a synthesis of a literature survey carried out by the partners of DELLIISS. In particular, it discusses the notion of a service, service bundling as
we find it in business discourse, and service composition as we find it in the
computer science community.
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Introduction

Structure of this thesis

Chapter 2 discusses related work on service bundling and, in so doing, shows that
a formal approach towards needs-driven services bundling is currently lacking. In
Chapter 3, we introduce two key ideas behind e3 service : Consequences as a key
concept in customer needs analysis, and using customer-supplier interaction to reason about needs-driven service bundling. Subsequently, in Chapter 4, these ideas
are applied to two practical cases: A case in the postal industry, and an ISP case.
Chapter 5 serves as an intermezzo. It discusses the upshot of the ideas introduced
in chapter 3, and reflects upon their application in chapter 4. Following up on
this, it discusses how these ideas can sharpened such that they are fit for (semi)automated reasoning. In particular, chapter 5 first introduces the idea of using the
Problem Solving Method (PSM) Propose-Critique-Modify as a frame of reference
for (semi-)automated reasoning about service bundling.
Chapter 6 implements the ideas introduced in chapter 5. It discusses how (1) service bundling requires customer-supplier interaction and, (2) how this is facilitated
by the PSM Propose-Critique-Modify. Subsequently, chapter 7 discusses a software implementation of the interactive reasoning process. Chapters 8 (a case in
the hosted services domain) and 9 (a case in the healthcare domain) show that
our bundle reasoning process can also be applied to complex, real world bundling
scenarios.
Finally, chapter 10 summarizes the contributions from this thesis and provides directions for further research.

Chapter 2

Customer-supplier interaction to
reason about bundling
commercial services
In this chapter, we argue for a formal approach for reasoning about needs-driven services
bundling, and show why customer-supplier interaction in such an approach is required.
Additionally, we review related work from the fields of requirements engineering, computer science and service marketing to show that such a formal approach currently does
not exist.
Parts of this chapter (sections 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4) have been published in (de Kinderen et
al. 2009a).

The aim of this thesis is to show that customer-supplier interaction is required
to semi-automatically reason about the bundling of commercial services. In this
chapter, we first discuss what a ‘service’ is (section 2.1) to establish our interpretation of this term for the remainder of this thesis. We require such a discussion
because the term ‘service’ means different things to different communities (Baida
et al. 2004). In addition, we argue for a guiding principle in asking the question
‘what is a service?’. We feel that such as principle is needed because more often
than not, especially in the information science community, this question is asked
without any sense of purpose. We feel that the question ‘what is a service?’ is only
relevant in the light of the task that is to be accomplished.
Next, we discuss literature on customer needs analysis (section 2.2), and literature
with a commercial and computational perspective on service bundling (sections 2.3
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and 2.4 respectively) to show that current theories each contain useful ideas but, on
their own, are insufficient for accomplishing our research goal. Finally, section
2.5 discusses what features our approach should have and acts as a step-up for the
remainder of this thesis.

2.1

What is a service?

Services in business literature
When scholars with a service marketing background characterize a service, the
following aspects occur most often:
• Intangibility. As emphasized by Shostack (1977), and later by Bitner et al.
(2008, p. 5) and Lovelock (2001, p. 3), services often have a more or less
intangible nature. This is what sets services apart from physical goods, such
as a shoe or hammer.
• A processual nature. Services are characterized as: ‘...deeds, processes
or performances’ by Bitner et al. (2008, p. 5), ‘....Acts or performances’
by Lovelock (2001, p.3) and as being co-created by customer and supplier
(Grönroos 2007). In other words: They often have a processual nature. For
example, a helpdesk-service is a process of inquiry between the helpdeskemployee and customer.
A noteworthy addition is that services are sometimes, but not necessarily
always, co-produced by customer and supplier. Actions taken by the customer (answering questions in the helpdesk-example) then constitute a vital
part of the service production process. Zeithaml et al. (1985) refer to this as
inseparability of production and consumption.
• Valuable outcomes. Services often result in valuable outcomes for the customer. This is reflected by Lovelock (2001, p.3 ), who characterizes services as ‘... economic activities that create value and provide benefits for
customers’, by Spohrer et al. (2008) who characterizes services as ‘The application of competence (resources) for the benefit of another’ and Grönroos
(2007, p. 26-27) and Edvardsson et al. (2005) who both state that all services
provide value, in the form of value in use 1 , for the customer.
1

(Ramsay 2005) and (Monroe 1990) mention two types of value: Value in use, and value in
exchange. Value in use, or use value, denotes how an offering is valuable for the customer and,
following from this, how much an offering is worth to her. For example, an airplane trip may be
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It is important to note that the aforementioned points are all characteristics of a
service, and that none is by itself a discriminating element in the definition of a
service. This is most certainly true for the valuable outcomes characteristic, which
also holds for physical goods.
Actually, there is no such thing as the definition of a service. Most scholars refer
to the above characteristics, but use them in different combinations to provide their
own interpretation of what a service is. Some emphasize one specific aspect, such
as ‘services are deeds, processes or performances’ Bitner et al. (2008) while others,
most notably Vargo & Lusch (2004), will discuss all of the above aspects, state that
some - such as intangibility - are outdated, and go on to conclude that everything
is a service.
For this thesis, we adopt a business science interpretation of the term service.
Of particular importance for us are the following aspects:
• Services have an intangible nature. This is what makes automated reasoning about services challenging, compared to physical products.
• Services produce valuable outcomes. This provides us with matchmaking capabilities with customer needs.

We can see that business scholars perceive services from a commercial perspective. However, there is another (computer science) interpretation of services that
business scholars should be equally aware of, especially when involved in multidisciplinary research: Services as technical web services.
Services in computer science
In the web services and semantic web community, web services are considered important. Web services can be described as ‘computational entities that perform a
function on behalf of the user’ (Roman et al. 2005) and so, as opposed to commercial services, have a technical flavor. Some typical web service topics include
interoperability (e.g. how to make sure that two pieces of software can ‘talk’ to
each other) or fault tolerance (e.g. how to change a configuration of web-services
in case of a malfunction).
Some computer science scholars treat the term service as a synonym for web services. They either use the words service and web service interchangeably, or even
valuable to a customer because it takes her from Amsterdam to Milan and back. The customer may
value this trip as being worth e200. Value in exchange, in turn, denotes the actual exchanges of value
that take place between actors. For example, our customer may actually pay e160 to an airliner and
in return receive a ticket.
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solely rely on the word ‘service’ when they actually mean web-service. For example, consider the following excerpt from Paolucci et al. (2002) ‘a book-selling
service may provide two different functionalities: the first one is to allow other
services to browse its database to find books of interest; the second one is to allow
them to buy the books they found.’ and another from Baresi et al. (2007) ‘Providers
advertise their services .... through registries....... New services can be discovered
every time a client queries a registry....’.
Using the terms service and web service interchangeably is not problematic, as
long as persons are aware that a different, commercial interpretation of the term
also exists. This is also recognized by computer science and information science
scholars, such as Baida et al. (2004), Roman et al. (2005) and Preist (2004). They
make an explicit distinction between business-oriented commercial services and
technically flavored web services. For example, Roman et al. (2005, p. 87) states
that: ‘A WSMO Web service is a computational entity that is able (by invocation)
to achieve a user’s goal. A service in contrast is the actual value provided by this
invocation.’
Intentionality: The meaning of the term service depends on what is to be accomplished with it
So, what is meant by a ‘service’ is very much dependent upon the community
at hand (Baida et al. 2004, Preist 2004). The business community consider services from a commercial perspective: For them business considerations, such as
the value provided by a service, are paramount. Computer scientists, on the other
hand, consider services more as computational entities, sometimes treating them
as a synonym for web services.
This difference in interpretation is by itself not problematic. After all, even within
communities, it is common practice that an author uses a definition that fits best
with what s/he wants to accomplish 2 . However, to avoid crosstalk it is important
for this thesis to (1) recognize that between disciplines, different interpretations of
the term service exist, and to (2) establish that we use a commercial interpretation
of the term service, with a particular emphasis on the characteristics intangibility
and valuable outcomes.
2 Following

up on this, we argue that intentionality should be leading in any debate on what a
service is. In other words: The definition of what a service is should depend on the problem under
consideration. The more absolutist question ‘what is a service?’, as addressed by amongst others
(Ferrario & Guarino 2009, Vargo & Lusch 2004), is by itself not so useful. See appendix A for a
more extensive discussion on this point.
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Figure 2.1: The Customer Buying Behavior Model, cf. Kotler (2000)

2.2

Customer needs analysis

To ensure a needs-driven process, we require an understanding of the steps that a
customer usually takes to arrive from the goals that s/he wants to achieve, to the
decision to acquire an offering. Marketers provide us with several buying behavior
theories that help us understand the main steps that customers use in this process.
Most prominent amongst these is the Customer Buying Behavior (CBB) model,
which we find in amongst others (Kotler 2000, Solomon 2003, Loudon & DellaBitta 1993).
The CBB model consists of the five steps depicted in figure 2.1: (1) problem recognition, in which the customer becomes aware of a need that is to be satisfied (2)
information search, in which the customer seeks out benefits required to satisfy
this need (3) evaluation, in which the customer decides upon the product that maximizes the desired features and minimizes the negative features (4) product buying,
in which the customer actually buys the product and finally (5) the post-purchase
phase, in which the customer evaluates the product in use-situations. 3
In this section, we discuss common aspects of techniques that are used in service
marketing and requirements engineering literature for translating customer needs
into service offerings, using the CBB as a frame of reference. In so doing, we
explore what ideas can be adopted for creating an automated needs-driven process. Following the steps of the Customer Buying Behavior model (Kotler 2000,
p. 177-178), we discuss (1) separation between problems and solutions, (2) how
a customer seeks out products, and (3) how products are evaluated by balancing
positive and negative service features of a product.
3 Figure 2.1 suggests that the customer goes through the CBB steps sequentially. This is however
not the case. Depending on the situation in which it used, the CBB model contains feedback loops
between steps, and some steps even might be omitted altogether (Kotler 2000, p. 179). For example:
In the case of habitual buying, such as a pack of salt, the customer can skip the steps ‘information
search’ and ‘evaluation of alternatives’.
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2.2.1

Separation of problem and solution

Relevant CBB steps: Problem recognition and information search

The Customer Buyer Behavior model sees problem recognition and information
search as two separate phases. Thereby, it explicitly separates between need recognition and the finding of a solution that satisfies this need. First a customer need
emerges, caused by a deviation between the customer’s current and ideal state. This
can happen by an alteration of the current state (e.g. the need for a new car can be
initiated by a breakdown of the current car) or ideal state (e.g. through the new car
of the neighbor). Only thereafter, the customer searches for solutions satisfying his
need through information search.
The separation between problem and solutions is also recognized in the Requirements Engineering community. Amongst others, we find it in the work of Jackson
(2001) and Cross (2002). Jackson (2001) discusses the notion of problem framing. The key idea behind problem framing is to first establish a proper perspective
on the real world problem that is to be solved, instead of focusing on software
as a solution to that problem. This is mainly important for software development
projects: Seeing that a piece of software is always used in a real-world situation, it
is important to first properly analyze this real-world situation. As such, seeing that
software is only a means to and end, one may find out that a piece of software is
not necessary to solve the problem at hand.
Cross (2002) interviewed renowned engineers to see what distinguishes them from
average engineers. He concludes that excellent engineers always first focus on
the problem at hand by (1) taking a broad perspective on the problem, instead
of accepting narrow criteria defined by someone else. For example: When one
of the interviewed designers was asked to design a sawing machine, he took his
personal experiences with a sawing machine as a starting point. He realized that the
sawing mechanism was located in the middle of existing sawing machines, thereby
obscuring the space that the user needs to manoeuver the fabric around the needle.
From this experience, he defined the problem ”more space around the needle” as
a starting point for figuring out a design. (2) properly framing the problem, in a
manner similar to Jackson (2001) (only then beyond software as a solution).
In sum: In customer needs analysis, problems are often separated from solutions.
Before a solution is found, a problem should first be properly stated. As such, this
consideration should also return in our approach.
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2.2.2

Gradual specification of customer need into solutions

Relevant CBB step: Information search.
Customer needs analysis is often treated as problem specification, whereby a goal
from the customer is translated into something that is specific enough to find a
solution for. The amount of levels required for this specification then depends on
the level of abstraction of the customer’s goal. Here, one may consider ‘leading
a happy life’ as the ultimate abstract goal that needs many levels before a specific
solution can be found, while specific ones such as ‘communicating with family
abroad’ need few abstraction levels.
Means-end chaining (Gutman & Reynolds 1988, Gutman & Reynolds 1982) is
a well-known marketing theory in which problem specification plays a prominent
role. This theory links specific product attributes, such as ‘minty breath’ from
toothpaste, to high-level personal values such ‘sense of belonging’ via intermediary consequences, such as ‘neat image’ and ‘increase social acceptance’. This
way, consequence ladders of products are created that represent a conceptual map
of how a customer group links specific product attributes to more static high-level
values. For minty-breath, the ladder would for example be: ‘minty breath’ (attribute) - ‘neat image’ (consequence) - ‘increase social acceptance’ (consequence)
- ‘sense of belonging’ (value). Means-end chaining is particularly useful for discovering high-level motivations for a customer and is often used for positioning
a product. For example, if ‘staying healthy’ is an important personal value for
a customer group, then toothpaste would also be positioned differently, with an
emphasis on attributes such as ‘calcium’ and consequences such as ‘strengthens
teeth’. ‘Minty breath’ would then not be so relevant.
Observe that personal values exhibit a high level of abstraction. Typically, well researched lists of human values, such as from Rokeach (1973), include relatively unchanging desired states of mind such as ‘happiness’, ‘social recognition’ or ‘leading an exciting life’, and relatively unchanging values enabling those desired states
such as ‘being independent’, ‘being intellectual’ or ‘being courageous’. For studying specific needs, such as ‘getting from Amsterdam to Paris’ this may not always
be relevant.
Woodruff (1997) proposes a variant on means-ends chaining theory that can also
cope with translating concrete customer goals into specific product attributes. This
variant replaces high-level personal values with the notion of goals that a customer
wants to achieve, with consequences and -ultimately- product attributes serving as
a means of achieving those goals. This model can be found in figure 2.2 4 .
4 For the sake of completeness:

The arrows represent how a customer learns to associate a product
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Figure 2.2: Goals, consequences and attributes, adapted from (Woodruff 1997).
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) (Griffin & Hauser 1993) is a pen-and-paper
product development tool that aims at translating customer concerns - as typically
captured by a marketing department - into attributes that a product should have
- as typically relevant for engineers. QFD is mainly used for cross-departmental
product design. It allows engineers and marketers, and possibly other departments,
to communicate about required changes. To this end, QFD (a) allows for problem
specification to translate high-level customer concerns into product attributes, and
(b) allows for studying the impact that required product attributes have upon other
product attributes. To illustrate this, consider the development of a new toothpaste,
to be named ‘Jaws’ (after a gentle Bond-villian). First QFD specifies customer
concerns into concerns that are specific enough to find product attributes for. For
Jaws, a concern such as ‘strong teeth’ can be translated into ‘strengthen enamel’
(the outmost layer of a tooth). Then, these specified concerns are linked to product
features in a matrix, with rows representing customer concerns and columns product features. For Jaws, ‘strengthen enamel’ can be realized through the attribute
‘calcium carbonate’. Next, QFD analyses the impact of attributes on each other.
with consequences, and goals achieved through those consequences in the post-purchase phase. Conversely, lessons from use-situations, such as side effects, have an effect on how a customer perceives
product attributes.

Customer needs analysis
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Adding ‘calcium carbonate’ to a toothpaste, for example, might have a detrimental
effect on the taste or color of a toothpaste, which would then have to be adjusted
accordingly (note here that this is for the sake of example: The author of this thesis
is not a toothpaste expert).
Finally, Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) uses problem specification, only then in the broader sense of goal specification. Needs can then be
perceived as goals that a customer wants to achieve. Consider i*, a modelling technique that is commonly used in early-phase requirements engineering to analyze
the purpose of a solution, such as a piece software, prior to creating it (Yu 1997).
In i*, goals are specified by means-ends links, that show how the achievement of
more specific goals or tasks contribute to achieving a higher-level goal. Following
the example from Yu (1997), the goal ‘meeting be scheduled’ can be specified to
by two alternative tasks: ‘Let (electronic) scheduler schedule meeting’ and ‘schedule meeting manually’.
In sum: Customer needs frameworks mostly perceive needs analysis as needs
specification. A higher level goal is gradually specified until it is specific enough
to find a product for.

2.2.3

Customer-supplier interaction: Balancing positive and negative
service features

Relevant CBB steps: Information search, evaluation of alternatives.
After specifying needs and having found appropriate service offerings, the next
step is to evaluate what service offering to acquire. While evaluating service offerings, a customer seeks to maximize positive features and minimize negative
features (Gutman & Reynolds 1982). In other words: The customer balances the
positive and negative features.
Solomon (2003) mentions different heuristics - commonsensical shortcuts - that
customers can use to evaluate offerings in terms of their positive and negative features. Interestingly, not all of these involve fully weighting all positive against all
negative features of a service offering. Consider for example the lexicographical
rule. With this rule, the customer first ranks product attributes according to their
importance, after which any product that does not contain important attribute is
not bought, irrespective of any other attributes this product might have. For example: Upon buying a computer, a customer that finds the feature ‘HD-size =>
120GB’ important, will not consider any computer that has a HD-size < 120 GB,
irrespective of other features such as CPU-speed or the amount of internal memory.
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Thus, in computer science terms, the customer can employ rules of thumb to
smartly move through the solution space of product information. Yet, irrespective of what rule is used, a trade-off between positive and negative features is often
required. This is emphasized by, amongst others, Woodruff (1997) who states that
customer value is the result of a trade-off between positive and negative service
features; Kotler (2000) who states that a want for a product is converted into demand when the customer is willing and able to pay for it; and Gutman & Reynolds
(1982) who states that the customer wants to maximize positive consequences and
minimize negative consequences.
In sum: The customer can employ several reasoning mechanisms to evaluate products. Yet, the customer value of an offering depends ultimately on a trade-off between positive and negative service features. Therefore, the balancing of positive
and negative features is usually required, irrespective of what specific reasoning
method is used.

2.3
2.3.1

Commercial perspective on services bundling
What is a service bundle?

Service marketers define bundling as the practice of selling two or more products
together in a single package (Guiltinan 1987, Stremersch & Tellis 2002). As examples of bundling, Stremersch & Tellis (2002) mention bundles of ISP-services
(internet access, e-mail hosting, spam filters etcetera), vacation-packages (transportation, plus hotel, plus dinner-arrangements) and a multimedia-PC (dvd-player,
processor etcetera). Observe that bundling is referred to as product bundling: Services, such as ISP-services, and physical goods, such as a multi-media PC. For
this thesis, we focus on bundling services. In particular, the following characteristics are important: (1) A package of elementary services. A service bundle is a
package of one or more elementary services, units of delivery that can be provided
on their own commercially (2) a multi-supplier setting. The elementary services
in a bundle can be provided by different enterprises, who each focus on their core
competency.

2.3.2

Reasons for service bundling

So what incentives exist for service bundling, for the customer and supplier? First
and foremost, customers often require two or more elementary services to completely satisfy a complex need. This is referred to as complimentariness of services
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Economides (1996) or interdependency in demand Guiltinan (1987). Services then
logically belong together, with an increase in the demand for service A (e.g. an
e-mail hosting service) also causing an increase in the demand for service B (e.g.
a spam filter).
Second, if suppliers provide a package of services, they can often reuse resources
such as personnel and administrative services. For the customer, the advantage
of this is twofold. First, customers can receive benefits from a bundle of services
additional to the benefits of the individual services. Stremersch & Tellis (2002)
refer to this phenomenon as product bundling. Typical examples include the centralized helpdesk (a single point of contact) and single bill (easy overview) offered
in most triple/multi-play service bundles. Second, reusing resources allows suppliers to cut costs, that can be passed to the customer in the form of discounts
on the bundle price. If services are offered together, the fixed costs that are normally incurred for each service individually can be spread over multiple services,
thus leading to lower marginal costs of selling additional products to the customer
(Guiltinan 1987). Bakos & Brynjolfsson (2000) add that this is especially true for
information goods such as online weather reports or news services, that can be
replicated with negligible marginal costs and whose costs mainly depend on fixed
costs, such as those incurred upon customer acquisition5 .
Offering service bundles at a discount is often referred to as price bundling. (Kotler
2000, p. 477-478) (Stremersch & Tellis 2002). As explained, these discounts are
often due to the cost savings inherent in reusing resources. However, suppliers
sometimes also artificially introduce a discount on a service bundle, on top of actual
the cost savings that are a result of reusing resources. With this, we arrive at two
purely supplier-oriented motivations for service bundling: Increasing sales and
creating entry barriers.
First, bundles that are offered at a discount are likely to increase sales (Kotler
2000, p. 477-478) (Zhu & MacQuarrie 2003). This best illustrated by the software
package ‘MS-Office’. Say that there are two customers, A and B. Customer A is
willing to pay e40 for Word, e10 for Excel and e 25 for Powerpoint. Customer
B is willing to e20 for Word, e20 for Excel and e20 for Powerpoint. In case
the supplier now tries to maximize his profits by selling these software products
individually, he earns e85. (e40 and e25 for selling Word and Powerpoint to A,
e20 for selling Excel to B). However if the supplier chooses to sell the package at
a discounted price of e60, he will earn e120 by selling the total package to both A
and B. Thus, by capitalizing on the total willingness to pay, a supplier can provide
5 On

a side note: This is not true for all information goods. Copyrighted material, such as music
tracks, often requires usage-based payment to the right-owners
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for a sales increase.
Second, selling bundles of services potentially creates barriers for market entrants
that can only offer a single product in the bundle (Zhu & MacQuarrie 2003, Bakos
& Brynjolfsson 2000). Again, this is best illustrated by MS-office. Here, the individual software products Word, Excel and Powerpoint are fully equipped with an
elaborate set of fonts, such as helvetica, arial, sans-serif, and typesetting options
for these fonts, such as italic and bold-face fonts. In principle, Microsoft could
have chosen to offer these font sets as a separate component, for which customers
could pay individually. However, this would also have opened up the market to
companies specializing in font setting. To prevent competitors for competing on
font packages, Microsoft had thus chosen to include this additional functionality
already in their product6 .

2.3.3

Needs-driven customization of service bundles

Traditionally, service bundles are offered as fit-for-all bundles that satisfy oftenencountered customer needs. Yet, despite capitalizing on some of the aforementioned advantages of service bundling, fit-for-all service bundles also have one major disadvantage: That of the possible mismatch between the features desired by
the customer and the features provided by the service bundle. For example: Many
fit-for-all ISP service bundles contain the feature web hosting, while this is oftentimes not required. And if a customer does require web hosting, s/he might not be
interested in the standard web hosting solution from his ISP, because a specialized
web hosting company might be able to provide a more complete package.
To mitigate the mismatch between desired and received bundle features, organizations more and more disassemble their standardized offerings into their constituent parts, and then reassemble these into offerings that fit with specific customer needs (Quinn & Paquette 1990). Normann (2000, pp 166-167) refers to this
as unbundling and rebundling of services: With unbundling, bundles are decomposed into services that can each be provided on their own commercially. During
re-bundling, these services are recomposed to fit with specific customer needs.
6 An

interesting additional motivation is mentioned by Bakos & Brynjolfsson (2000). Microsoft
could also include elaborate font options by default because of the low marginal costs involved in
replicating digital goods.
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Service marketing approach to bundling When designing service bundles, service marketing literature usually separates core services, the actual service of interest to the customer, from supplementary services, which are needed to provide
the core service and/or act as value-adding extras (Lovelock 2001, Normann 2000).
For example, for a hotel service ‘having a place to sleep’ is the core service, while
a billing service and on-demand movie channel can be considered as supporting
supplementary services.
Service marketing literature also distinguishes between different types of supplementary services. Lovelock (2001) discusses two types of supplementary services:
• Facilitating services, which are necessary for, or are facilitating in, the delivery of a core service. For our hotel-service, billing could be an example
of a facilitating service.
• Value-enhancing services. For our hotel-service, the on-demand movie channel is a value-enhancing service.
Other authors (e.g. Grönroos (2007)) make similar distinctions between different
types of supplementary services, albeit in slightly different phrasing. For example:
Where Lovelock (2001) refers to value-enhancing services, Grönroos (2007) refers
to supporting services.
Note that supplementary services are not strictly facilitating or value-enhancing
(to adopt the terminology of Lovelock). For example, many providers of multiplay service bundles (that is: telephony, plus internet, plus television, plus mobile
telephony, plus mobile internet....and so on) pride themselves in placing multiple
services on a single bill that provides a quick overview of the (monthly) costs. In
such a case, this single bill is both facilitating, since it is necessary for the ongoing
contract between customer and supplier, and value-enhancing.
The above considerations can aid in the design of service bundles, in particular for
the unbundling and rebundling of services. This is because they aid in separating a
service bundle into its core services and its value-enhancing services.
However, services marketing typically lacks formalization. As such, considerations from services markiting cannot by themselves be used for semi-automated
reasoning about services bundling. In addition, service marketing literature is
mostly concerned with the design of a bundle for a single company, while the
constituent parts of a bundle might just as well be supplied by different companies,
who each use their own core competency (Tapscott et al. 2000).
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Serviguration: (semi-)Automatically configuring service bundles Serviguration (Baida et al. 2005, Akkermans et al. 2004) aims at configuring bundles of
commercial services (semi-) automatically. It conceptualizes ideas from established marketing literature, such as the distinction between supporting and valueenhancing services mentioned in the previous paragraph. In so doing, Serviguration enables automated reasoning on the business logic considerations relevant for
bundling commercial services.
Because of its computational adequacy, serviguration provides a good starting
point for our research goal: To arrive at a semi-automated needs-driven bundling
process. However, serviguration focuses on supplier-perspective considerations
for services. Its customer perspective considerations are fairly rudimentary, in that
(1) it provides a problem specification framework that always requires three levels
of specification, while the number of levels required depends on the complexity of
the customer need at hand, and (2) while it has a concept ‘willingness to pay’, this
concept is never used in the described reasoning process. Thus, the sacrifices that
a customer has to make to acquire a service bundle are not taken into consideration
in the serviguration reasoning process.

2.4

Computational perspective on services bundling

The web service and semantic web communities (semi-)automatically composition
complex web services out of more elementary ones (Sirin et al. 2002, Verma et al.
2004). On the surface, this seems similar to our research goal of semi-automatically
creating bundles of services that satisfy customer needs, especially in the light of
e-services - services that are partially or completely provisioned online.
This section explores to what extent we can use web services approaches to service composition. We review two often used approaches: Service composition by
workflow through syntactic languages such as BPEL and BPSS, and semantically
enriched service composition.

2.4.1

Composition by syntactic workflow

Syntactic workflow languages for web services, such as BPSS (Andrews et al.
2003) and BPEL (Barreto et al. 2007), take a process-oriented approach towards
web service composition (Ouyang et al. 2007). They employ control flow concepts
such as parallelism, branching and sequencing to define dependencies between web
services.
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Process-oriented composition is often required for business processes that rely on
successful execution of several web services at different points in the process. Consider the example ordering process for a car manufacturer depicted in figure 2.3.
Here, we see that the ordering process requires - amongst others - the activities receive order, check availability, receive payment and shipping the order. Assuming
that each is supported by web service technology, we thus require a composition
of web services to execute the part ordering process.
Syntactic workflow languages allow for creating web service compositions in accordance with the control flow of this process. Returning to the ordering process
in figure 2.3, we see the following control flow constructs:
• Branching, to represent that an order for a part is only processed under the
condition that this part is available. In figure 2.3, the diamond represents a
choice point, while the square brackets [available] and [unavailable] indicate
the conditions for taking a path to further the process;
• Sequencing, to represent that a payment must be received before an order
is shipped. Sequencing is represented by an unidirectional arrow between
activities;
• Parallelism, to represent that the order of the activities ‘ship part’ and ‘process payment’ does not matter, as long as both are finished before the next
activity: ‘Send shipment conformation’. Parallelism is represented by the
two horizontal bars in 2.3: One bar for commencement of parallelism (the
fork) and one bar for stopping parallelism (the join).
A key advantage of using workflow languages is that processes can be highly automated. In our car part example, checking availability of a part upon receipt of an
order can happen without human intervention.
On the other hand, workflow languages are mostly suited for well-known business
processes, for which major changes are unlikely to happen (Verma et al. 2004). As
such, they cannot express more pragmatic considerations relevant for dynamically
bundling commercial services. As stated by Verma et al. (2004), syntactic workflow languages composition web services mostly on the level of WSDL interfaces,
which describe web services on a syntactic level. That is, WSDL interfaces describe web services in terms of (lower-level) supplier-specific operation names and
parameter values. 7 .
7

Verma et al. (2004) mainly discusses the BPEL4WS language, which has been superseded by
WS-BPEL. If we turn to the WS-BPEL specification however (Barreto et al. 2007), we find (on
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[available]
receive order

Check part availability

confirm order

receive payment

[unavailable]
Notify unavailability
ship part

process payment

Send shipment conformation

Figure 2.3: An example process (part ordering), modelled cf. the UML activity
diagram specification (Fowler 2003)

So, syntactic workflow languages seem ill-equipped for our research purposes. We
require (1) translation between needs and services, and (2) dynamic composition
of service bundles according to customer needs, while workflow languages seem
primarily aimed at fixed business processes, for which all required services are
known upfront, described in terms of syntactic WSDL interfaces.

2.4.2

Semantic web service composition

The semantic web community aims for interoperability between web services, such
that complex web services can be composed out of elementary ones with a minimum of human intervention (Roman et al. 2005). Thus they go one step further
than syntactic workflow languages such BPEL, where any two web services need
to be ‘connected’ manually.
To ensure that a complex web service can be composed (semi-)automatically, the
semantic web community faces two translation problems: (1) bridging the gap bepage 8) that WS-BPEL follows the same design goals of BPEL4WS. BPEL4WS however was never
intended for dynamic composition, so seeing that WS-BPEL follows similar design goals, it seems
reasonable to assume that dynamic generation of web service compositions is also not the primary
goal of WS-BPEL.
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tween a goal from the user and the functionality offered by web services. For
example, a user’s goal such as ‘booking a trip’ differs from a s WSDL interface
of a trip-booking web service. (2) to bridge the differences between web services
themselves, in terms of different data descriptions and protocols used. For example, when booking a trip by high speed train from Amsterdam to Montpellier, a
web service from the French railway services might refer to a ‘TGV’ while a web
service from the Dutch railway services might refer to that same train by ‘HSL’.
OWL-S (Martin et al. 2005) and WSMO (Roman et al. 2005) are two often-used
semantic web languages that address both of the abovementioned translation problems. They both add a descriptive layer for web services on top of a service’s
syntax description. OWL-S uses the service profile, which allows for advertising
a service’s functionality independently of the required WSDL-operations. WSMO
provides two mechanisms for describing the semantics of a service:
• A WSMO goal. WSMO allows for describing a web service in terms of the
end user goals that it can achieve. This is similar to service profile from
OWL-S.
• WSMO mediators. Mediators are components that resolve semantic mismatches - on goals, protocols, non-functional properties or otherwise - between two web services. For example, to mediate between the web services’
goals ‘book a trip’ from a travel agency and ‘make a reservation for a trip’
from a railway agency.
Additionally, OWL-S and WSMO allow for web services composition by describing how elementary services depend on each other for succesful execution. Service
dependencies are then usually represented as planning, a generic type of reasoning
behavior commonly referred to as Problem Solving Methods (PSMs). Roughly
speaking, this means that service composition for semantic web services happens by expressing their control-flow dependencies. However, contrast to syntactic
workflow languages, these dependencies exist on a higher abstraction level: They
abstract away from what (supplier-)specific web services are used (we shall return
to PSMs in chapters 5 and 6).
The additional semantic mechanisms for describing web services seem a good first
step to dynamic (semi-) automated service composition. Yet, as with syntactic
workflow languages, we still cannot directly adopt them for reasoning about commercial services. Although semantic web service languages add a semantic layer
for describing web services, the service profile in OWL-S and the notion of a goal
in WSMO, they lack in such layers mechanisms for describing commercial services. For example: Semantic web languages do not express how functionality
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offered by one service can add value to the functionality offered by another service.

2.4.3

Web service composition lacks pragmatic service expressions

So far, we have seen that web service composition is realized through syntactic
workflow languages or by means of semantically enriched web service languages.
Each of these approaches builds on individual web services that are syntactically
described through WSDL interfaces. So, for service composition we can make a
rough division as in figure 2.4: Syntactically, individual services can be specified
by WSDL interfaces (e.g. in terms of expected communication protocol, parameters that need to be passed etcetera), which can then be composed together with
syntactic workflow languages, or by semantically enriched web service composition techniques.
However, we cannot express the pragmatic concerns of a web service with current
web service composition techniques: Concerns, such as one service adding value
to another service, that are relevant for the bundling of commercial services. Yet,
since we reason about service bundling from a commercial perspective, we do
require a layer for describing the pragmatics of a service, which currently does not
exist in the web service and semantic web communities.

2.5

Formal reasoning about services bundling

So far, we have discussed theories that can contribute to realizing our research goal.
Still, none of the approaches is by itself sufficient for achieving our research goal:
To semi-automatically perform needs-driven service bundling in a multi-supplier
setting. As we argued however, such an approach is interesting to explore further
because (1) regarding needs-driven service bundling, it becomes more common to
unbundle generic service bundles and rebundle them to fit with specific needs (2)
regarding a multi-supplier setting, service offerings are more and more realized by
a network of enterprises, and (3) regarding automation, if a bundle can be offered
online, the sales process can also happen online.
Before we discuss such an approach in detail however, we establish features that
our approach and reasoning process should have.
A customer and supplier perspective. As discussed, customers are interested
in the value delivered by services, while suppliers are more concerned with the ser-
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Pragmatics
Some concerns: Translate customer needs to
services, core vs. value-enhancing services
Example: e3-service

Semantics
Some concerns: facilitating dynamic service
compositioning
Example: OWL-S, WSMO

Syntactic workflow
Some concerns: Automating workflows
Example: BPSS, BPEL

Syntactics
Some concerns: Advertising functionality of
individual web services
Used language: WSDL
Web service compositioning

Figure 2.4: Descriptive layers for web services: Syntactic, syntactic workflow,
semantic and pragmatic
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vices themselves. Thus, we require two different views for modelling services: A
customer perspective for modelling needs, and a supplier perspective for modelling
services knowledge as relevant for suppliers.
An interactive reasoning process. We discussed that customer value is the result
of a trade-off between the positive features that a customer receives from a service
and the negative features the customer has to sacrifice to acquire the service. As
such, the sacrifices for the customer can influence what service is eventually acquired, and what specific needs are satisfied. Assuming that such sacrifices are
known only fully when service bundles are generated, we require an interaction
between the customer and supplier perspective on services to take into account
supplier feedback.
(Semi-)automated reasoning. We construct a theory that allows us to reason
about needs-driven service bundling semi-automatically. This requires us to formalize the reasoning process to the extent that it can be made computational. This
requires us to capture the concepts ‘customer need’ and ‘service’ such that they can
be made computer-processable. In addition, we require a computational framework
to facilitate an interactive reasoning process that uses these computer-processable
concepts.
Graphical representation. We require a formal approach to service bundling,
yet at the same time we want our approach to be easy to understand for practitioners. To this end, we employ graphical, lightweight models such as figure 3.8.
Experience has shown that such models serve as a good starting point for communicating with practitioners.

2.6

Summary

In this chapter, we argued that intentionality should be leading in any discussion
on the meaning of the term service. We then established the meaning of a service
as relevant for this thesis: That of a commercial service, with an emphasis on
intangibility and valuable outcomes.
Next, we addressed how a customer usually arrives from a need at buying a service
offering that satisfies this need. We discussed three key aspects of this process: (1)
separation between problem and solution, (2) customer needs analysis as problem
specification and (3) balancing positive and negative service features.

Summary
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Subsequently, we discussed existing approaches to service bundling from a commercial and computational perspective. We have seen that the commercial perspective provides us with pragmatic guidelines useful for bundling commercial
services, such as one service adding value to another service, but generally lacks
computational capabilities. The computational perspective, on the other hand, provides computational capabilities, but lacks the pragmatic considerations relevant
for bundling commercial services. To achieve the goal of (semi-) automatically
bundling commercial services, starting from a customer need, we therefore require
an approach that takes both a computational and commercial perspective on service
bundling.

Chapter 3

Consequences as a key concept
This chapter introduces the e3 service ontology and reasoning process. We focus our discussion on consequences, the outcomes of a service that are valuable for the customer.
Parts of this chapter have been published earlier: the e3 service customer perspective
ontology and service catalog (sections 3.2.2 and 3.3) in Proceedings of the the Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering 2008 (CAiSE 2008) (de Kinderen &
Gordijn 2008c) and Hawaiian International Conference on System Sciences 2008 (HICSS
2008) (de Kinderen & Gordijn 2008a), the e3 service supplier perspective ontology and
service catalog (section 3.2.3 and 3.4) and the bundling reasoning (section 3.5) in Proceedings of the Requirements Engineering conference 2008 (RE ’08) (Gordijn et al. 2008a).

So far, we argued that none of the methodologies available for service bundling is
by itself adequate for fulfilling our research goal: To (semi-)automatically generate multi-supplier service bundles based upon customer needs. On the one hand,
in marketing there exist useful theories on what commercial services are and how
to analyze customer needs, but these theories are insufficiently formalized to be
made computational. Computer science literature, on the other hand, contains notions that allow for formalization of services knowledge, but insufficiently emphasizes what services knowledge to formalize. So: marketing emphasizes a soft perspective on services bundling but lacks formal theories, whereas computer science
emphasizes a hard, formal perspective on services bundling but lacks substantive
content theories.
In this chapter, we introduce a method that allows us to reason formally about
relating customer needs to service bundles: e3 service . In this chapter we focus our
discussion on the the aspect of consequences being a key concept in needs-driven
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services bundling, whereas in chapter 6 we focus on interaction being key in the
reasoning process.
This chapter is structured as follows. In section 3.1, we introduce ontologies and
how they are relevant to our research. Section 3.2 discusses the e3 service ontologies. Subsequently, section 3.3 and 3.4 show how these ontologies can be used to
develop service catalogues. In section 3.5, we show the bundling reasoning that
can be perfomed with catalogues of services knowledge. Finally, in section 3.6, we
discuss a software tool that provides computationally support on the development
of the e3 service service catalogues.

3.1
3.1.1

Positioning of the e3 service ontologies
Ontologies for shared understanding and formal reasoning

The term ontology (Greek for the study of being) originates from philosophy and
encompasses anything related to the study of what exists, or is assumed to exist.
For our purposes, we limit ourselves to a computer science interpretation of an
ontology (adapted from (Borst 1997)): ‘an explicit formal specification of a shared
conceptualization’. This definition highlights two aspects of an ontology that are
important for our research:
1. A formal specification, which we require because we want to reason about
bundling services (semi-)automatically, and;
2. The shared conceptualization; we want to reason about service bundling in
a networked enterprise, meaning that it is imperative that every organization
in this network talks about the same concepts to avoid mismatches. In other
words: A shared understanding, an aspect of ontologies also emphasized by
(Uschold & Gruninger 2009, p. 2–3), must be present amongst the participating companies for a network of enterprises to succeed. This is important
since without such a shared understanding, an organization in a networked
enterprise could, for example, interpret the concept of a service as a purely
technical web-service, while others could interpret it as a purely commercial
service.
So, what we aim for with an ontology is that (1) partners that want to participate
in offering part of a service bundle have a common vocabulary for uniformally expressing their services knowledge, and (2) that the relevant services concepts and
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the relationships between them are captured formally, to enable automated reasoning with instantiations of these concepts made by partners that want to participate
in a service offering.

3.1.2

Formal conceptualization of established business literature

As a foundation for developing our ontologies, we rely on established business
research literature. By so doing, we ensure that our ontologies are grounded in
established and, presumably, well-researched theories. In addition, relying on wellestablished literature prevents us from having to reinvent the wheel, so that we do
not have to invent concepts for our ontology from scratch.
Below, we discuss how we conceptualize theories from business literature, using
the development of an ontology of customer needs as a running example (see section 3.2.2 for the resulting ontology). We first search for seminal, important theories on a particular topic by means of discussions with business scholars, or by
querying electronic libraries of marketing papers and focusing on those papers that
are cited most often. For our needs ontology, we thus find ‘need, want, demand’
by Kotler (2000) and Arndt (1978), means-end chaining by Gutman & Reynolds
(1982), and Quality Function Deployment (QFD) by Griffin & Hauser (1993).
Next, we distil the key concepts from the found theories. For our customer needs
example, we thus find that:
• Need, want and demand specifies a problem from the customer into a specific
solution that the customer is able and willing to pay for;
• Means-end chaining captures how a customer reasons about finding a specific product as a solution for a high-level problem;
• QFD translates a high-level statement from the customer, called ‘the voice of
the customer’, into something that is specific enough to find product features
for.
Subsequently, we observe commonalities between the distilled concepts. We find
that the most important commonality between the mentioned theories for customer
needs analysis is actually problem specification. So: Problem specification should
also be part of the ontology of customer needs.
Finally, we base our ontology on the commonalities of the distilled concepts.
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The e3 service ontologies
A supplier and customer perspective ontology

As in the work of Baida et al. (2005), we create two ontologies: One for capturing
the customer’s perspective on services, and one for capturing the supplier’s perspective on services. We do so because these actors have a different worldview,
and therefore a differing presupposition of what things they assume to be relevant
and true in this view. In other words: We require two different ontologies, because
the ontological commitment of customers and suppliers is different.
First and foremost, customers are not concerned with a service itself, but with its
valuable outcomes (Grönroos 2007, Griffin & Hauser 1993). For example: A customer may be interested in having an e-mailing capability, not that s/he acquires
an e-mail service from KPN, nor that this service relies on a billing service (the
latter being typical supplier concerns). As a result, customers and suppliers also
have different knowledge about services. Following the means-ends chaining theory (figure 2.2), customers mainly learn about services in terms of their valuable
outcomes and how these help them to achieve their goals. They are less concerned
with supplier-oriented concerns, such as what supporting services are required to
actually keep a service up-and-running.
In line with Finkelstein et al. (1992), we therefore create two different viewpoints
on the same phenomenon, that account for these differences in -amongst othersconcerns and expertise: A customer and supplier perspective on services.

3.2.2

The customer perspective ontology

The customer perspective ontology concentrates on modeling concepts that represent how a customer yields value from acquiring a service bundle.
This section is organized by clustering the concepts in the ontology as follows: (1)
needs, wants and demands (2) benefits, consequences, and value derivations, and
(3) dependencies between want/consequence pairs. We shall explain each cluster
by focusing on a part of the ontology, and so work towards the complete customer
perspective ontology in figure 3.4. The ontology is based on concepts from established customer needs literature. Most notably, see (Arndt 1978, Kotler 2000) for a
discussion on needs wants and demands, (Gutman & Reynolds 1982, Woodruff
1997, Gutman & Reynolds 1988) for a discussion on means-end chaining and
(Holbrook 1999) for a discussion on the different ways in which a product/service
can be valuable.
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1…* problem/solution 0…*
alternative

partial

1

1…* 1…*

want

demand

concretizes concretized by

Figure 3.1: Needs, wants and demands
The need/want/demand-hierarchy. Figure 3.1 shows a formal conceptualization of the need/want/demand hierarchy. The need/want/demand hierarchy emphasizes a gradual transition from a need - a problem statement - to a set of services
that together provide a solution for that need, called a demand (see (Arndt 1978)
and (Kotler 2000)). For the e3 service ontology, this results in the following concepts.
Functional need. A functional need is the point of departure for the customer and
represents a problem statement or goal, independently from a solution direction
(Arndt 1978).
EXAMPLE: A customer may have a need to ‘communicate with family abroad’.
This need does not include a notion of a solution yet, as nothing is stated about
how the communication will be done.
Want. A need (problem) can usually be covered by multiple alternative wants
(solutions) (Arndt 1978). In doing so, a want does not indicate a specific (named)
supplier satisfying the stated need yet. Thereby, we explicitly separate the finding
of a general solution for a need (a want), from finding a specific supplier doing so
(a demand). A need may require multiple wants that each satisfy a need partly, but
together do so completely.
The separation of problem and solutions is important to avoid that we overlook
alternative wants (solutions) for needs (problems). However, as a want indicates a
solution available in the market, at least one supplier should be willing to provide
the solution.
EXAMPLE: The want ‘e-mail hosting’ is a possible solution for satisfying the need
‘communicating with family abroad’ .
Problem/solution pair. A want is a (partial) solution for a functional need, which
is stated by a problem/solution pair. Problem/solution pairs can be related to each
other to state that (1) they are alternatives for each other, or (2) together they form
a complete solution for a problem.
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consequence

benefit
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….

Figure 3.2: Benefits, benefit ranges, value derivations and consequences
EXAMPLE: ‘e-mail hosting’ and ‘instant messaging’ are alternative wants for satisfying the need ‘communicating with family abroad’. ‘E-mail hosting’ plus ‘IPconnectivity’ exemplify partial problem/solution pairs, which together satisfy the
need ‘communicating with family abroad’.
Demand. A demand is a supplier-specific service for which the customer is willing
and able to pay. We use a strict distinction between wants and demands, because
they refer to two different steps in our process of customer needs elicitation. First,
the customer chooses a service independently of supplier-specific characteristics
by focusing on the features s/he desires from that service (to be detailed in the
next paragraph). So, the customer first considers a want. Only thereafter does the
customer take supplier-specific service features into account such as a price to be
paid for a service, customer lock-in and more.
Relations.
• A demand concretizes one or more wants.
EXAMPLE: ‘Gmail’ (from Google) is a demand that concretizes the want
‘e-mail hosting’. As a supplier-specific service, ‘ G-mail’ has the constraint
‘advertisement exposure’.
Benefits, consequences and value derivations Figure 3.2 presents the section
of the ontology that is based on concepts from means-end chaining (Gutman &
Reynolds 1982, Gutman & Reynolds 1988).
Benefit range and benefits. Benefits describe properties that are of economic
value to the customer in terms of value-in-use (Ramsay 2005). In other words,
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benefits provide an increase of economic utility to the customer, through something functional, social (e.g. status) or otherwise. A benefit is also used to connect
demands, as needed by the customer, to services, as provided by the supplier. Often, there is a mismatch between the set of benefits as contained by a customer
demand, and the set of benefits as contained by a supplied service. In our work, we
assume that the customer and the supplier use the same terminology to represent
the customer/supplier benefit itself, so ontologically, these benefits are the same
(although specific values may differ obviously). Reasoning about a match between
a found customer demand and available supplier e-services, is then about finding a
multi-supplier e-service bundle with a set of benefits, that is closest to the required
set of benefits as contained by the customer demand. A benefit range is a more
general construct, which specifies a range of values a benefit may have.
Relations.
• A want has one or more benefit ranges. Since a want exists independently of
a specific supplier, benefits on the want-level do not possess supplier-specific
values. Instead, benefits on the want level have a range of possible values,
within which a supplier-specific benefit could fall.
EXAMPLE: A want ‘e-mail hosting’ with the benefit range ‘mailbox size =
0.5GB-3GB’.
• A demand has one or more benefits. Since a demand is specific for a supplier,
benefits of a demand have supplier-specific properties.
EXAMPLE: The demand ‘G-mail’ has the benefit ‘mailbox size = 2.6 GB’.
• A benefit is for one benefit range, and a range can have multiple benefits that
fall-in the benefit range.
EXAMPLE: The benefit ‘mailbox size = 2.6 GB’ is for the benefit range
‘0.5GB-3GB’.
Consequence. A consequence represents the subjective added value for the endcustomer if s/he consumes a benefit (falling into a certain benefit range). Deriving
consequences from benefits is based upon the laddering-technique from means-end
chaining (Gutman & Reynolds 1988). This entails that consequences are elicited
by asking the question ‘what happens if we consume service X in which benefit Y
is contained? ’.
Relations.
• A benefit range has one or more consequences.
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Figure 3.3: Dependencies between pairs of wants/consequences
EXAMPLE: The benefit range ‘0.5GB-3GB’ has the consequence ‘large mailbox’.
Value derivation. We reify the relation between ‘benefit range’ and ‘consequence’
by introducing the concept of value derivation. While eliciting a service catalogue,
we reason about value derivation as a result of consuming a certain benefit, by
using a customer value framework presented by Holbrook et al (Holbrook 1999).
This framework, which originates from the field of axiology, is used to explain
how end-customers derive value while consuming a product/service. Note that a
framework as proposed by Holbrook serves as a ‘plug-in’. In case of business-tobusiness services, value derivation will be done entirely differently, and so other
frameworks should be used.
EXAMPLE: The benefit ‘customized domain’ from an e-mail service, can be annotated with the value derivation ‘status’, resulting in the consequence of ‘enhancing
status through personalized e-mail address’.

Dependencies between want/consequence pairs. Figure 3.3 concentrates on
the part of the customer perspective ontology that represents dependencies between
pairs of wants and consequences.
The notion of service dependencies (see (Baida et al. 2005)) indicates that services
may depend on each other. For instance, a service can serve as an option for another
service, or a service may exclude meaningful consumption of another service. In
(Baida et al. 2005), this relation has only been investigated from a supplier perspective; e.g. a paid e-mail service cannot be delivered without a billing service.
We have found that such dependencies can also exist from a customer perspective;
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e.g. a spam filter adds value for the customer if it is bundled with an e-mail hosting
service.
Adds value and dependency. As benefits of wants have economic value consequences for the customer, the wants themselves also have consequences. In
e3 service , this is represented as a reified ‘adds-value’ relationship between one
want and one consequence. Note here that we explicity chose to relate pairs of
wants and consequences instead of only consequences, because wants package
consequences as available on the marketplace.
We have found two specific kinds of dependencies, which may exist between two
or more ‘adds value’ relations (so between want/consequence pairs).
1. In a ‘Core/Enhancing’ (C/E) dependency, a want/consequence pair B provides added value if bundled with a want/consequence pair A. Pair B cannot
be acquired independently from A.
2. In a ‘Optional Bundling’ (OB) dependency, a want/consequence pair B adds
value to a want / consequence A. Yet, in case of an OB relation, A and B can
also be acquired separately.
These dependencies may exist between multiple want/consequence pairs (‘adds
value’), as shown by the concept dependency in the e3 service ontology.
Relations.
• An ‘adds value’ relationship contains a single want and a single consequence. This pair represents a commercially feasible offering, plus part of
the subjective value gained from consuming a benefit contained within this
offering.
EXAMPLE: The adds-value pairs {e-mail hosting (want), send and receive
e-mail (consequence)} and {spam filter (want), reduce unwanted e-mails’}.
• ‘Adds value’ is a dependent or dependee of zero or more other adds value
relationships, via the ‘dependency’ concept.
EXAMPLE: The adds-value pair {spam filter (want), reduce unwanted emails (consequence)} is in a Core/Enhancing dependency with the addsvalue pair {e-mail hosting (want), send and receive e-mail (consequence)}.
Here, the want spam filter represents the type of solution that adds value to
the want e-mail, whereas the consequence reduce unwanted e-mails from
the want spam filter states why this type of solution is valuable. Note that
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Figure 3.4: The e3 service customer perspective ontology

a Core/Enhancing relationship is present, because an acquisition of a spamfilter only makes sense in combination with an e-mail service.

Summary: The customer perspective ontology Figure 3.4 presents the complete e3 service customer perspective ontology. The key concepts in this ontology
are:
• Needs, wants and demands, to represent the transition from a need to a service offering;
• Consequences, to represent the valuable features of a service that are of interest to the customer and finally;
• Dependencies between consequences, to represent valuable combinations of
consequences (valuable features).

3.2.3

The supplier perspective ontology

We adopt the supply-side ontology from (Baida et al. 2005) to model services from
a supplier perspective. This ontology is depicted in figure 3.5. Since this earlier
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Figure 3.5: The e3 service supplier perspective ontology
work discusses this ontology already extensively, we limit ourselves to discussing
those concepts/ideas that are relevant for understanding the discussions in subsequent sections.

Service element. A service element is a product that is commercially offered by
a specific supplier within a market environment.
EXAMPLE: In figure 3.6, ‘internet access’ is a service element provided by the
supplier KPN.

Resource. Service elements produce objects of value for customers and require
inputs to produce these objects. Collectively, these valuable objects and inputs are
refered to as resources. Amongst others, resources can be monetary, provide a
capability or be experiential.
EXAMPLE: the service element IP-access from KPN requires the monetary resource ‘MONEY’ as input, and produces the capability resource ‘data communication’.
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Figure 3.6: Example of supplier perspective service catalogue
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Benefit. A service property expresses attributes and attribute values of service
elements and/or resources. A service property is always part of a resource or
service element: It cannot be provisioned on its own right.
Relations:
• A benefit is part of zero or more resources, via the concept ‘Design element’.
• A benefit is part of zero or more service elements, via the concept ‘Design
element’.
EXAMPLE: the resource data communication has the service properties ‘upload:
512 kb/s’ and ‘download: 2048 kb/s’.

Service object. A service object is a supertype of the concepts ‘Resource’ and
‘Service element’. It alllows for the assignment of benefits to both these concepts.

Service port. Resources are provided or consumed by service elements via service ports, represented as arrowheads in figure 3.6. Basically, they are a means
of abstracting away from the inner workings of a service element so that one can
focus on modelling the (valuable) inputs and outputs of a service element. We
distinguish between incoming and outgoing service ports: Resources that are required as input for a service element are attached to an incoming service port of
that element, whereas resources that are produced as output of a service element
are attached to an outgoing port of that element.
EXAMPLE: the resource ‘MONEY’ is required input for the service element ‘internet access’, thus attached to an incoming service port. The resource ‘data communication’ is provided by the service element ‘internet access’, thus it is attached
to an outgoing service port.

Service interface. A service interface states that all resources attached to the
service ports in this interface must be exchanged, or none at all.
EXAMPLE: For the service element ‘internet access’, a customer will only receive
the benefit data communication in exchange for money.
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Service dependency. Service dependencies are used to model dependencies between service elements. These dependencies are unidirectional, meaning that the
dependency between services A and B exists independently of that between B and
A. Based upon a literature study, Baida et al. (2005) identified the following service
dependencies (where S1 and S2 denote service elements):
• S1 is in a Bundled dependency with S2 if S1 is not provided separately from
S2 for commercial reasons. In literature, this is refered to as pure product
bundling (Stremersch & Tellis 2002). Notation: BU.
EXAMPLE: Figure 3.6 shows a bundled dependency between ‘VoIP’ from
KPN and ‘internet access’ from KPN to indicate that when you acquire VoIP
from KPN, you must also acquire Internet access from KPN. Note here that
Internet access can be acquired independently from VoIP. This emphasizes
that BU is a unidirectional relationship.
• S1 is in a Core/Supporting dependency with S2 if S1 cannot be provided (for
technical or legal reasons) without also providing S2 . The supporting service
can be supplied by the same supplier as the supplier of the core service,
but another case is that the supporting service is supplied by someone else.
Notation: C/S.
EXAMPLE: VoIP from Skype is in a Core/Supporting relationship with an
IP-access service that provides basic IP-connectivity. Note here that IPaccess is required for technical reasons, not commercial.
• S1 is in a Core/Enhancing relationship with S2 if (1) S2 possibly adds value
to S1 , (2) acquisition of S1 is obligatory for acquisition of S2 and (3) S1 can
be acquired separately from S2 . Notation: C/E.
EXAMPLE: Figure 3.6 shows a core/enhancing relationship between internet
access from KPN and VoIP from KPN. This relationship indicates that if IPaccess from KPN is acquired, VoIP from KPN would also be an interesting
option. Yet, KPN does not offer its VoIP service separately from its IP-access
service.
• S1 is in a Optionally Bundled relationship with S2 when (1) S2 possibly adds
value to S1 and (2) S1 and S2 can be acquired separately. Note here that, as
opposed to the C/E relationship, S1 does not have to be acquired before S2
can be acquired. Notation: OB.
EXAMPLE: KPN offers digital television in combination with its VoIP service, and provides a discount to the customer if s/he acquires both services.
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However, digital television from KPN can also be acquired separately from
its VoIP service.
• S1 excludes S2 if the supplier of S1 prevents the customer to consume S2 , for
example because S2 is offered by a competitor, or because joint consumption
is legally prohibited. Notation: EX.
EXAMPLE: Most mobile service providers that offer 3G internet access exclude the usage of skype-services, because skype constitutes a loss of income
for their own telecom services.

3.2.4

Using Service catalogues to hide the complexity of the e3 service
ontologies

The customer and supplier perspective ontologies provide a formal conceptualization of service marketing theory, such that we can reason computationally about
the bundling of commercial services. We shall discuss this reasoning at length in
chapter 6.
In addition to creating a computational process however, we also need ensure the
practical validity of the domain-specific knowledge that we capture in our ontologies. This requires us to represent this knowledge such that it is fit for discussion
with (non-technical) domain experts. To this end, we publish services in service
catalogues, graphical conceptual models (see e.g. figure 3.6) that are easy to understand for persons with a business background. These catalogues hide the underlying complexity of using an ontology. Yet at the same time, they are instantiations
of the e3 service customer and supplier perspective ontologies, to enable the shared
formal conceptualization and formal reasoning discussed in section 3.1. In this
manner, we use service catalogues to facilitate the discussion with non-technical
(business) domain experts while, ‘under water’, we still capture services such that
they are fit for computational reasoning.
Next, we discuss a step-wise creation of service catalogues based on the e3 service
ontologies. In line with the two perspectives, we discuss the creation of a customer
and supplier perspective services catalogue.

3.3

Creating a customer perspective service catalogue

We now show how to create a customer perspective service catalogue that is based
on the customer perspective ontology discussed in section 3.2.2. This catalogue is
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created for customers interested in communicating over a distance (e.g. abroad)
and that employ ICT services as a means for doing so.

3.3.1

Elicit service suppliers and the offered elementary services

The aim of this step is to get a list of ICT services of the service supplier(s), in this
case KPN.
We do this by eliciting the ICT services that KPN offers to its end-customers. From
KPN, we found five ICT services: (1) VoIP, (2) IP-connectivity, (3) homepage
capability, (4) e-mail, and (5) spam filter. In this case study, we performed this
elicition by constructing an initial service catalogue based upon documentation
received from KPN. For validation of the initial service catalogue, we then held a
feedback session with an enterprise architect from KPN.
However, the found services from KPN could have equally well been provided by
separate enterprises. Each enterprise then focuses on his/her core competencies.
In the case study, we also considered separate organizations that provide services
similar to KPN. We did this to illustrate how we make a distinction between two
wants that at first appear similar. We do not show these alternative services in this
step. Instead, we include the services and the benefits we found, while considering
a multi-enterprise setting, directly in the service catalogue as discussed in the next
section.

3.3.2

Formalizing ICT services from a customer perspective

We build up the service catalogue in a bottom-up fashion; we take the services and
their suppliers found as a starting point and, on the basis of these, elicit the needs,
wants and demands they cover, as well as benefits.

Populate the service catalogue with demands and find the benefits contained
within them The first step is to populate the service catalogue with the services.
These services are actually similar to demands, since they are the services as provisioned by the specific suppliers. Next, we add the benefits as contained in the
demands. Benefits are elicited by reviewing the specific properties of a service that
provide the end-customer with more value in use. For instance, the property of
web-based e-mail access is a benefit because it allows a customer to access mail at
any site, without having to install a separate mail-client.
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Figure 3.7: A partial e-service catalogue for the need ‘communicating with family
abroad’
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For example, ‘#phone number <= 2‘, ‘ communication:oral’ and ‘number recognition’ are all benefits from KPN’s VoIP service. These benefits again illustrate that
a demand is not the same as a benefit, since benefits such as ‘#phone number <=
2’ cannot be viably delivered on their own.
The resulting explication of benefits and the demands that contain them, can be
found in figure 3.7.

Derive wants On the basis of the demands, we elicit wants. We first abstract
away from the specific values that the suppliers give to their benefits. So, for instance, in the case of a customized domain we abstract away from the supplierspecific property of providing the customer with a personalized e-mail address that
ends with ‘.nl’. After having made this abstraction, the services that contain these
benefits become the wants. If there are multiple similar services available from
multiple suppliers, there will be a merge of these multiple services into a single
want. For instance, a demand ‘VoIP’ as provisioned by the specific suppliers KPN
and Skype becomes a want ‘VoIP’, independently of these suppliers. This single
want will then also inherit the benefits from these different service objects. To illustrate this, consider the want ‘VoIP’ in figure 3.7. This want contains not only the
benefits from KPN’s VoIP service, but also the benefits from a different supplier,
namely Skype.

Using consequences to show how benefits contribute to satisfying a functional
need Next, we derive the consequences from the benefits by asking the question:
‘What happens when we consume a service in which this benefit is contained?’. As
mentioned in section 3.3, we use the value derivation framework from Holbrook to
aid us in this process. To illustrate, take the benefit ‘communication:oral’ from our
VoIP service modeled in figure 3.7. By using the value derivation ‘efficiency’ from
Holbrook, we can state that this benefit results in the purely functional conseqeunce
‘Hear voice during conversation’.
By using the consequences we can now derive a set of needs. We do this by considering the goal that is achieved through a consequence. The process of finding
needs for consequences is based on the process of laddering, refered to earlier in
3.2.2. Here, the idea is to ask the question why possessing a certain capability is
valuable. For example, the capability represented by the consequence ‘get message across directly’ from the KPN VoIP-service enables satisfaction of the need
‘communicate directly’.
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Define relationships between wants Now that we have defined both the wants
and the consequences, we can define the ‘adds value’ relationships that exist between wants. In the case study, this relationship can be illustrated by the C/E
dependency that exists between the wants ‘e-mail hosting’ and ‘spam filter’. This
dependency has already been discussed in our customer perspective ontology (section 3.2.2); therefore, we suffice with a short summary. A spam filter could, from
a customer perspective, add value to an e-mail hosting service, where the consequence of one of the benefits in the spam filter service -‘increase in relevant
e-mails’- indicates why it can add value to the e-mail hosting service.

3.4

Create a supplier perspective catalogue of ICT services

We explain how to step-wise create a supplier perspective service catalogue, using
the supplier perspective ontology from section 3.2.3. We use the multi-supplier
supplier-perspective service catalogues from figure 3.8 for illustration.
Inventory supplier-specific services First the individual, supplier-specific services elements are modelled. Here, commercial feasibility is the criterion to model
something as a service element.
We model the service elements as rounded boxes, and the suppliers as rectangels
around the service elements. For reference with respect to the visualization of the
service catalogue concepts, see the legend from figure 3.6.
EXAMPLE: VoIP from KPN is modelled as a service element because it is commercially feasible to be provisioned on its own. A property of VoIP from KPN,
such as the number of phone numbers, would not be modelled as a service element
because it cannot be provisioned commercially on its own right. It is always part
of the VoIP service from KPN.
Identify resources and service properties In this step, we identify the resources
that are produced by a service element, and the resources required as input for a
service element. Additionaly, service properties are identified. As pointed out in
3.2.3, service properties can be part of resources or service elements.
EXAMPLE: We identify the capability resource ‘Synchronous voice communication’ as a, for the customer, valuable outcome of the VoIP service from Skype.
‘Latency <= 50 ms.’ is a service property from this resource that expresses the
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maximum latency for this VoIP service. The resource Money is required as an input resource for the VoIP service. The service property ‘e20,-’ expresses the exact
amount of money to be paid1 .
Model service dependencies Next, we model the dependencies between the individual services identified in step 1. To this end, we employ the service dependencies discussed in 3.2.3.
EXAMPLE: The relationship EX NOT KPN {VoIP (KPN), Number portation (KPN)}
expresses that the service element VoIP(KPN) is only provided with the service
element Number portation (KPN). Combining the service element VoIP (KPN)
with a number portation service from any other supplier, such as Number portation
(XS4All), is not possible.

3.5

Reasoning about needs-driven service bundling

We now show that we can reason with the previously discussed catalogues of service knowledge. We explain each of the reasoning steps from figure 3.9. For
illustration purposes, we use a simplified scenario an average 2.4 household, that
wants to communicate with family abroad but finds that using a traditional phone
is too expensive. Figure 3.7 shows the catalogue for this prototypical example.
Step 1: Select need, derive initial set of wants satisfying need In the e-service
catalogue, we first traverse from a need to (alternative) wants that can (partly)
satisfy this need.
Case: We assume that the customer starts at the need ‘communicate directly’ since
this need-definition comes closest to the need ‘communicating with family abroad’.
By traversing from this need to the want-level, we thus find the initial, alternative,
set of wants {VoIP, instant messaging}, because both can satisfy the need ‘communicate directly’.
Outcome of step: The set of alternative wants {VoIP, instant messaging}.
Step 2: Find consequences, and request the customer to score these consequences In the second step, we ask the customer to prioritize the consequences
of wants found so far. We do so because, as stated in 3.2.1, customers are not really
interested in a service itself, but in the value that a service has for them.
1 We

elaborate on representing prices with pricing models in section 6.1.3.
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In our customer perspective ontology (section 3.2.2), benefits are the service properties that are of value to the customer. Yet, the customer might not always be able
to assign a preference ordering to a benefit because the benefit is by its definition
always stated in objective (and often technical) terms (recall that a benefit is e.g.
the size of mailbox, the bandwidth of a data-connection, etc.). For this reason, we
ask the customer to assign a preference ordering to a consequence, which is then
propagated to the underlying benefit. In other words; we present the customers
with the value-in-use or goal that can be achieved through a benefit, rather than the
benefit itself.
The customer should have a concrete way to express his/her preference. For this
purpose, we use a four-point importance scale based on the MoSCoW-list. The
latter is often used in Rapid Application Development (RAD) software engineering
projects (Beynon-Davies et al. 1999) to prioritize software requirements. Our scale
consists of the following importance categories:
• Must have. A customer can assign a ‘must-have’ priority to one or more
consequences. For a service bundle to be relevant for the customer, all ‘musthave’ consequences must be satisfied by the bundle.
• Should have. A ‘should-have’ consequence should be realized by a benefit from a supplier-specific service, but as opposed to a ‘must-have’ consequence, realization is not a necessity.
• Could have. A ‘could-have’ consequence is something that the customer
perceives as a nice-to-have feature. A ‘could-have’ consequence is perceived
to be less important than a ‘should-have’ consequence.
• Does not matter. As implied by name, this last category can be used by
the customer to indicate that a consequence does not have to be taken into
consideration in the bundling process.
Case: The customer is presented with the consequences for the wants {VoIP},
and {instant messaging}. Examples include ‘hear (natural) voice during conversation’ and ‘send and receive text’, each of which can be assigned an importance
ranking. We assume that our customer assigns the importance score ‘must-have’
to ‘hear (natural) voice during conversation’ because the customer is interested in
voice communication. Additionally, our customer assigns the importance ‘does not
matter’ to the consequence ‘send and receive text’.
Subsequently, our customer assigns a ‘should have’ preference to ‘avoid unwanted
conversations’ . Also, s/he assigns a ‘could-have’ preference to ‘make multiple
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calls simultaneously’ because there are multiple members in the household. Finally, we assume that the customer assigns the importance score ‘does not matter’
to ‘text and voice communication’. We assume that s/he is not interested in being
able to do both.
Outcome of this step: Must-have consequences: ‘hear (natural) voice during conversation’, Should-have consequences: ‘avoid unwanted conversations’, Couldhave consequences: ‘make multiple calls simultaneously’. Does-not-matter consequences: ‘send and receive text’, ‘text and voice communication’.

Step 3: Score benefits Next, the customer is presented with the set of benefits
that belong to the consequences for which an importance ranking was done. These
benefits are automatically assigned with the same importance ranking as their consequences. Next, the customer is presented with an opportunity to change the
importance scores for these benefits.
This step is particularly relevant if a customer wants to consider the objective benefits of a service. This is often the case for technically oriented customers who
want to specify exactly the benefits they expect from a service, such as the exact
download speed they desire from an internet connection.
Case: Our customer has selected the consequence ‘make multiple calls simultaneously’ and would therefore be presented with the benefits: ‘#phone numbers: <= 2’
and ‘#phone numbers: >= 1’. As such, the customer from our average 2.4 household has the option of specifying how many phone numbers are required. For our
scenario, we assume that the customer attaches the importance score ’could-have’
to ‘#phone numbers: >= 1’. This is because there are more than two members in
the household who each may require their own phone number. Last, we assume
that our customer assigns ‘does not matter’ to the benefit ‘#phone numbers: <= 2’.
Outcome of this step: Must-have benefits: ‘communication: oral’. Should-have
benefits: ‘caller-ID’, ‘number recognition’. Could-have benefits: ‘#phone numbers: >= 1’. Does not matter benefits: ‘communication: oral, in writing’ ‘#phone
numbers: <= 2’

Step 4: Find and score value-enhancing consequences and benefits The next
step is to consider for each ‘want’ as found in step 1, any additional wants, by
checking the reified ‘adds-value’ relationships between want/consequence pairs.
If, for a considered want A (with its consequences), we can find related wants B,
C, . . . (with their consequences), we ask the customer to decide upon inclusion of
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wants B, C, . . . , by presenting him/her the consequence for wants B, C, . . . . As
such, the consequences provide the customer with a rationale to choose.
Of course, we find such add-value relationships for relevant wants only, meaning
that we only consider those wants without consequences scored as ‘does not matter’.
Finally, as with the consequences in step 2, we provide the customer with an opportunity score the benefits underlying the value-enhancing consequences.
Case: In our catalogue (figure 3.7), there is a Core/Enhancing(C/E) reified ‘addsvalue’ relationship between ‘VoIP’ and ‘number portation’. Based upon this relationship, the customer is presented with the consequence ‘keep current phone
number’ for the ‘number portation’ service. We assume that the customer assigns
the importance score ‘must-have’ to the consequence ‘keep current phone number’
due to hassle involved in changing phone numbers.
Finally, the customer is presented with the benefit underlying ‘keep current phone
number’: ‘number portation’. In line with step 3, this benefit also inherits the
importance score ‘must have’ from ‘keep current phone number’. We assume that
our customer does not change this preference.
Outcome of this step: Must-have benefits: ‘communication: oral’, ‘number portation’, should-have benefits: ‘caller-ID’, ‘number recognition’ , could-have benefits:
‘#phone numbers: >= 1’.

Step 5: Find service bundles After all benefits have been prioritized by the customer, the next step is to generate the e-service bundles that provides the benefits.
The ‘consequences’ are important in the process, since multiple benefits may have
a same consequence. As a result, the service bundle composition problem becomes
less constrained, thus increasing the chance of finding a valid solution.
Using benefits as a starting point, service bundles are found by taking the following
steps (summarized in figure 3.10):
1. Finding, for each must-have, should-have and could-have benefit, the supplierspecific services that satisfy this benefit. We can do this because, conform
the discussion on benefits and benefit ranges in 3.2.2, a benefit is the bridging
concept between a demand a stated by the customer and a service offered by
the supplier. The benefits scored as ‘does-not-matter’ are not taken into further consideration in the bundling reasoning. The result is a set of individual
services, such as {A,B}.
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Figure 3.10: Steps to find service bundles from benefits
2. Generating all possible service bundles. For services A and B, we generate
the possible bundles {A}, {B}, {AB}, {BA}.
3. Checking, for each generated bundle, if it satisfies all must-have consequences. In case a bundle does not satisfy all must-have consequences, it
is discarded. We emphasize here that we check for must-have consequences,
not must-have benefits, with the assumption that a customer is interested in
the value s/he ultimately yields from consuming a service, not in the technical properties of a service that realize this value.
4. Removing bundles that contain substitute services. Services A and B are
considered to substitutes if (1) service A satisfies a subset of the consequences satisfied by service B, and (2) service A does not satisfy any consequences additional to B.
5. Rejecting bundles that are invalid from a supplier perspective, by using supplyside service dependencies defined by (Baida et al. 2005).
6. Supplementing the remaining bundles with services necessary from a supplier perspective, i.e.: services that are necessary for technical, legal or commercial considerations. For this, we again rely on the supply-side service
dependencies defined by (Baida et al. 2005).
Case: To generate bundles for customer benefits such as (ultimately) ‘communication:oral’, we take the following steps:
1. Find individual services for the must-have, should-have and could-have benefits. Using the customer perspective service catalogue (figure 3.7) we find
VoIP(KPN), VoIP(XS4All) for the must-have benefit ‘communication: oral’
and Number portation(KPN), Number portation(XS4all) for the must-have
benefit ‘number portation’. We find VoIP(Skype) for the could-have benefit
‘caller-ID’.
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2. Generate all possible bundles of the services found sofar. Non-exhaustively,
these include {VoIP(KPN)}, {VoIP(XS4all)}, {VoIP(KPN), number portation (KPN)} but also bundles that contain substitute services such as
{VoIP(KPN), VoIP(XS4All)} and {VoIP(KPN), VoIP(Skype), Number Portation(KPN)}.
3. Checking, for each generated bundle, if it satisfies all must-have consequences. For the running example, we reject the bundles {VoIP(KPN)}
and {VoIP(XS4all)}, because neither satisfies the consequence ‘keep current
phone number’.
4. Checking, for each generated bundle, if it contains a service whose consequences are a subset of another service in that bundle. For example: The
bundle {VoIP(KPN), VoIP(Skype), Number Portation(KPN)} is rejected because VoIP(Skype) satisfies the same consequences as the service VoIP(KPN):
‘avoid unwanted conversations’ and ‘hear voice during communication’.
5. We reject all service bundles invalid from a supplier perspective, by considering the supplier perspective service catalogue (figure 3.8). For example, we
reject the bundles {VoIP(KPN), Number portation(XS4All)}, {VoIP(XS4all),
Number portation(KPN)} because, for both suppliers, the Number portation
service is only provided in combination with their own, proprietary Number
portation service.
6. Finally, we supplement the remaining VoIP-bundles with services necessary
for supply-side reasons. Using the dependencies from our supplier perspective catalogue, we thus add Internet access(KPN) to any bundle containing
VoIP(KPN) due to the dependency BU(VoIP(KPN), internet access(KPN))
and we add an IP-access service with a minimum up/down-speed of 96 kbps
and a maximum latency of 40 ms. to VoIP(XS4all) due to the dependency
C/S(VoIP(XS4All), Internet access).
Outcome of this step: The unordered collection of generated bundles:
• {VoIP(KPN), IP-access(KPN), Number portation(KPN)}
• {VoIP(XS4All), IP-access(KPN), Number portation(XS4All)}
• {VoIP(XS4All), IP-access(XS4All), Number portation(XS4All)}
Note that this collection is partial, only for the sake of example.
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Step 6: Rank service bundles Next, we rank the service bundles found in step
6.3. For this, we rely upon the should-have and could-have benefits:

1. If bundle A satisfies more ‘should-have’ consequences than bundle B, bundle A will be preferred over B, independently of the amount of ‘could have’
consequences. This corresponds to how MoSCoW is used in RAD software
engineering projects, where first all ‘should-have’ requirements are implemented before, and independently of, the ‘could have’ requirements.
2. In case two or more service are ranked equally, the number of ‘could-have’
consequences per bundle are used for ranking.

Note here that if the customer has changed an importance of a benefit underlying a
consequence, that the importance value of this benefit counts as a separate ‘shouldhave’ or ‘could-have’.
Case:
‘Should-have’ consequences. We first consider the only ‘should-have’ consequence: ‘avoid unwanted conversations’. Since this is satisfied by all example
bundles from step 5, this consequence does not discriminate between the bundles.
As such, they remain ranked equally.
‘Could-have’ consequences. We consider the could-have consequence ‘make
multiple calls simultaneously’.
We find that all generated bundles satisfy the consequence ‘make multiple calls
simulaneously’, but also that the service VoIP(XS4All) is the only service that can
provide the benefit ‘#phone numbers: >= 1’. Therefore, any bundle containing
the service VoIP(XS4All) will be ranked higher a bundle that does not contain this
service.
Outcome of this step: After checking for alternative services, we arrive at the following possible bundles, sorted according to their correspondence to the preference
ordering of consequences.
1. {VoIP (XS4all), Internet access(XS4All), number portation(XS4all)},
{VoIP(XS4all), Internet access(KPN), number portation(XS4all)}
2. {VoIP (KPN), Internet access (KPN), number portation(KPN)}
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Step 7: Present the customer with the sacrifices of services and an opportunity
to change the importance rankings. Before the customer actually chooses one
of the possible bundles, s/he considers the sacrifices of each alternative bundle.
Based on the sacrifices, the customer may change the preference orderings assigned
to the benefits. We do so because the price of a service plays a significant role in a
customers’ decision to actually acquire a service (Fishbein 1978, Woodruff 1997).
In our ontology, this issue is represented with the concept ‘sacrifice’
If the customer is not satisfied with the price for a certain service bundle, s/he can
change the preference ordering of the filled-in consequences. As we can see in
figure 3.9, changing the preference ordering of a benefit entails that the customer
returns to step 3. If the customer eventually finds that there is a balance between
benefits received from a bundle and the price that has to be paid for it, s/he selects
the bundle for provisioning.
Case: Our customer zooms in on both bundles on top of the preference ordering,
and finds that acquiring the benefit ‘number portation’ costs e10 in both cases.
Now, for the sake of argument, say our customer finds this too expensive and wants
to change the preference of the benefit ‘number portation’. For this, s/he is presented with an opportunity to go back to step 3, where all the values already filled
in are still present (such as ‘#Phone numbers: >= 1’.). Now the customer changes
the preference ordering on ‘number portation’ from ‘must-have’ to ‘does not matter’ and generates the alternative bundles again. A new set of service bundles is
generated. These bundes are ranked similarly to the ranked bundles resulting from
step 5, only now without taking into consideration the number portation service.

3.6

Computational implementation of the customer perspective service catalogue

Our customer perspective ontology is actually a formal conceptualization of marketing theories on customer needs analysis, meaning that it is computer implementable.
As a proof-of-principle for the computational adequacy of the e3 service customer
perspective ontology, as well as to demonstrate that an ontology instantiation underlies conceptual models such as figure 3.7, we developed a software tool that:
1. Generates a conceptual model, given an ontology instantiation of the e3 service
customer perspecive in RDF;
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2. Can edit the conceptual model, that is: Elements such as a customer need
can be added, changed or removed from the conceptual model.
Figure 3.11 shows an example of this editing functionality for a sample ISP
service catalogue. When an ISP wishes to add a Core/Enhancing dependency between the adds-value pairs {VoIP/get message accross directly}
and {Number portation/Keep current phone number} for an ISP service catalogue, s/he can do this through the GUI of the tool;
3. Can export an edited conceptual model to an ontology instantiation in RDF.
For the Core/Enhancing dependency example in figure 3.11, part of the output produced by the tool can be found in figure 3.12. Of course, any ontology
instantiation exported in RDF can be interpreted by the tool to again generate
a conceptual model.

The important point here is that our tool is capable of interpreting an ontology
instantiation in RDF, exporting any edits of the instantiation to RDF and finally,
that it is capable of interpreting the edited ontology instantiation to again generate
a conceptual model.
The tool is written as a web-application, accessible through
http://www.e3value.com/e3family/e3service/catalog/index.php 2

3.7

Summary: Consequences are key

In this chapter, we introduced the e3 service methodology. We stated that a customer is not interested in a service, but in the value s/he yields from consuming
this service. This, we argued, differs from the interest that suppliers hold for services such as decisions on supporting services needed (e.g. billing) and denying
competitors access to proprietary infrastructures (e.g. providers of 3G mobile internet that exclude Skype). Thus a service can be modeled from two perspectives:
a customer and supplier perspective. To model services from the supplier perspective, we adopted the ontology from (Baida et al. 2005). For modeling services from
a customer perspective, we proposed the e3 service customer perspective ontology.
Subsequently, we showed the computational adequacy of this ontology with a tool
that allows for creating customer perspective service catalogues with this ontology. Also, we showed how we reason about service bundling with the e3 service
ontologies.
2 best

viewed with internet explorer
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Figure 3.11: Adding a Core/Enhancing dependency to a e3 service customer perspective service catalogue
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<rdf_:adds_value rdf:about="&rdf_;e3serviceneedsontology_Instance_30064"
rdfs:label="VoIP/ get message across directly">
<rdf_:has_want rdf:resource="&rdf_;e3serviceneedsontology_Instance_30003"/>
<rdf_:has_consequence rdf:resource="&rdf_;e3serviceneedsontology_Instance_30049"/>
</rdf_:adds_value>
<rdf_:adds_value rdf:about="&rdf_;e3serviceneedsontology_Instance_30030"
rdfs:label="number portation/ keep curent phone number">
<rdf_:has_want rdf:resource="&rdf_;e3serviceneedsontology_Instance_30007"/>
<rdf_:has_consequence rdf:resource="&rdf_;e3serviceneedsontology_Instance_30022"/>
<rdf_:dependent rdf:resource="&rdf_;e3serviceneedsontology_Instance_30036"/>
</rdf_:adds_value>
<rdf_:Core_Enhancing rdf:about="&rdf_;e3serviceneedsontology_Instance_30036">
<rdfs:label>VoIP/ hear voice during conversation.....
number portation/ keep curent phone number</rdfs:label>
<rdf_:has_dependee rdf:resource="&rdf_;e3serviceneedsontology_Instance_30023"/>
<rdf_:has_dependent rdf:resource="&rdf_;e3serviceneedsontology_Instance_30030"/>
</rdf_:Core_Enhancing>

Figure 3.12: The Core/Enhancing relationship between adds-value pairs in RDF
The upshot from our discussion so far is that we have a formal, computationally adequate, conceptualization of customer needs in which consequences play a central
role.

Chapter 4

Applying e3service to practical
business cases
This chapter discusses the application of e3 service to two practical business cases: (1) A
case in the postal industry (2) a case in the telecom industry. Parts of this chapter have
been published earlier: The application of e3 service in the postal industry case (section
4.1) in Proceedings of the European Conference on Information Systems 2008 (ECIS
2008) (de Kinderen & Gordijn 2008b) and the application of e3 service in the telecom
industry (section 4.3) in the Proceedings of the Hawaiian International Conference on
System Sciences 2008 (HICSS 2008) (de Kinderen & Gordijn 2008a) and the Proceedings
of the Requirements Engineering conference 2008 (RE ’08) (Gordijn et al. 2008a).

In this chapter, we discuss two cases that assess the practical validity of e3 service
: (1) Selecting the right postal services for a Small to Medium sized Enterprise
(SME) that wants to set up a mailing initiative online and, (2) A telecom example,
which is an extension of the running ISP example used in the previous chapter.

4.1

B2B Case: Online design of mailings for SMEs

Due to the deregulation of the European postal industry, incumbent European
postal companies have to differentiate themselves in order remain profitable. TPG
is one such incumbent postal company1 . In an attempt to differentiate themselves,
1 Currently

TNT. At the time that this case study was carried out, 2005, TPG was in the process
of being taken over by the postal company TNT
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TPG has developed a set of online mailing services. These services range from
simple services such as addresses of prospect customers, to more complex ones
such the ability to designing postal cards online.
One such online service allows a Small to Medium sized Enterprise (SME) to set
up a Direct Mail initiative: The Direct Mail service. This service allows a SME to
(online) design a mailing and to upload an address list for the mailing recipients.
Thereafter, TPG prints the mail and physically delivers it to the specified recipients.
For SMEs, is the idea, this provides a cost-effective means for setting up a basic
Direct Mail initiative, as investments into a copywriter and printer are not needed.
Currently the Direct Mail service limits SMEs to sending customized A-5 sized
cards, while additional services that could enhance the mailing, such as designing
a customized stamp (another service of TPG), are never explicitly offered to SMEs
in combination with the Direct Mail service. For some basic mailing intiatives,
such as notifying existing clientele of a change of address, this is sufficient. In
some cases however, the customized A-5 sized cards do not satisfy the need SMEs.
Sometimes, to generate sufficient response, the mailing of a specific SME should
stand out from others and A5-sized cards only hardly accomplish this.
TPG now wants to explore how it can enhance its basic Direct Mail mailing service.
TPG would like to accomplish this by bundling the basic Direct Mail service with
its other online mailing services, such as the customized stamp mentioned before.
Ideally it envisions that an SME goes to TPG’s website, states its mailing needs in
an online wizard and that, based upon these needs, a bundle of mailing services is
presented that matches the mailing needs of the SME.
As an additional goal, TPG would like a more coherent view of its mailing services.
Currently, such a coherent view is lacking, because the mailing services they offer
through their website are provided by different departments that exist in isolation
from each other. So: The department responsible for managing the customized card
service is a different department from that responsible for the customized stamps,
while the service Direct Mail advice is handled by yet another department.
In the following sections, we will apply e3 service to the mailing services of TPG.
First, in section 4.1.1, we discuss the case study set up. In sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3
we show how to create customer and supplier perspective catalogues of mailing
services. 4.1.4 shows how to reason with these catalogues to find bundles of mailing services satisfying the needs of SMEs. Finally, section 4.2 provides practical
and theoretical reflections on the mailing case.
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4.1.1
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Case study setup

Business context: MalieNet, a networked organization for innovating industry organizations The postal industry case is part of a larger case study, that was
carried out in cooperation with the networked organization MalieNet. MalieNet’s
main goal is to support Dutch industry organizations that want to innovate themselves 2 . To this end, MalieNet employs a range of (ICT) solutions that are specifically tailored to industry organizations, such as a CRM solution that specifically
accounts for administring member-organizations (which is important for industry
organizations, since their income is fully dependent on membership contributions).
MalieNet is a networked organzation: Its intention is to bring relevant parties together that would each benefit from cooperation, not to develop (ICT) solutions
on their own. The CRM solution for industry organizations, for instance, is developed by the partner organization Microsoft. MalieNet only ensures that Microsoft
keeps in frequent contact with industry organizations, so that a CRM package is
developed that is tailored to the peculiarities of industry organizations.
The goal of this case was twofold: To test e3 service in practice, but also to advise
Malienet on how it could improve its support towards innovating industry organizations. After all, if the case was only intended to test some academic framework,
the practitioners from Malienet would have had little incentives to invest time in
the case study.
As an input for improving the support MalieNet that provides for industry organizations, we performed an organizational analysis (see the next paragraph). One
of the main outcomes of this analysis was that the cooperation of the partner organization TPG with industry organizations to provide mailing services to member
organizations (the SMEs from 4.1) was not living up to expectations. Therefore,
and because the nature of the problem as detailed in section 4.1 seemed to fit well
with our research purposes, we decided to concentrate ourselves on the TPG mailing services case.

Study set up We first performed an overall organizational analysis of MalieNet
to (1) analyze what solutions MalieNet offers to industry organizations, and (2) find
points for improvement that we could further focus on. We focused on developing
a catalogue, to clarify what solutions MalieNet offers.
2

An industry organization represents companies operating in the same industry, such as the Dutch
industry organization for car dealers BOVAG. Responsibilities include bringing together companies
from the same industry, and lobbying for e.g. favorable laws on taxation.
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For catalogue development, we first inventoried MalieNet’s individual services and
valuable outcomes, and the organizations that provide these services. We relied on
(1) documentation that we received from MalieNet, and (2) interview-rounds with
MalieNet’s account manager. Subsequently, we validated the service catalogue
with MalieNet’s account manager to see to what extent the modelled service catalogue accurately reflects MalieNet’s service offerings.
Thereafter, during a workshop-like session, we added service dependencies and
demand-interdependencies (see section 3.2) to the service catalogue together with
the account manager. It is our experience that such collaborative modelling efforts
allows us to model service knowledge that we could not uncover on our own. Even
more importantly, however, is that such modelling efforts force a domain expert to
concretely think through his/her service offerings.
Development of a service catalogue naturally leads to a discussion on individual
services. After catalogue development, we therefore also had a good overview of
what services would be interesting to consider further. Initially, we considered
two offerings from MalieNet: Website development and the TPG card service.
However, because the website developer was not even willing to provide a basic
price list of what they offer, we decided to focus our efforts on TPG.
For the TPG mailing services, we created a service catalogue by using an approach
similar to developing the service catalogue for MalieNet. The domain expert for
the mailing case was a consultant from the consultancy firm Boer & Croon, who
was actively involved in the improvement of TPG’s online mailing services.
A note is in place here. Although the domain expert from Boer & Croon had
knowledge about the services from TPG and helped us in creating TPG’s service
catalogue, he suggested that to make the case really interesting we should go ahead
with the case directly with TPG. Unfortunately however, our cooperation with TPG
never took of because while TPG expressed interest, it had other priorities due to
a upcoming take-over by the postal company TNT. In addition however, the author
of this thesis had an ethical issue with the case study, feeling that a successful
execution of a case study on Direct Mail would only result in an unnecessary waste
of paper. Therefore, this author also never persisted with TPG.

4.1.2

Creating a customer perspective service catalogue

In this section we show how to create a customer perspective service catalogue of
mailing services, using the steps described in section 3.3.
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Figure 4.1: Customer-driven dependencies between services, cf. the e3 service
ontology
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Populate the service catalogue with demands and find the benefits contained
within them

We first elicit demands for the TPG customer perpsective service catalogue by inventorying the individual supplier-specific services that we want to use as input
for our reasoning process. Recall from our customer perspective ontology (section 3.2.2) that a demand is a supplier-specific service for which the customer is
willing and able to pay. For TPG, we find the following demands: (1) the customized Direct Mail (DM) card design service , (2) the customized stamp and (3)
the DM-advice service. We elicit these services by creating a e3 -value model based
upon documentation from TPG. An e3 -value model shows the actors, as well as the
commercial services they exchange Gordijn & Akkermans (2003).
Additionally, we model mailing services from an alternative supplier as demands.
These are (1) an alternative customized card design service from a copywriter and
(2) the capability to designing additional material, such as brochures or vouchers.
We choose to take these third party mailing services into consideration, because
they provide for a broader coverage of mailing needs. As such, this inclusion increases the likelihood that a SME will actually set up a mailing initiative through
the website of TPG. For TPG, this inclusion of third party mailing services can further be advantageous because (1) it can offer its own services in combination with
third party services, thus providing an opportunity for sales increase and (2) it can
enter into a profit-sharing agreement, in which TPG receives a certain percentage
of the income received from each customer it refers. For the third party supplier
of mailing services, the profit-sharing agreement is advantageous because it would
receive additional customers through TPG.
Next, we add the benefits from the demands. Benefits are elicited by searching for
specific properties of a service that provide the customer with more value-in-use.
For instance, the property ‘design template’ from the demand ‘Design customized
card’ is a benefit because it saves a SME time if it sets up a mailing initiative. For
the demand ‘design customized card’ (TPG), benefits are ‘format option’, ‘paper
finish’ ‘online design letter type’ and ‘design template’. Observe here that a demand is not the same as a benefit: TPG chooses to provide the service ‘customized
card’ in its own right, but not ‘format options’ or ‘design template’. The latter are
only provided as part of the service ‘customized card’.
The resulting benefits and demands can be found in figure 4.1.
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Derive wants
In case multiple, but similar, services are available from multiple suppliers, we
merge these similar services into one single want. For instance, a demand ‘design
customized card’ as provisioned by the specific suppliers TPG and a copywriter,
becomes a single want ‘design customized card’, independently of these suppliers.
As a second example, ‘Mailing addresses business’ is also modelled as a want,
because addresses of prospect business customers are offered as a separate, and
thus commercially feasable, product by Cendris and other (marketing) companies.
A want will then also have the benefits from these different demands in the form
of benefit ranges. Consider the want ‘customized card’ in figure 4.1. This want
contains the benefit ranges ‘Format option: A5’ from TPG’s customized card service, and the benefit ‘Format option: A3, A4, A5’ from a copywriter. As stated in
section 3.2.2, we model these benefits on a want-level also, so that a customer may
choose upon inclusion of a benefit independently of having to choose a supplier.
Note here that we model ‘Format option: A5’ seperately from the benefit ‘Format
option: A3, A4, A5’ despite that ‘A5’ falls into the range ‘A3, A4 A5’. We choose
to model these two benefit ranges seperately because each benefit can be valued
differently. This is discussed in the next.

Using consequences to show how benefits contribute to satisfying a functional
need
Next, we derive consequences from benefit ranges to represent the subjective added
value for the customer of a benefit range. We do this by asking, for each benefit
range, the question: ‘Why is this this benefit range interesting for the customer?’.
This question is also used in laddering (Gutman & Reynolds 1988), a well-known
marketing technique for discovering customer motivations for acquiring a service.
Returning to the two benefit ranges ‘Format option: A5’ and ‘Format option: A3,
A4, A5’, we can thus infer two different valuations: A5-sized cards are sufficient
for those interested in a simple functional design and thus would choose a ‘singlesize card’ , while differently sized cards are interesting for SME’s that want their
mail to stand out from others and thus would choose ‘multiple card sizes’. So
we derive for each benefit range a separate consequence: ‘single-sized card’ for ‘
format option: A5’ and ‘selectable card sizes’ for ‘Format option: A3, A4, A5’.
By using the consequences, we can now derive a set of needs. As stated in section
3.3 we again rely on consequence laddering. For example, by asking the ques-
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tion ‘Why is this consequence interesting for the customer?’ for the consequence
‘create mailing’ , we find the need ‘Make announcement to existing clients’.
However, we cannot always define a need based upon a single consequence. Therefore, we also search for groupings of consequences that together satisfy a need. For
the mailing case, we find that the consequences ‘create mailing’ and ‘addresses of
prospect businesses’ together satisfy the need ‘attract business prospects’.
Note that the consequences ‘create mailing’ and ‘addresses of prospect businesses’
are contained in two different wants: ‘design customized card’ and ‘Mailing addresses business’. To represent that a need is satisfied by two or more wants
together, our customer perspective ontology relies on the concept of connecting
problem-solution pairs (see 3.2.2).

Define relationships between wants
Now that we have defined both the wants and the consequences, we first search for
occurrences of the reified ‘adds value’-relationship in e3 service . Two examples
include‘customized card’ (want) / ‘create mailing’ (consequence), and ‘direct mail
advice’ (want) / ‘design support’ (consequence). Second, we represent dependency
relationships between these pairs. For example, the C/E dependency relationship
is used to show that if a ‘customized card’ is acquired, ‘design support’ might also
be valuable to the customer.

4.1.3

Create a supplier perspective service catalogue

Following the steps described in 3.4, this section shows how we create the supplier
perspective catalogue of mailing services depicted in figure 4.2.

Inventory supplier-specific services For TPG, we inventory the following mailing services: ‘Design customized DM-cards’, ‘Design customized stamps’ and
‘Provide DM advice’. Additionally, we find ‘Printing DM-cards’ and ‘Printing
customized stamps’ from the TPG subsidiary Cendris as services that support both
online design services. Observe here that we model the printing services separately
from the design services. This is because in principle, a design service from TPG
could also be offered in combination with a third-party printing service.
For third-party mailing services, we find the service ‘Design additional material’
from a copywriter. We model this service because sending a customized Direct
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Figure 4.2: Sample of the supplier perspective catalogue of mailing services
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Mail card with additional material, such as discount-coupons, brochures and more,
could have the effect that the customized card stands out more from other mailings.
Furthermore, we model an alternative printing service: ‘Print material’ from a
third-party printer. This printing service allows for printing Direct Mail cards in
various sizes (e.g. A4, A5, A6), shapes (e.g. round, star-shaped) and with different
card finsihes (glossy, matte finishes) and as such, acts as an interesting alternative
for TPG’s subsidiary printing service, which allows for printing square, A5-sized
cards only.

Identify resources and benefits Next, we identify the resources and properties
of these resources for the modeled individual services. In other words, conforming
to the concepts from our supplier perspective ontology 3.2.3, we model the objects
of value from a service that are valuable for a customer, and the properties of these
objects of value.
Referring to our supplier catalogue of services we model, amongst others, the following resources and benefits:
• For the service ‘Design customized card’ from TPG, the resource ‘customized
card design’ with the benefits ‘lettertype = arial, times, ...’ and ‘design template’.
• For the service ‘Print customized card’ from TPG, the resource ‘customized
card’ with the benefit ‘Format option: A5’.
• For the service ‘Print material’ from a third party printer, the resource ‘printed
material’ with the benefits ‘Format options: ‘A3, A4, A5’, ‘card finish:
matte, glossy’, ‘card shape: round, star-shaped’.

Model service dependencies Next, we model the dependencies between individual service elements. For the supplier perspective catalogue of mailing services
(figure 4.2) we find, amongst others, the following dependencies:
• A Core/Supporting dependency (C/S) between the service element ‘Design
customized DM-card’ from TPG and the service elements ‘Print customized
DM-card’ (Cendris) and ‘Print material’ (Printer). This dependency shows
that a card design service should always be supported by a card printing service, be it from TPG’s subsidiary Cendris itself or from a third party printer.
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• The Bundled dependencies (BU) between ‘Print customized stamps’ from
Cendris and ‘Design customized stamps’ from TPG. This dependency shows
that the stamp printing services from TPG’s subsidiary Cendris are offered
only in combination with the stamp design services from TPG.
• An Optionally Bundled dependency (OB) between ‘Design customized card’
from TPG and ‘Provide mailing addresses business’, ‘Provide mailing addresses customer’, ‘Design customized stamp’ and ‘Design additional material’ to indicate that each of these services could add value to the customized
card design service. An OB dependency is present, because these services
could also be acquired separately from the customized card service.
• A Core/Enhancing dependency (C/E) between ‘Design customized card’ and
‘Provide DM-advice’ to indicate that DM-advice could be valuable in combination with the customized card. A C/E-dependency is present instead of
an OB-dependency because ‘DM advice’ cannot be acquired separately of
TPG’s card design service.
• A Bundled (BU) dependency between the mail design service from TPG and
the Copywriter and the send mail service from TPG, to model that when a
SME designs a mailing through TPG or through the copywriter, it should
send the mail through TPG. TPG has made this business decision for the
card design service because by its nature it is a postal company and as such,
earns its money mostly through the sending of mail.

4.1.4

Reasoning with mailing ontology instantiations

We now illustrate how we reason with the customer perspective service catalogue
(figure 4.1) and supplier perspective service catalogue (figure 4.2) about generating
bundles of mailing services that are tailored to the need of a SME. To this end,
we suppose a scenario in which there are two SME’s that consider setting up a
mailing initiative: (1) A piano tuner, who is moving and wants to make his new
address known to his existing clientele, and (2) A startup store who wants to raise
awareness.

Step 1: Select need, derive initial set of wants satisfying need The pianotuner starts with the need ‘make announcement to existing clients’ to create an
announcement that he is moving, while the startup store starts with a need ‘attract
customer prospects’ to raise awareness amongst prospect customers. These needs
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are selected by the piano tuner/start up store from the needs library made in section
4.1.2.
Next, we derive the want {‘Customized card’} for the need of the piano tuner and
the wants {‘Customized card’, ‘Mailing addresses customer’} for the need of the
startup store. Here, we rely on the concept of problem-solution pairs (see section
3.2.2) to represent that a need can be satisfied by one or more wants.
Outcome of this step For the Piano tuner: the want {‘Design customized card’}.
For the startup store: the wants {‘Design customized card’, ‘Mailing addresses
customer’}.
Step 2: Find consequences, request customer to score consequences Now we
search in the catalogue for the consequences belonging to the wants found in step
1, and request the SMEs to score these consequences. The want ‘Customized card’
is found for the piano tuner and the startup store, so both SMEs are requested to
score consequences contained in this want.
The piano tuner attaches the importance score must-have to the consequences ‘create mailing’ and ‘save time’, since he is primarilly interested in getting a message
across via mail and does not want to spend too much time on this. He scores ‘specifying card finish’ as a could-have, since this is a nice to have feature that does not
cost him too much time. Finally, he attaches the importance score does not matter
to ‘multiple card sizes’ and ‘specifying lettertype’.
The startup store scores ‘create mailing’, ‘multiple card sizes’, ‘specifying card finish’ and ‘specifying lettertype’ as must-haves, since she is interested in letting his
mailing stand out. ‘Save time’ is considered as a ‘does not matter’ feature. Next,
the startup store also scores the consequence ‘addresses of prospect customers’
from the want ‘mailing addresses customer’. Naturally, he considers this to be a
must.
Outcome of this step: Consequences piano tuner. Must-haves: {‘create mailing’,
‘save time’}, Could-haves: {‘specifying card finish’}, Does not matter: {‘multiple
card sizes’, ‘specifying lettertype’}.
Consequences startup store: Must-haves: {‘create mailing’, ‘specifying card finish’, ‘multiple card sizes’, ‘specifying lettertype’, ‘addresses of prospect customers’},
Does not matter: {‘save time’}.
Step 3: Score benefits Next, the SMEs are presented with the benefits underlying the consequences and the importance scores these benefits inherited from the
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consequences. For example, the startup store is presented with the could-have benefits ‘folding options’ and ‘paper finish’, because these two benefits underlie the
could-have consequence ‘save time’ (see figure 4.1 for reference).
Now, the SMEs are provided the option to change the importance score attached
to these benefits. We assume that the piano tuner changes the benefit ‘folding
options:...’ from a could-have to a does not matter.
Outcome of this step: Benefits for the startup store. Must-haves: {‘customized
card’, ‘format options: A4, A5, A6’, ‘Folding options:....’, ‘paper finish: glossy,
matte’, ‘online lettertype design’ }, Does not matter: {‘design template’}.
Benefits for the piano tuner: Must-haves: {‘customized card’, ‘design template’},
Could-haves’: {‘paper finish: glossy, matte’}, Does not matter: {‘format options:
A4, A5, A6’, ‘folding options:....’, ‘online lettertype design’}.
Step 4: Find and score value-enhancing consequences and benefits We consider the want ‘Design customized card’ that was derived in step 1 for the needs of
both SMEs. According to the dependency relationships that exist in the customer
perspective catalogue, we can expand our initially found pair ‘Design customized
card’ (want) / ‘Create mailing’ (consequence) with other pairs of wants/consequences.
An example of such an additional pair of want/consequence is ‘Direct mail advice’
(want) / ‘Design support’ (consequence), which is in a C/E relationship with ‘Design customized card’ / ‘Create mailing’ (see figure 4.1).
Now we rely upon the consequence from each value-enhancing want to let SME
decide upon inclusion of a particular want in the service bundle (see also section
3.5) .
First, we consider the startup store. He may have an interest in enhancing his mailing, since it should stand out from other mailings to achieve his main purpose:
Attracting customers. We assume she scores the consequence ‘design support’
from the want ‘Direct mail advice’ and the consequence ‘more personalized mailing’ from the want ‘Customized stamp’ as must-haves. Furthermore, we assume
that the startup store scores ‘create additional material’ as a could-have, because
the owner is unsure of the costs for designing additional material.
The piano-tuner would not have much use for additional services to enhance his
mailing since it mainly serves a practical purpose; informing his existing customers. He will therefore score the consequences from the value-adding services
as ‘does not matter’.
Finally, both SMEs will be presented with the benefits and their importance scores
inherited from the consequences. For example: The startup store is presented with
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the must-have benefit ‘mailing documentation’, which underlies the must-have
consequence ‘design support’. For both SMEs, we assume that the underlying
benefit scores remain unchanged.
Outcome of this step: Additional must-have consequences startup store: {‘design
support’, ‘a more personalized mailing’}. Additional could-have consequences
startup store: {‘create additional material’}
Additional must-have benefits startup store: {‘customized stamp’, ‘mailing documentation’}. Additional could-have benefits startup store: {‘additional material’}.
For the piano tuner, the same sets of consequences and benefits are found, only in
his case with the importance score ‘does not matter’.
Step 5: Generate alternative service bundles Now that we have found the
wants from the SMEs and the specific benefits that they desire, we can find the
actual, supplier-specific service offerings that satisfy these benefits. For the scored
benefits from both SMEs, table 4.1 shows how bundles of mailing services are
stepwise generated, following the steps presented in figure 3.10. Some interesting
observations from this stepwise creation of bundles are:
• No customized card service from TPG is found for the startup store. In the
customer perspective service catalogue (figure 4.1), one can see that this is
because the customized card service from TPG does not satisfy the consequence ‘Specifying size of cards’, whereas the startup store considers this a
must-have.
• The individual service ‘Design customized card’ from a copywriter is not
found for the piano tuner. Although this service is initially found for the
desired benefit ‘customized card’ (see the outcome of the first step in table
4.1), it is eventually rejected because it does not contain the consequence
‘Save time’, whereas this was indicated as a must-have consequence by the
piano tuner.
• Based upon the service dependencies defined in the supplier perspective service catalogue (see figure 4.2), we find that the service elements ‘Design customized DM-cards’, ‘Design additional material’ and ‘Design customized
stamp’ are each supported by a printing service. Therefore, we supplement
each of these services with a printing service.
Outcome of this step: The (partial) unordered sets of bundles:
For the startup store:
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• {Design customized card(Copywriter), Print customized card(Printer), Send
mail(TPG), Design Customized stamps(TPG), Printing customized stamps
(Cendris), DM-advice(TPG)}
• {{Design Customized card(Copywriter), Print customized card(Printer), Send
mail(TPG), Customized stamp(TPG), Printing customized stamps (Cendris),
DM-advice(TPG), Design additional material(Copywriter), Print additional
material (Printer)}
For the Piano tuner:
• {{Design customized card(TPG), Send mail(TPG), Print customized card(Cendris)
}
Step 6: Rank service bundles For the startup store, the bundle containing the
service ‘Additional material(Copywriter)’ is ranked first since, satisfaction of all
other consequences being equal, it satisfies an additional could-have consequence:
‘Additional material’.
Outcome of this step: The ordered set of bundles:
For the startup store:
1. {Design customized card(Copywriter), Print customized card(Printer), Send
mail(TPG), Customized stamp(TPG), Print customized stamp(Cendris), DMadvice(TPG), Design additional material(Copywriter), Print additional material(Printer) }
2. {Design customized card(Copywriter), Print customized card(Printer), Send
mail(TPG), Customized stamp(TPG), Print customized stamp(Cendris), DMadvice(TPG)}
For the piano tuner:
1. {Design customized card(TPG), Print customized card (Cendris)}
Step 7: Present the customer with the sacrifices of services and an opportunity
to change the importance rankings The piano tuner selects the bundle {Design
customized card(TPG), Print customized card (Cendris)}. After the piano tuner has
specified the number of cards that he wants to send, he is presented with the price
he has to pay 3 . We assume that he is satisfied with this price and thus acquires this
3 To

calculate prices, we rely on a formalization of pricing models. See 6.1.3 for an elaboration
of pricing models.
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figure 3.10)
Use desired benefits to find individual services
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bundles
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startup store

Piano tuner

Design
customized
card(Copywriter),
Customized
stamp(TPG),
Design
additional
material(Copywriter),
DMadvice(TPG)
{Design
customized
card(Copywriter)},
{Design
customized
card(Copywriter),Design
Customized stamp(TPG)},
{Customized
card(Copywriter),
Customized
stamp(TPG),
DM-advice(TPG)}
{Design
customized
card(Copywriter),
Customized
stamp(TPG),
DM-advice(TPG)}

Customized card(TPG), Customized card(Copywriter)

{Design
customized
card(Copywriter),
Customized
stamp(TPG),
DM-advice(TPG)}
{Design
customized
card(Copywriter),
Customized
stamp(TPG),
DM-advice(TPG)}
{Design
customized
card(Copywriter),
Print
customized card (Printer),
Send
mail(TPG),
Customized stamp(TPG), Print
Customized card (TPG),
DM-advice(TPG)}

{Design
customized
card(TPG)}, {Design customized card(Copywriter)},
{Design
customized
card(TPG),
customized
card(Copywriter)}

{Design
customized
card(TPG)},
{Design
customized
card(TPG),
Design
customized
card(Copywriter)}
{Design
customized
card(TPG)}

{Design
card(TPG)}

customized

{Design
customized
card(TPG),
Print
customized card(Cendris), Send
mail(TPG)}

Table 4.1: Generating bundles of services that satisfy all must-have consequences
cf. steps figure 3.10
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bundle.
The startup store selects the bundle that comes closest to his preferences: The
bundle that includes the design of additional material by a copywriter. As with the
piano tuner, the startup store then specifies the number of cards to be send and is
presented with the bundle price. We assume that based upon the resulting price, the
startup store decides to refrain from acquiring the bundle that includes additional
material. The startup store considers that designing and printing additional material
costs too much for something that he considers as a nice-to-have feature. Thus the
startup store selects the next bundle in the ranking and, after seeing the calculated
price, decides to acquire this bundle.
Outcome of this step: Bundle for the piano tuner: {Design customized card(TPG),
Print customized card (Cendris)}
Bundle for the startup store: {Design customized card(Copywriter), Print customized card(Printer), Customized stamp(TPG), Print customized stamp(Cendris),
DM-advice(TPG)}

4.2

Practical usefulness and theoretical reflections

Applicability of the e3 service bundling reasoning process in the postal industry
The e3 service reasoning steps that we applied to a simple ISP-example (see section
3.5) also apply for a different case study: Finding bundles of mailing services for
SMEs. This we observe especially on the basis of the reasoning process, where
two SMEs that started with different needs for their mailing services also ended
up with bundles that realistically fit with these different needs. A basic bundle
with a printed A5-sized card was proposed to the piano tuner who mainly had a
functional interest in his mailing, whereas the startup store, who was interested
in letting his mailing stand out, was proposed a more elaborate bundle of mailing
services, including customized stamps, the possibility for multiple card designs
and more.
To be fair, we did not validate our reasoning process with a domain expert from
TPG. This would have been interesting to give the case study more body, since it
would at the least provide a practitioner’ s view on (1) to what extent the proposed
reasoning process is useful in practise and (2) to what extent the bundles proposed
at the end of the reasoning process reflect the needs started with.
Too much emphasis on supply-side characteristics in the customer perspective service catalogue We observe that many concepts relevant from a supplier
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perspective are modelled on the customer perspective also. For example, when
we assume that a customer is mainly interested in the value provided by a direct
mail service, it seems not so relevant that TPG and printers can actually provide
these services. Yet, the consideration that TPG and the printers provide direct mail
services is depticted in our customer perspective service catalogue(figure 4.1).
So, there seems to be too much overlap between the customer and supplier perspective ontology. We shall discuss this section 5.3.3, where we analyze (1) why
this overlap exists, and (2) how the current customer perspective ontology can be
adjusted to address this mix up of perspectives.
In sum, we find that:
• The e3 service reasoning process can also be used to reason about postal services. Thereby, its reasoning generalizes beyond the simple running e-mail
example from the previous chapter;
• We use supply-side concepts in the customer perspective ontology also. To
focus our customer perspective ontology on concepts relevant for the customer, we therefore require some basic housekeeping.

4.3

B2C Case: Bundling of end-customer telecom services

Besides offering individual telecom services such as VoIP, e-mail hosting or internet access, telecom providers more and more offer their ICT services in a bundle,
such as internet access plus VoIP plus e-mail hosting, or internet access plus VoIP.
For suppliers, reasons for bundling services include being able to offer a complete
solution to the customer, such as VoIP plus internet access satisfying the need for
voice communication, but also to create higher switching costs4 .
Currently most bundles of telecom services are delivered as ready-made, fit-for-all
packages that satisfy often-encountered customer needs. For example, the bundle
‘VoIP’ plus ‘internet access’ plus ‘e-mail hosting’ plus ’web hosting’ is delivered
by our case study partner KPN with the assumption that it satisfies the need for
voice communcation and provides someone with the most commonly required internet access services.
4 switching

costs are all the constraints that a customer encounters when switching from one
supplier to another. Constraints include money, such as a penalty fee for cancelling an ongoing
contract, but also the time that it takes to find a replacement service from another provider.
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Being generic however, a bundle might contain functionality that a customer is not
interested in, but which nonetheless has to be paid for. In our example, the customer might for instance be interested in voice communcation and internet access
only, and not so much in web space. Still, web space is included in the total bundle
price.
Additionally, a pre-packaged bundle limits the choice of individual services. In our
example, the customer might have an interest in e-mailing, but not in the specific email service from the provider included in the bundle, due to e.g. a limited hosting
space or a limited spam filter.
For this case study, we explore the concept of generating multi-supplier bundles
of telecom services automatically and on the fly, starting from a customer need.
The idea is that such bundles more closely fit with specific customer needs than do
generic bundles, in the sense that (1) they contain little unnecessary functionality,
only services that satisfy the stated needs, and (2) they contain services that best fit
the entered preferences, instead of services coming from predefined suppliers.
Please note that this case is a more extensive version of the running VoIP-example
that we used in chapter 3. To avoid repeating ourselves, we will therefore not
extensively discuss how to build catalogues of telecom services, nor how to reason
with these. Instead, we will briefly recapitulate the example from chapter 3 and
mainly focus our discussion on additional theoretical considerations, such as the
role of status-related needs instead of functional needs. Additionally, we provide
some reflections from our case study partner KPN.

4.3.1

Case study setup

We created catalogues of ISP services and validated these with an enterprise architect from our case study partner KPN. For creating the catalogues, we (1) read
publically available documentation from the KPN website and internal documentation, and (2) had interview rounds with the enterprise architects from KPN who
were responsible for managing the fit-for-all service bundles that KPN currently
offers.
We validated the catalogues of ISP services in a fashion similar to that of TPG.
Thus we explained the modelling techniques used, and simultaneously validated
and developed the catalogues of ISP services together with the domain expert.
Similarly to the TPG case however, KPN unfortunately had insufficiently time to
fully validate the results from our case study. This was mainly due to the constant re-organization at the time the case was carried out. Actually, over time, the
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researchers carrying out this case had interviews with three different persons that
occupied the same position of Enterprise architect. KPN was interested, but simply
had other priorities than cooperating intensively with academe.

4.3.2

Creating a customer perspective service catalogue

In this section, we briefly recapitulate how we build a customer perspective service
catalogue of ISP services. We will focus upon inclusion of status-related needs.
For reference, the catalogue can be found in figure 4.3.
Please note that we already have a supplier perspective catalogue of ISP services
from the running example used in chapter 3 (see figure 3.8). Therefore, we will not
dicuss how to create a supplier perspective catalogue of ISP services again.
Populate the service catalogue with demands and find the benefits contained
within them We add supplier-specific ISP-services, such ‘e-mail hosting’ and
‘spam filter’ from the supplier KPN, and ‘e-mail hosting’ from the supplier Sylcona to the customer perspective service catalogue as demands. Next, we elicit the
benefits (valuable properties) of demands. For example: ‘mailbox size = 100MB’
and ‘web-based e-mail access’ are benefits for the demand ‘e-mail hosting’ from
KPN.
Derive wants Wants for the ISP-case are ‘VoIP’, ‘Customized domain’, ‘Spam
filter’ and ‘E-mail hosting’ . These wants inherit the benefits from demands. For
example, the want ‘e-mail hosting’ inherits the benefits ‘mailbox size = 20 MB’
and ‘mailbox size = 100 MB’ from the demands ‘E-mail hosting (KPN)’ and ‘Email hosting(Sylcona)’ respectively. For reference, see the customer perspective
service catalogue in figure 4.3.
Using consequences to show how benefits contribute to satisfying a functional
need Next, we find consequences for the benefits from the ISP wants by means
of laddering (see section 3.3).
As discussed in 3.2.2, we use the value derivation framework from Holbrook to aid
in laddering. This framework allows us to think about the different ways in which
a service can be valuable. For example, consider the application of two valuations
from Holbrook to our small ISP-case in chapter 3: ‘Efficiency’, to express a functional value such as ‘access mail at any site with connectivity’, and ‘Excellence’,
to express a qualitative value such as having a ‘small mailbox’.
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Want

Need

Demand
KPN
E-mail hosting

E-mail hosting
Increase
indirect
communication
possibilities

Local access to
mail

E-mailing ability

Access mail at any
site with
connectivity

Web-based e-mail
access

Mail box
size=20 MB
E-mailing ability
value = POP, IMAP
Web-based e-mail
access

[efficiency]
Small-size mailbox
[Excellence]

Mailbox size =
20MB

Medium-size mailbox
[Excellence]

Mailbox size =
100MB

Spam filter
Spam reduction
value=managed

VOIP

C/E

C/E

Call to fixed lines

Spam filter
Reduce
unwanted e-mails
[efficiency]

Call to mobile
Spam reduction

Voice mail
Number
recognition
Call via VoIP

Increase social
stature

Customized domain
Personalization
of e-mailing

Customized
domain

[status]

E-mailing ability
value = POP, IMAP

VOIP
Increase
direct
Communication
possibilities

Sylconia
E-mail hosting

Costeffective
calling
[efficiency]
Possessing a
gadget

Call to fixed lines

Web-based e-mail
access

Call to mobile

Mailbox
size =100 MB

Call via VoIP

Customized domain

[status]
Have voicemail
[efficiency]

Voice mail

See who is
calling
[efficiency]

Number
recognition

Customized domain
value= .nl extension

Skype
Provide...VOIP
Call to fixed lines
Call to mobile
Voice mail
Call via VoIP

Figure 4.3: customer perspective service catalogue, including status needs
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In this extended ISP-case, we show that other value-derivations can also be important. In the case of VoIP, one such value derivation is of particular importance:
‘status’. When we look at the service catalogue from figure 4.3, we find for instance that calling via VoIP can also be valuable because that the customer wants
to possess a gadget. Also, personalizing an e-mail address through a customized
domain can be perceived as status-related. Thus we find for the want and benefit
‘customized domain’ the consequence ‘personalization of e-mailing’ .
Finally, we define needs by asking for each consequence: Why would someone
find this interesting? As such, we derive the (status-related) need ‘Increase social stature’ for the consequences ‘Possessing a gadget’ and ‘Personalization of
e-mailing’ and the (functionally related) need ‘Increase (in)direct communication
possibilities’ .

4.3.3

Reasoning about ISP ontology instantiations

In this section, we will briefly illustrate how to use the customer and supplier perspectives service catalogues ( figure 4.3 and 3.8) for reasoning about finding bundles of ISP-services based upon customer needs. We imagine that there are two
different end customers that are both interested in increasing their communication
possibilities:
• A student, who is seeking an alternative for the relatively expensive mobile
phone and who wants a private e-mail address besides the one provided by
his college.
• A yup that, besides increasing his communication abilities, mainly wants
to show that he is a frontrunner when it comes to employing technology in
everyday life.

Step 1: Select need, derive initial set of wants satisfying need The student
starts at (1) the need of communicating directly to search for an alternative for the
mobile phone, and (2) at the need of communicating indirectly where he expects
to find an e-mailing service. The yup, besides increasing his communication capabilities, mainly wants to employ technology to increase his social stature. For
the student and the yup, we have now found two different sets of needs: ‘increasing (in-)direct communication’ for the student, and ‘increasing social stature’ and
‘increasing (in-)direct communication’ for the yup.
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From the service catalogue (figure 4.3), we find the wants ‘E-mail hosting’, ‘customized domain’ and ‘VoIP’ for the yup, and ‘e-mail hosting’ and ‘VoIP’ for the
student, since these wants satisfy their respective needs.
Outcome of this step: The wants ‘Customized domain’, ‘E-mail hosting’ and ‘VoIP’
for the yup. The want ‘E-mail hosting’ and ‘VoIP’ for the student.
Step 2: Find consequences, request customer to score consequences
the student and the yup to score the consequences for the found wants.

We ask

Both customers are requested to score consequences for the want ‘VoIP’. The student scores ‘cost-effective calling’ as a must-have since this was his primary interest for acquiring VoIP, and ‘have voice mail’ as a should-have because this is
functionality he is already used to from his traditional phone subscription. We assume the student scores ‘see who is calling’ as a could-have. Finally, the student
scores ‘possessing a gadget’ as does not matter, since this is not why he is interested
VoIP.
Also, both customers score consequences from the want ‘E-mail hosting’. The
student scores ‘local access to e-mail’ as a ‘must-have’, ‘access at any site with
connectivity’ as a should-have and ‘small mailbox’ as does not matter. The yup
scores ‘local access to e-mail’ as a must-have and considers ‘access at any site
with connectivity’ to be a should-have feature. Finally, he scores ‘small mailbox’
as does not matter.
The yup scores ‘possessing a gadget’ as a must-have, since this is his primary
reason for acquiring the VoIP service. Finally, the yup is scores the consequence
‘personalization of e-mailing’ from the want customized domain as a must-have.
Outcome of this step: Consequences student: Must-haves: {‘Cost-effective calling’, ‘Local access to e-mail’}, Should-haves : {‘Access mail at any site with connectivity’}, Could-haves: {‘See who is calling’} Does not matter: {‘Possessing a
gadget’, ‘Small mailbox’}.
Consequences yup: Must-haves: {‘Local access to e-mail’, ‘Possessing a gadget’,
‘Personalization of e-mail’} , Should-haves: {‘See who is calling’, ‘Have voice
mail’} , Does not matter: {‘Cost-effective calling’}.
Step 3: Score benefits Next the benefits from the wants, such as ‘mailbox size’,
inherit the importance scores from the consequences. For example: For the student,
the benefit ‘mailbox size = 20 MB’ receives the importance score does not matter,
because the underlying consequence ‘small mailbox’ was also scored as does not
matter.
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Forthe benefits, we assume that the student and the yup both change ‘call to fixed
lines’ (must-have, inherited from the consequence cost-effective calling/possessing
a gadget) to a could-have since most persons they keep in contact with have a
mobile phone. For both, the remaining benefits remain the same. Thus, they both
keep the importance scores inherited from the consequences.
Outcome of this step:Benefits student: Must-have: {‘E-mailing ability’, ‘Call to
mobile’}, Should-haves:{‘Web-based e-mail access’, ‘Voice mail’}, Could-haves:
{‘Number recognition’}, Does not matter: {‘Mailbox size= 100MB’, ‘Call via
VoIP’}
Benefits yup: Must-haves {‘call via VoIP’, ‘Mailbox size = 100 MB’, ‘E-mailing
ability’}, Should-haves: {‘Call to fixed lines’, ‘Number recognition’, ‘Voice mail’},
Does not matter :{‘Call to fixed lines’, ‘Call to mobile’}.
Step 4: Find and score value-enhancing consequences and benefits For the
student, we find the value-enhancing wants ‘Customized domain’ and ‘Spam filter’ for the basic want ‘E-mail hosting’. Next, the student decides upon inclusion of
these wants by scoring their value-enhancing consequences. These consequences
indicate why the want is valuable in combination with the want already scored in
step 3. For the value-enhancing want ‘Customized domain’, we find the consequence ‘personalization of e-mailing’ (see figure 4.3). We assume that the student
scores this as Does not matter since he is mainly interested in acquiring e-mail
functionality. For the value-enhancing want ‘Spam filter’, we find the consequence
‘Reduce unwanted e-mails’. We assume that the student scores ‘Reduce unwanted
e-mails’ as a should-have.
For the yup, we have so far scored a consequence from a value-enhancing want:
‘Customized domain’. As we see in the service catalogue, a customized domain is
in a Core/Enhancing relationship with the want e-mail hosting. This means that,
conform our discussion of the supply-side ontology (section 3.2.3), e-mail hosting
is required as a basic want to also acquire a customized domain. Thus the yup is
asked to score the consequences from the basic want ‘E-mail hosting’ also: We
assume that he scores ‘access mail at any site with connectivity’ and ‘local access
to e-mail’ as must-haves, and ‘small mailbox’ as does not matter.
Since the yup has now also scored the consequences for the want ‘E-mail hosting’,
we find also the value-enhancing want ‘Spam filter’ and ask him to score its consequence ‘Reduce unwanted e-mails’. We assume that he scores this consequence
as a should-have.
Assuming that neither actor changes the importance scores that the underlying benefits inherit from these consequences, we arrive at the list of additional benefits and
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their importance scores below.
Outcome of this step:Benefits student: Should-haves: {‘Spam reduction’}, Does
not matter:{‘Customized domain’}.
Benefits yup Must-haves: {‘E-mailing ability’, ‘Web-based e-mail access’}. Shouldhaves: {‘Spam reduction’}, Does not matter : {‘mailbox size = 100 MB’}.
Step 5: Generate alternative service bundles For a selection of ISP services,
the bundling steps are presented in table 4.2. Here, some observations are:
• No bundle containing the service ‘Customized domain’ is generated for the
student, because the benefit ‘Customized domain’ was scored as ‘does not
matter’. As such, this benefit was not used as input for the bundling reasoning process.
• Any bundle containing both the services VoIP(Skype) and VoIP(KPN) is
rejected because, according to the service catalogue, (1) the consequences
from the service VoIP(KPN) are a subset of the service VoIP(Skype) and (2)
VoIP(KPN) does not provide any consequences additional to VoIP(Skype).
• In the last step, any bundle containing the service element ‘VoIP(KPN)’ is
supplemented with the service element ‘IP-access(KPN)’ due to the bundling
dependency between e-mail hosting(KPN) and IP-access(KPN) as defined in
the supplier perspective ISP-services catalogue (figure 3.8).
Outcome of this step: The (partial) unordered set of bundles of ISP services:
For the yup:
• {VoIP(KPN), Customized domain(Sylcona), e-mail hosting(KPN), IP- access(KPN)}
• {VoIP(KPN), Customized domain(Sylcona), e-mail hosting(KPN), Spam filter(KPN), IP-access(KPN)}
• {VoIP(Skype), Customized domain(Sylcona), e-mail hosting(Sylcona), Spam
filter(KPN), IP-access(KPN)}
For the student:
• {VoIP(KPN), e-mail hosting(KPN), IP-access(KPN)}
• {VoIP(KPN), e-mail hosting(KPN), Spam filter(KPN), IP-access(KPN)}
• {VoIP(Skype), e-mail hosting(Sylcona), Spam filter(KPN), IP-access(KPN)}
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Step (cf. steps in
figure 3.10)
Use desired benefits to find individual services

Generate all possible combinations
of found services

Checking,
for
each
generated
bundle, if it satisfies all must-have
consequences.

Remove
bundles that contain
substitutes
Reject all service
bundles
invalid
from a supplier
perspective
Supplement
the
remaining
bundles with services
necessary
for
supply-side
reasons

Yup

Student

VoiP(KPN), VoIP(Skype),
Customized
domain(Sylcona)
e-mail
hosting
(KPN)
e-mail
hosting(Sylcona)
{VoIP(KPN)}, {VoIP(KPN),
Customized
domain(Sylcona), e-mail hosting (KPN)}, {VoIP(KPN),
VoIP(Skype),
Customized
domain(Sylcona),
e-mail
hosting(KPN)}
{VoIP(KPN),
Customized
domain(Sylcona),
email
hosting
(KPN)},
{VoIP(KPN), VoIP(Skype),
Customized
domain(Sylcona),
e-mail
hosting(KPN)}
{VoIP(KPN),
Customized
domain(Sylcona),
e-mail
hosting (KPN)}
{VoIP(KPN),
Customized
domain(Sylcona),
e-mail
hosting(KPN)}

e-mail hosting(KPN), email hosting (Sylcona),
VoiP(KPN), VoIP(Skype)

{VoIP(KPN),
Customized
domain(Sylcona),
email hosting(KPN), IPaccess(KPN)}

{VoiP(KPN)}, {VoIP(KPN),
VoIP(Skype), e-mail hosting
(Sylcona)}, {VoIP(KPN), email hosting(KPN)}

{VoIP(KPN), VoIP(Skype),
e-mail hosting (Sylcona)},
{VoIP(KPN), e-mail hosting(KPN)}

{VoIP(KPN), e-mail hosting(KPN)}
{VoIP(KPN), e-mail hosting(KPN)}

{VoIP(KPN), e-mail hosting(KPN), IP-access(KPN)}

Table 4.2: Generating bundles of ISP-services (sample)
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Step 6: Rank service bundles Now we apply our MoSCoW-prioritization mechanism (section 3.5) for ranking bundles. In short, this means for any bundles A and
B: If bundle A satisfies more should-have consequences than bundle B, bundle
B will be preferred over A independently of any other consequences satisfied by
bundle B.
For example: For both the student and yup, our reasoning process ranks any bundle
with a spam filter before a bundle that satisfies must-have consequences only. This
is because such bundles satisfy an additional should-have consequence:‘reduce unwanted e-mails’.
Outcome of this step: The ordered (sub-)set of bundles:
For the yup:
1. {VoIP(KPN), Customized domain(Sylcona), e-mail hosting(KPN), Spam filter(KPN), IP-access(KPN)} , {VoIP(Skype), Customized domain(Sylcona),
e-mail hosting(Sylcona), Spam filter(KPN), IP-access(KPN)}
2. {VoIP(KPN), Customized domain(Sylcona), e-mail hosting(KPN), IP-access(KPN)}
For the student:
1. {VoIP(KPN), e-mail hosting(KPN), Spam filter(KPN), IP-access(KPN)} ,
{VoIP(Skype), e-mail hosting(Sylcona), Spam filter(KPN), IP-access(KPN)}
2. {VoIP(KPN), e-mail hosting(KPN), IP- access(KPN)}
Step 7: Present the customer with the sacrifices of services and an opportunity
to change the importance rankings The yup checks the pricing model (to be
detailed in 6.1.3) of the bundle {VoIP(KPN), Customized domain(Sylcona), e-mail
hosting(KPN), Spam filter(KPN), IP-access(KPN)}. We assume he is content with
the costs for this bundle.
The student deems the same bundle to be too expensive, compared to the bundle
that includes the VoIP service from Skype. This is mainly because a fixed monthly
fee has to be paid for the VoIP service from KPN, which does not have to be paid
for a Skype service. The student thus decides to select the Skype-bundle.
Outcome of this step: Bundle chosen by the Yup: {VoIP(KPN), Customized domain(Sylcona), e-mail hosting(KPN), Spam filter(KPN), IP-access(KPN)}.
Bundle chosen by the student: {VoIP(Skype), e-mail hosting(Sylcona), Spam filter(KPN), IP-access(KPN)}.
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4.4

Applying e3 service to practical business cases

Practical usefulness and theoretical reflections

Applicability of different service valuations Taking into account considerations such as status or aesthetics helps with the positioning of service offerings,
and thus in finding different underlying needs that a service offering can satisfy. In
our ISP case for instance, we found that someone might acquire VoIP as a gadget,
which in turn could contribute to an increase in social stature. This is a different
consideration compared to the functional consideration of having voice communication capabilities.
When considering however that our goal is to use these needs ultimately in an
online questionnaire, some doubts arise as to how often persons would select needs
other than those related to the functions and qualities of services. This is especially
true for status-related needs, such as ‘increase social stature’. The point is that
despite reflecting realistic motivations from end-customers, these are also sensitive
issues that someone might not explicitly admit to as being relevant. In literature
(Kotler 2000), we also find this in the distinction between a stated need and a
secret need. For example: Someone might state that he is interested in VoIP for
the cost-effective calling, but might at the same time secretly also be interested
is showing to his neighbor that he uses VoIP. However, it is questionable whether
such secret needs will be easily admitted to, let alone be made explicit through an
online questionnaire.
Formalized creation of service catalogue helps in gaining insight in service
offering The domain expert from our case study partner KPN declared that our
formalized view on services provided him with new insights into what a service
actually is. In particular, he liked the idea of distinguishing between a service
(demand) and a property (benefit) thereof by using the criterion that a service is a
unit that can be provided on its own commercially, while a property cannot.
Actually, the domain expert went as far as asking our permission to distribute a paper describing the e3 service methodology internally, within KPN. To researchers
with a technical background, this may seem surprising. A structured approach
to services modelling, such as the formalized distinction between a benefit and
demand, is usual for them. Therefore, they may expect that such a structured approach to modelling services is also an everyday practice in companies that have
a technical background. Yet, from observing internal documentation on services
from KPN, we learned that a structured approach to modelling services is actually
oftentimes not used.
Consider a process diagram that we received from KPN’s enterprise architect,
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which we shall not depict here due to confidentiality reasons. This diagram did
not distinguish between parallel and sequential process flows, leaving the actual
order of the process open to the interpretation of the reader. Worse still, the process diagram did not have separate notations for actors, activities and conditions
for carrying out activities. As a result, it was oftentimes ambiguous who was responsible for what, what conditions must be fulfilled to execute an activity or even
which two actors interacted.
In contrast, our formal approach to services modelling does take into account separate modelling considerations. As a result, the domain expert stated, it allows for
a more structured way of modelling their services knowledge compared to their
currently used internal practice of services modelling.
In sum, we find that:
• It is better to exclude sensitive preferences, such as those related to status,
from our work and first concentrate on the basic valuations function and
quality;
• A formal approach to modelling commercial services forces practitioners to
structure their service knowledge. This provides them with a better understanding of their service offerings.

Chapter 5

Towards interactive,
consequence-based, reasoning

This chapter discusses the two key ideas of our discussion so far: (1) that consequences are
a key concept, and (2) that a needs-driven reasoning process requires customer-supplier
interaction to weight positive against negative consequences. In addition, it discusses how
to sharpen these ideas such that they are fit for a (semi-)automated reasoning.

So far, we have discussed two key ideas behind e3 service : (1) that consequences
are a key concept and (2) that customer-supplier interaction is required to weight
the positive and negative features of a bundle. Both ideas have also been illustrated
by the postal industry and ISP-case studies from the previous chapter, where the
customer stated her requirements in terms of consequences, and where we further
illustrated the trade-off between positive/negative features.
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, we reflect on the two key notions
in e3 service . We summarize what we learned so far and place this in a broader
perspective by, for example, comparing the the idea of using customer-supplier
interaction to find service bundles with related service marketing theories. This
is done in sections 5.1 and 5.2, which discuss consequences as a key concept
and customer-supplier interaction respectively. Second, we discuss how we can
sharpen these two notions further such that they allow us to reason about service
bundling semi-automatically. This is done in section 5.3.
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5.1

Towards interactive, consequence-based, reasoning

Consequences as a key concept for needs-driven service bundling

Consequences emphasize the valuable outcomes of services Consequences are
a key concept in the e3 service methodology because they reflect the chief motivation that consumers have for acquiring services: Their valuable outcomes. Thereby,
consequences differentiate themselves from concepts that emphasize analysis of a
service itself instead of what is of value of that service. Prominent examples of such
concepts are wants and demands (Kotler 2000, p. 11) and (Arndt 1978). Wants are
‘oriented to a specific product’ (Kotler 2000, p. 11) while demands are ‘wants for
a specific product backed by an ability to pay’ (Kotler 2000, p. 11). As such, both
concepts are oriented towards a service itself rather than what is valuable of that
service for the customer.
The importance of consequences was corroborated further by their application in
the e3 service reasoning process, where consequences served as the primary means
for expressing customer interest. Consider the ISP case from section 4.3. Here,
a customer could choose an e-mailing service through scoring consequences such
as ‘e-mailing capability’ and ‘medium-sized mailbox’, without having to consider
underlying supplier-specific services such as ‘e-mail hosting’ from the supplier
KPN.
Consequences allow for gradual specification of a need into relevant service
attributes Second, consequences suit our research well because they allow for
gradually specifying a customer need (a problem statement or goal, see section
3.2.2) into services by using any number of intermediary abstraction levels. For
example: Specification of the need ‘communicating with family abroad’ requires
only one abstraction-level by using consequences such as ‘e-mailing capability’
and ‘voice communication’, whereas more complex needs such as - to take an
extreme example - ‘leading a happy life’, require multiple levels of consequence
specification. Gutman & Reynolds (1982) refers to this specification as laddering.

5.2

Service bundling requires customer-supplier interaction

A key intuition behind the e3 service reasoning process is that service bundling requires customer-supplier interaction. For a set of proposed service bundles, the
customer may decide to adjust his/her initialy stated requirements based upon the
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constraints from the service bundles. For those adjusted requirements, alternative
service bundles with constraints are found, whose constraints could again lead the
customer to adjust his/her requirements etcetera . . .
This interactive process emphasizes that the decision to acquire a service bundle
requires a trade-off between positive features received and sacrifices made. After
all, to acquire a service bundle, a customer must invest scarce resources such as
money or time, which s/he could also have invested otherwise (akin to the notion of
opportunity cost from micro-economic theory). In literature, the importance of this
trade-off is further emphasized by Woodruff (1997) and Kotler (2000, p. 11), who
both state that customer value of a product is an outcome of weighting the benefits
received from consuming a product against the overall cost of that product (cost in
the broader, opportunity cost, sense). Assuming that service-specific sacrifices are
known only after finding a service bundle, we thus arrive at a reasoning process
that requires customer-supplier interaction to negotiate the constraints attached to
service bundles. In figure 5.1, this intuition is captured by the bi-directional arrow
between needs specification and the found service bundles. This emphasizes that
the constraints imposed by found service bundles influences needs specification.
The application of e3 service to the postal industry (section 4.1) and ISP (section
3.5) cases further corroborate our intuition of using customer-supplier interaction
in the reasoning process. In both examples a customer indicated a feature as a
must-have - keep current phone number and designing additional material for the
VoIP/Direct Mail example respectively - but decided to refrain from acquiring these
features since in both cases, they were deemed too expensive by the customer.
So, mapping between a customer and supplier perspective on services is not a
trivial task. After all, one (1) has to translate a customer need structurally into
requirements that are specific enough to find services for, while (2) constraints
coming from the (supply-side) services have an influence upon the (customer-side)
requirements initially stated. When we now turn to services marketing literature,
we can make a remarkable observation: Most scholars recognize that customers
and suppliers view services differently (e.g. (Grönroos 2007) and (Parasuraman et
al. 1985)), but that the actual translation from a customer to a supplier perspective
is often left implicit. For example, (Grönroos 2007) points out that customers view
services differently than do suppliers, but subsequently fails to address how to
reconcile these different views. The same goes for the well-known service quality
management framework SERVQUAL (Parasuraman et al. 1985), which points out
that a gap exists between customer expectations of a service and service delivery
promised by an organization, but fails to provide a methodology that could aid
an organization in bridging the gap between customer and supplier. Implicitly, it
seems, most service marketing literature perceive this transformation as a given.
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There are only few frameworks that explicitly address both commercial services
Service A
and perspective transformation.
To the best of our knowledge, these are Quality
Function Deployment applied to services design (Dubé et al. 1999, Stuart & Tax
1996) and Serviguration (Baida et al. 2005). Yet, these frameworks provide a somewhat simplistic, projectionist view on perspective transformation. Therein, transformation of customer needs to supply-side services is perceived as a one-way projection from customer-perspective knowledge to supplier-perspective knowledge.
Customer needs are specified until they are specific enough to find (supply-side)
service (attributes) for, services are found and the reasoning process terminates.
In figure 5.1, this projectionist intuition of service bundling is represented by the
uni-directional arrow from needs-specification to the service bundles.

5.3

Elaborating on consequence-based, interactive reasoning

We learned so far (1) that consequences are a key concept for finding bundles
of services based upon customer needs and (2) that reasoning about needs-driven
service bundling requires customer-supplier interaction. This section explores how
we can further build upon these considerations.

5.3.1

Incrementally creating service bundles

In the reasoning process (figure 3.9) we see that customer-supplier interaction only
happens when all requirements have been stated by the customer. Thus, requirements not only related to basic functionality, such as ‘voice communication’, but
also requirements that are value-enhancing towards the basic functionality, such as
the requirement ‘keep current phone number’ for ‘voice communication’.
In hidsight however, it seems more appropriate that customer-supplier interaction
happens for each type of requirement under consideration. In that manner, one
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incrementally creates a service bundle, and relies on customer-supplier interaction
each time that a service added to the service bundle. There are two reasons for this:
• Pragmatism of intermediate feedback
Currently, the customer fills in a flat list of requirements that our reasoning
process uses to generate service bundles. In essence, this is a crude process
of trial-and-error. If the customer generates service bundles only at the end,
the outcome could be that the basic requirements were too expensive to fulfill
to start with, rendering the value-enhancing requirements irrelevant with the
result that the customer has to score requirements from scratch.
It would be better to have more of a directed search by finding service bundles for one type of a requirement at a time: First, by agreeing on a service
bundle for the basic requirements, and then by incrementally building on this
for each value-enhancing requirement.
• Computational efficiency: Directed search versus trial-and-error
A directed search also provides for computational efficiency, because (1) one
only finds service bundles for value-enhancing requirements when it is relevant to do so, and (2) one agrees upon a basic bundle that is then gradually
expanded further with value-enhancing services. This is relevant because the
agreed upon bundle reduces the space of possible bundling relations that one
has to consider when generating service bundles.
Thus, it would be pragmatic to employ customer-supplier interaction more frequently to our reasoning process to gradually create a service bundle.

5.3.2

Supporting computational reasoning by Problem Solving methods

To support the claim that we can reason about service bundling (semi-)automatically,
we need to ensure that our reasoning process can be made computational. This requires us to formalize the reasoning process, going beyond guidelines such as ” we
need customer-supplier interaction more often” or ” constraints from solutions influence requirements”. These are useful considerations no doubt, but too vague to
implement in a software reasoner.
The computer science community can aid us in this formalization, because this is
exactly what they concern themselves with: To formally represent a (reasoning)
problem, so that the computer can do something with it. In particular, the notion
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of Problem Solving Methods is interesting, because these concern themsemselves
with different types of reasoning behavior.
Problem Solving Methods (PSMs) are a family of methods that describe generic
reasoning behavior, independently of a specific application task (Schreiber 2000).
‘Configuration’, for example, is an often-used PSM. A configuration task can be
(informally) described as ” a special case of design activity, where (1) the artifact being configured is assembled from instances of a fixed set of instances of
well-defined component types and (2) components interact with each other in predefined ways” (Sabin & Weigel 1998). This sounds a bit abstract, but when (1)
further specified 1 and (2) extended with task-specific knowledge, its generic reasoning behavior can be used to configure anything, from elevators and computers
(Stumptner 1997) to bundles of commercial services (Baida et al. 2005).
Thus, we aim for using a PSM as a skeleton, to guide us in the development of
the reasoning process. The advantage of this is twofold. First, the reasoning behavior described by PSMs has been well studied in numerous cases, ranging from
elevator and computer design to classifying scientific papers (ten Teije et al. 2004)
and making a diagnosis based on medical images (Grimnes & Aamodt 1996). As a
result, PSMs provide us with a set of well-researched types of reasoning behavior
that prevent us from having to reinvent the wheel, similar to conceptualizing business literature for ontology development (see section 3.1.2). Second, PSMs allow
for generalization. Following a generic methodology for developing the reasoning
process makes it easier to compare our reasoning process to others that follow the
same methodology. Scientifically, this comparison is more interesting than ad-hoc
theory development.
So, what PSM would be appropriate to explore further? Returning to the discussion of our reasoning process thus far, we find that two considerations are of particular importance (1) The constraints from service bundles inform the customer
requirements. Thus, there is a kind of feedback-loop in our reasoning process (2)
a service bundle should be created incrementally, not in one reasoning step. The
PSM Propose Critique Modify (PCM) seems to fit well with these. It fits well with
the idea of a feedback loop, because it emphasizes that a solution initially found
(Proposed), may not hold up and that as such, some modification is required. Actually, we modify requirements and solutions. As we shall discuss more extensively
in section 6.4 this is different from most PCM-based methods, whereby modification happens mostly to solutions. Also, it fits well with the idea of incrementally
creating a service bundle because PCM allows for generating partial solutions and
1 There

are different ways to ”fill in” a configuration task. (Sabin & Weigel 1998), for example,
distinguishes between rule-based, model-based and case-based configuration.
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building on these (Chandrasekaran 1990). Here, the idea is that partial, intermediate, solutions guide the process of further building on these intermediate solutions,
so that one moves more efficiently through the solution space.

5.3.3

Ontology clean-up

So far, we have discussed that consequences are a key concept in e3 service . However, this is insufficiently reflected in our customer needs ontology. Currently, a
consequence is simply one of many other concepts, such as benefit, benefit range
and value derivation. The purpose of this section, therefore, is to analyze how we
should conceptualize customer needs such that consequences play a central role.
Removal of concepts relevant from a supplier perspective We developed our
customer needs ontology within the confines of the need/want/demand framework,
because it seemingly provided a straightforward way of framing the task of a salesperson: To direct a customer from a need towards a want and, ultimately, a demand
for a specific product. Within this frame of needs/wants/demands, was the idea,
we could then use consequences to simulate the guidance from a need to demand
and introduce other concepts that were also seemingly relevant for reasoning about
customer needs.
Upon reflection however, need/want/demand is product-oriented. It does not focus
on the value that the customer receives from consuming a product. Because we
developed our ontology within the confines of need, want, demand we have thus
focused our attention too much on characteristics of the services itself, such as its
technical properties. As a result, we introduced concepts relevant from a supplier
perspective on the customer perspective also.
To illustrate, consider the ISP case from chapter 4. Here, we have e-mail services
from the suppliers KPN and Sylcona that appear, in line with our conceptualization,
in the customer perspective service catalogue as demands. Furthermore, properties
of these mailing services, such as ‘e-mailing ability: IMAP, POP’ appear in the
customer perspective catalogue as benefits.
Observe from this case that the modeled concepts are supplier-oriented. What
has been modelled here are services, such as e-mail hosting, and their technical
properties, such as the mailing-protocols used (IMAP and POP), but not what is
valuable for the customer.
In summary: By developing our customer ontology within the confines of need
want demand, we have mixed up the initial distinction between a customer and
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supplier perspective on services. Thus, some basic housekeeping is required to
analyze which of the modelled concepts are relevant from a supplier perspective
and thus should be removed from the customer perspective. These concepts are: (1)
the demand, because these actually represent the supplier-specific services (2) the
benefit and benefit range, because these represent the technical service properties
of the services modelled on the supplier perspective.

Different types of consequences In the customer perspective ontology, we link
service properties (‘benefits’) to the value they realize (‘consequences’) via the
value-derivation concept. This concept expresses the different valuations a customer can attach to consuming a service that contains these properties. The idea
of having different valuations for a service seems sound. We find it in literature
(Holbrook 1999), but also in the cases thus far; For example, the yup from our ISPscenario acquired VoIP not only for cost-effective calling (a functional valuation),
but also for possessing a gadget (a status valuation).
We can however also represent these different valuations without having to rely
on the additional concept ‘value derivation’. This can be accomplished by introducing different types of consequences. Instead of having a consequence with the
‘value-derivation’ ‘functional’ or ‘quality’, we would then have a ‘functional consequence’ or ‘quality consequence’. The advantage of this is twofold: (1) it further
focuses our ontology on consequences, which is in line with our claim that consequences are the key concept in the customer needs ontology (2) it reduces the
complexity of the ontology.

Relating consequences Consequences often do not exist in isolation from other
consequences: They can be related to, or grouped under a common denominator with, other consequences. A prominent illustration of this is actually problem
specification through consequences. One or more consequences specify an abstract
consequence, which are in turn specified by other consequences etcetera . . . until a
consequence is sufficiently specified to be matched to a specific service. In other
words: A problem specification-relation may exist between consequences.
Other prominent relations are a dependence (e.g. a ‘small mailbox’ cannot exist
in its own right. It depends on an ‘e-mailing capability’) and grouping of consequences (e.g. ‘small mailbox’ and ‘large mailbox’ logically belong under the
common denominator ‘ mailbox size’). Thus, when modifying our ontology with
consequences as a central concept, we should take into account that consequences
can be related to each other.

Summary

5.4
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Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed that (1) consequences are key in a conceptualization of customer needs and (2) that using customer-supplier interaction seems
appropriate to reason about need-driven services bundling, to take into account
service sacrifices.
Following this discussion, we explored improvements to the current ontology and
reasoning process. We discussed (1) an ontology clean up, to reflect the idea of consequences as a central concept, and (2) using customer-supplier interaction more
often, to create service bundles incrementally. These improvements are implemented in the next chapter.

Chapter 6

Adding customer-supplier
interaction to e3service
This chapter focuses on customer-supplier interaction being key in the e3 service reasoning process. One of the key points of this chapter is that our reasoning process shares
characteristics with the Problem Solving Method Propose-Critique-Modify, yet that it
also differs on one major point: The modification of requirements.
Parts of this chapter have been published earlier. The e3 service customer perspective ontology (section 6.1.1) and e3 service reasoning process (section 6.2) have appeared in Proceedings of the International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems 2009 (ICEIS
2009) (de Kinderen et al. 2009b) and in Revised Selected Papers of the Future of the
Internet Symposium 2008 (FIS 2008) (Gordijn et al. 2008b).

In the previous chapter, we discussed two required modifications with respect
to e3 service . First, the ontology should be simplified with respect to the concepts benefit, benefit range and adds-value-pair. Second, we argued that customersupplier interaction should happen for each type of requirement, so that a service
bundle can be build up gradually instead of using this interaction only at the end
of the reasoning process .
In this chapter, we discuss a modified version of our needs ontology (section 6.1).
Subsequently, we discuss the e3 service reasoning process and compare this process
to the Problem Solving Method Propose-Critique-Modify (PCM) (section 6.2).
Thereafter, section 6.3 provides a detailed discussion of the e3 service reasoning
process. Finally, section 6.4 compares the e3 service reasoning process to other
PCM-based methods.
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Figure 6.1: The e3 service customer perspective ontology

6.1

The e3 service ontology

This section discusses the modified e3 service supplier and customer (sub-)ontologies.
Additionally, to further elaborate upon the notion of service constraints, we discuss
an ontology for representing the pricing of service bundles. Note here that some
concepts from the customer and supplier perspective ontologies, such as a ‘need’,
have already been discussed in section 3.2.2. For the sake of completeness and
clarity, we however choose to recapitulate these concepts shortly. We use a running example of a customer who wants to communicate with family abroad, and
employs e-mail hosting as a solution to do so.

6.1.1

The customer perspective ontology

In this section, we discuss a modified version of the e3 service customer perspective
ontology introduced in section 3.2.2. The most important changes to the customer
perspective ontology are (1) the removal of supply-side concepts such as benefits
and benefit ranges (2) the focus on consequences, by introducing different types of
consequences (functional and quality consequences) and relations between consequences (such as one consequence being value-enhancing towards another consequence).
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Need. A need represents a problem statement or goal, independently from a solution direction (Arndt 1978).
EXAMPLE: A customer may have a need ‘communicate with family abroad’. This
need does not include a notion of a solution yet, as nothing is stated about how the
communication will be done.
Consequence. A consequence is anything that results from consuming (a combination of) valuable service propertie(s) (Gutman & Reynolds 1988).
• Functional consequence. A functional consequence represents the functional goal that can be achieved through consumption of a service that has a
certain valuable property.
EXAMPLE: A functional consequence from the want ‘electronic mail’ is
‘send and receive text’.
• Quality consequence. A quality consequence expresses qualitative properties of other, e.g. functional, consequences in customer terminology. Because it expresses the qualitative properties of another consequence, a quality
consequence cannot be acquired separately: It always depends on (a relation
between consequences explained below) another type of consequence.
EXAMPLE: The consequences ‘small mailbox’ and ‘large mailbox’ are quality consequences for the functional consequence ‘send and receive text’.
Relations.
• Specified by. A need is specified by zero or more consequences. The consequences - as results of a service - show how a need is satisfied.
EXAMPLE: The consequences ‘send and receive text’ and ‘hear and speak
voice’ are ways to satisfy the need ‘communicate with family abroad’.
• Core Enhancing. One or more consequences can be value-enhancing to a
core consequence. As a pre-requisite for acquiring the enhancing consequence, the core consequence must first be acquired.
EXAMPLE: The consequence ‘decrease reception of unwanted text messages’ can add value to the consequence ‘send and receive text’ and is only
relevant in case a solution is chosen that has the capability ‘send and receive
text’
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• Optional bundling.
An optional bundling relation between two consequences A and B indicates that consequence B can add value to consequence
A, but that consequence B can also be acquired seperately from A.
EXAMPLE: The consequence ‘Create personalized e-mail address’ can add
value to the consequence ‘send and receive text’.
• A consequence depends on one or more other consequences. This relation states that one consequence cannot be acquired without another consequence.
EXAMPLE: ‘Use at any site with connectivity’ and ‘access with pre-configured
mail-client’ are two consequences that indicate the location from where ‘send
and receive text’ can be used.
• A consequence may consist of one or more other consequences. Such consequence laddering (Gutman & Reynolds 1988) can be used to specify abstract
consequences into more concrete consequences until a sufficiently detailed
consequence is found for which solutions can be offered.
EXAMPLE: ‘Send and receive text’ can be specified by the consequences
‘send text’ and ‘receive text’.
Want. A want is a specific, supplier-independent solution that is commercially
feasible to be provisioned on its own. As a want indicates a solution available in
the market, at least one supplier should be willing to provide the solution.
Wants, interpreted as supplier-independent solutions, can typically be found in service taxonomies such as the NAPCS (Ambler 1998).
Relations:
• A want has one or more consequences. These consequences are used to
state how the want, being a service that can be provisioned commercially by
a single supplier, satisfies a need.
EXAMPLE: The want ‘e-mail’ has the consequence ‘send and receive text’.
As stated earlier, ‘send and receive text’ is a way to satisfy the need ‘communicate with family abroad’.
• A want is in a Core-Enhancing relationship with zero or more other wants.
The Core-Enhancing relationship is used to state that for a certain want A,
provided that want A is acquired, there exist zero or more wants B that could
add value to A. The Core Enhancing relationship also exists on the level of
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consequences. However, this relationship also exists on the level of wants as
wants actually package sets of consequences available on the market.
EXAMPLE: The value-enhancing want ‘spam filtering’ is in a Core-Enhancing
relationship with the basic want ‘electronic mail’, since there is no business
logic behind acquiring a spam filter without an e-mail service. The Core Enhancing relationship between consequences (discussed previously) is used to
indicate why a spam filter want adds value to an e-mail want.
• A want is in an Optional Bundling relationship with zero or more other
wants. The Optional Bundling relationship is used to state that for a certain want A, there exist zero or more value-enhancing wants B. However,
as opposed to the core-enhancing relationship, want B can also be acquired
separately from want A.
EXAMPLE: The want ‘customized domain’ can add value to the want ‘email’. Similar to the Core Enhancing relationship, the Optionally bundled
relationship between two consequences can be used to show why the want
‘customized domain’ adds value to the want ‘e-mail’.
Scale In e3 service we use the concept of a scale (also used by software measurement, see e.g. (Garcı́a et al. 2006)) to group quality consequences of the same
type. For example: a scale can group ‘small mailbox’ and ‘large mailbox’ under
‘mailbox size’. We distinguish between four types of scales (adapted from (Garcı́a
et al. 2006)), where each type adds expressivity to the previous:
• Nominal. A nominal scale indicates that a relationship exists between quality
consequences, but introduces no ordering or ranking on these consequences.
EXAMPLE: ‘Use at any site with connectivity’ and ‘access with pre-configured
mail-client’ are nominal categories that indicate options for email access.
The preference for either one depends on the user, so it is not possible to
define a preference scale upfront.
• Ordinal. An ordinal scale introduces an ordering on consequences such that
it is possible to state that consequence X is better than Y (but not how much
it is better).
EXAMPLE: When one defines <= .2 GB as a ‘small mailbox’ and > 2 GB
as a ‘large mailbox’, one defines an ordinal scale because while there is a
quantified ordering on the categories (small versus large), the intervals for
the unit of measurement (GB) differ for each category.
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• Interval. An interval scale is an ordered scale where intervals between consequences at different points on the scale have the same meaning. This means
that, as opposed to an ordinal scale, on a scale from 1 to 10, the difference
between 2 and 3 means the same as the difference between 7 and 8.
EXAMPLE: ‘Mailbox size’ is an interval scale when 0-1 GB is defined as
‘small mailbox’ and 1-2 GB is defined as ‘large mailbox’. For both consequences, the intervals of the underlying quantitative values is 1 GB.
• Ratio. Additional to the properties of an interval scale, a ratio scale has an
exact definition of a baseline measure.
EXAMPLE: Degrees Celcius is a unit measured on a ratio scale, because
there exists an exact definition of the baseline (zero) measure, namely: When
water transforms from a liquid to a solid form.

Discussion: Using scales, a word of caution Classifying a dataset according to
the scale typology is a seemingly straightforward task. On the surface, all that is required for classification is analyzing if there is an order from high to low present in
the data and if so, whether the intervals between datapoints on the scale remain the
same and whether there is a baseline measure. However, Velleman & Wilkinson
(1993) stress that assigning data to a particular scale is not at all that easy. In particular, he points out, assiging a dataset to a scale depends on the type of question
you want to ask.
To illustrate this point, they ask the reader to imagine a reception where consecutively numbered lottery tickets, starting at ‘1’, are handed out at the door to entering
participants. Each participant is also informed of this consecutive numbering.
At a certain point in the reception, the winning number is announced: 142. At first,
everyone compares his or her own number to the announced number, independently
of each other. So here we could perceive the set of lottery tickets to be a nominal
dataset. However, next, the person holding the winning ticket counts the number
of attendants and shouts: ‘it does not look like there are 142 persons here!’. For
that person, the set of lottery tickets is then perceived on a rational scale since
s/he took ‘1’ as a baseline measure and counted upwards with intervals of 1. Yet
another classification holds for a person with number 50 that estimates how long
he should have delayed his arrival to get the winning ticket. For him, intervals are
the main concern.
Note here that we are not arguing for an exhaustive list of guidelines that should
be used when employing scales, since this is not the goal of our research. We do
want to emphasize however, that one must exercise caution when using scales to
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Figure 6.2: The e3 service supplier perspective ontology
classify a dataset, and that it is not just a matter of lumping data in a category
permanently. 1 For further reading, see especially (Velleman & Wilkinson 1993),
but also (Briand et al. 1996).

6.1.2

The supplier perspective ontology

In this section, we discuss the most important concepts from the e3 service supplier
perspective ontology (figure 6.2) using the example ICT service in figure 6.3. For
a detailed discussion of this ontology, see (Baida et al. 2005). Note that part of this
section overlaps with the the supplier perspective ontology discussed in section
3.2.3. For the sake of completeness, we recapitulate some of these concepts here
also.
Consequence. A consequence is anything that results from consuming (a combination of) valuable service properties (Gutman & Reynolds 1988). Similar to
1 As

an extension of argument, the same holds for instantiating ontologies; What data (not) to
instantiate depends mostly on matters of context and is by no means a static given. Otherwise, if
instantiations were unchanging, it would be rather awkward to conceptualize the notion of scales.
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the customer perspective ontology, there exist several supply-side types of consequences and of relations between consequences. Since consequences are used both
in the customer and supplier perspective of e3 service , they form the glue between
both ontological perspectives. Hence, the concept of consequences is the ontological as well as reasoning key in matching customer needs to supply-side services
on offer.

Resource. Resources are units of delivery that can be provisioned in their own
right and in a commercially feasible way.
EXAMPLE: The service ‘provide IP-access’ produces the resource ‘IP-access’.
Relations in this part of the ontology are:
• Realized by: A consequence is realized by zero or more resources.
EXAMPLE: The consequence ‘create personalized e-mail address’ is realized by the resource ‘customized domain’.

Service property. A service property is a supplier-specific attribute. The distinction that we make between a service property and a resource is that a resource can
be provisioned on its own right and in commercially feasible way, while a property
cannot. A property is therefore always part of a resource.
Relations in this part of the ontology are:
• Realized by: A consequence is realized by zero or more service properties.
EXAMPLE: The consequence ‘send and receive text’ is realized by the service properties ‘protocol=POP3’ and ‘upspeed = 256 kbps’ and ‘downspeed=
512 kbps’, all provided by the supplier (say) KPN.

• A service property is always part of a supplier-specific resource.
EXAMPLE: Consider that the service properties ‘upspeed = 256 kbps’ and
‘downspeed= 512 kbps’ from KPN are part of the resource ‘KPN IP access’.
Here, up- and downspeed from KPN can only be delivered in combination
with IP access from KPN.
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Service port. Resources are provided or consumed by service elements via service ports, represented as arrowheads in figure 6.3. Service ports are a means of
abstracting away from the inner workings of a service element so that one can focus
on modelling the (valuable) inputs and outputs of a service element. We distinguish
between incoming and outgoing service ports: Resources that are required as input for a service element are attached to an incoming service port of that element,
whereas resources that are produced as output of a service element are attached to
an outgoing port of that element.
EXAMPLE: The resource ‘fee’ is required input for the service element ‘Provide
IP-access’, thus attached to an incoming service port. The resource ‘Internet access’ is a positive consequence for the customer from the ‘Provide IP-access’, thus
it is attached to an outgoing service port.

Service interface. A service interface states that all resources attached to the
service ports in this interface must be exchanged, or none at all. Therefore, a service interface is an important concept for bridging e3 service to e3 -value (Gordijn
& Akkermans 2003).
EXAMPLE: For the service ‘provide IP-access’, a customer will only receive the
consequence ‘internet access’ in exchange for the consequences ‘no switching of
suppliers’ and ‘KPN IP-access fee’.

Service element. A service element is a product that is commercially offered by
a specific supplier within a market environment.
EXAMPLE: In figure 6.3, ‘Provide IP-access’ is a service element provided by the
supplier KPN.

Service dependency. Service dependencies are used to model dependencies between service elements. These dependencies are unidirectional, meaning that the
dependency between services A and B exists independently of that between B and
A. For a detailed description of the service dependencies depicted in figure 6.2, see
section 3.2.3.
The important point here is that consequences also exist at the supply side. We furthermore assume that consequences ensuing from a supply-side service catalogue
are expressed in a marketing vocabulary that represents the customer perspective.
This is crucial for the match-making process, discussed in section 6.2.
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Pregenerate possible service bundles using supplier-perspective service dependencies Prior to the bundling reasoning process (to be discussed in section 6.2),
we pre-generate all service bundles possible from a supplier perspective. These
pre-generated service bundles, then, constitute our solution-space to which specified customer needs are matched.
To generate the service bundles, we rely on the discussed supplier-perspective service dependencies. For example, by applying the supply side service dependency
C/E (Internet access(KPN), VoIP(KPN)), we pre-generate two possible service
bundles: {Internet access(KPN)} and {Internet access(KPN), VoIP(KPN)}.
Of course, service bundles should ideally be generated on the fly. Instead of pregenerating all possible service bundles, one would then generate dynamically only
those service bundles that satisfy a specific customer need. The main advantage of
this is that one would not have to re-configure the entire solution space when, for
example, suppliers enter or leave the network.
However, implementing such dynamic bundling capabilities in software is a demanding and time consuming task. And more importantly: On their own right,
supply-side bundling dependencies do not allow for automatically finding service
bundles for customer needs. Therefore, we opt to first show that an automated
needs-driven process is possible, and to assume all supply-side service bundles to
be pregenerated by applying the work of Baida et al. (2005).

6.1.3

The pricing model ontology

A service bundle can be perceived as one or more services that are together sold at
a single price (Guiltinan 1987). Take for example a mobile phone subscription that,
for a fixed monthly fee, allows a customer to call 200 minutes for free and send
100 short messages each month. For each extra message send or minute called,
the customer then pays a usage based fee. For this bundle a single end-price is
calculated, partly based on a fixed fee, partly on a usage-based fee.
For the example pricing scheme, calculating an endprice is quite straightforward.
All a customer has to do is estimate how many messages s/he sends each month
and how many calls are made, and compare this to another subscription that does
not contain the notion of a fixed monthly fee in return for a fixed amount of calling
minutes and short messages.
However, such pricing schemes can be made more complicated quite easily by
introducing conditions on the prices set. For example, the 200 calling minutes
for a flat fee of our mobile phone subscription might only hold for the first three
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months. Thereafter, it might be reduced to 100 minutes per month. Or it could be
that the free calling minutes can only be used at off-peak times in phone traffic: At
peak-times in phone traffic, an ordinary usage-based fee could still apply.
So, the price setting of bundles can be made quite complicated. Yet, as can be seen
from service pricing literature (Monroe 1990, Guiltinan 1987, Tung et al. 1997),
no matter how complex the setting of a bundle-price is made the resulting set price
is eventually based on a few basic concepts: (1) the price of an individual service
can be fixed, usage-based or a combination of fixed and usage-based, (2) a service
bundle always consists of the prices of the individual services, (3) a discount might
apply to the prices of the individual services in a bundle and (4) a certain condition
might hold on when to apply a certain pricing scheme, e.g. a certain discount. With
the assumption that a pricing model always consists of the same basic concepts, we
thus can also conceptualize these pricing models.
Conceptualizing pricing models is relevant because it allows for a uniform way of
representing the price setting of a bundle. Our assumption then is that through this
uniform expression, prices of different bundles can be compared more easily by the
customer - also because, when made computational, different bundles can be easily
compared by letting the customer fill in some basic variables, such as the amount
of minutes called to mobile lines each month, and calculating for the customer the
price of each bundle based upon these variables.
In this section, we provide a conceptualization of two pricing models categories (1)
pricing models of elementary services, and (2) pricing models of bundles of elementary services. This conceptualization is based on a literature survey on pricing
models performed in de Miranda (2006). The (sub-)ontology is depicted in figure
6.4.
Pricing model elementary service
for elementary services:

We distinguish four types of pricing models

• Flat fee. The customer pays a fixed fee for a service, independently of usage.
EXAMPLE: An internet connection with a fixed fee of e20 per month.
• Usage based. The customer pays a fee only for using (part of) a service.
Thus, the fee paid by the customer is fully dependent on usage of a service.
EXAMPLE: Roaming costs, when using your mobile phone abroad. Only in
case the phone is used, are these costs incurred.
• Two-part tariff. The customer pays a fixed fee plus a usage based fee for a
service.
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EXAMPLE: A VoIP service where you pay a fixed monthly fee of e20, plus
a usage-based fee of e0.025 per minute called over local landlines.
• N-block tariff. This pricing model consists of N usage-based pricing models.
For each block the usage entity is the same, but the usage amount paid per
entity differs. For example in case n=2, that is, 2 usage-based blocks, as long
as a certain condition holds, say c1, the user of a service pays price P1 per
usage entity X for block 1. Then, for a second condition defined on block 2,
the user pays price P2 per usage entity X.
EXAMPLE: On the electricity market, you pay price P1 per kWh for hour 1,
price P2 for hour 2 and so on. So, if you want to calculate the price of electricity for 3 hours, and the prices per kWh are e0.034, e0.038, e0.032 for
hours 1,2,3 respectively, then the calculation would be: X1 0.034 + X2 0.038
+ X3 0.032 (Xn being the kWh of electricity used in a certain hour).
Pricing model bundle The pricing model of a service bundle consists of the
pricing models of the elementary services in this bundle, plus one or more discounts
on the outcome of these pricing models. The pricing model of a bundle is attached
to the service interface of that bundle. This is because the service interface actually
represents the bundling of resources for a certain bundle. We distinguish between
two main types of pricing models for a service bundle:
• Single discount pricing model. A single discount is applied to the outcome
of the pricing models of all elementary services in a bundle.
EXAMPLE: For the sake of example, consider the bundle internet connection, VoIP with a single discount of 10%. For this bundle, the calculation is
90 %( PMInternetconnection + PMVoIP ). So when, for a particular month, a customer calls 300 minutes, then the calculation would be 90%(e20 + e0.025
* 300) = e24.85.
• Discount per elementary service. A unique discount is applied to each outcome of a pricing model of an elementary service. So, in contrast to the
single discount method where one discount is applied to thge sum of the outcomes of all pricing models of elementary services, a discount is calculated
per pricing model of an elementary service.
EXAMPLE: We again define a bundle of our example elementary services
internet connection, VoIP, but now with a 15 % discount only on the outcome
of the pricing model of the internet connection. The calculation would then
be: 85% (PMInternetconnection ) + PMVoIP . So say that if, for a particular month
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Figure 6.4: The pricing model ontology

,a customer calls 300 minutes, then the calculation would be 85%(e20)+
e0.025 * 300 = e24.50.

6.2

Adding customer-supplier interaction to the reasoning process

So far, we have discussed ontologies to provide for a formal conceptualization
of customer needs, services and pricing models. We now show how to use these
ontologies to (semi-)automatically reason about needs-driven service bundling.
We shall first introduce the Problem Solving Method (PSM) Propose-CritiqueModify (PCM), since we use this PSM as a frame of reference for our reasoning
process.

6.2.1

Propose-Critique-Modify

PCM refers to a family of Problem Solving Methods that are used to design artifacts. Chandrasekaran (1990) defines design as:
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The design problem is specified by (1) a set of functions (those explicitly stated by the design customer as well as those implicitly defined by the domain) to be delivered by an artifact and a set of constraints to be satisfied and (2) a technology, that is, a repertoire of
components assumed to be available and a vocabulary of relations between components.”
”

As implied by name, PCM is not a single design method, but a commonly occuring
combination of individual reasoning steps (referred to by Schreiber (2000) as inference tasks): Propose, Verify, Critique and Modify. Although the exact order of
these reasoning steps may vary, all PCM-based methods share one central premise:
They gradually arrive at the final artifact by testing proposed solutions (usually
against a fixed set of constraints), and revising these solutions if they are unsatisfactory (usually, solutions are unsatisfactory if they violate a set of constraints
provided upfront).
A commonly occuring interpretation of PCM, referred to by Motta (1999) as
Complete-Model-Then-Revise, is the control structure depicted in figure 6.5. Below we shall explain this interpretation of PCM, using an e-mail hosting example
for illustration purposes. Please note that the e-mail example is merely for illustration purposes, and that there are PCM-characteristics besides the control structure
- such as fix strategies - that determine the behavior of a PCM-based method. We
shall more extensively discuss this in section 6.4.
• Propose Task description: Given user requirements and constraints, generate an initial partial or complete solution. Exit in case of failure to find a
solution.
Proceed with: Verify.
EXAMPLE: User requirements: e-mailing capability, large e-mail box, few
spam mails, customized domain name. Constraint: Should not cost more e5
monthly.
Proposed solution: e-mail hosting with spam filter, plus customized domain.
Cost: e6 monthly.
• Verify Task description: Checks if the proposed solution violates constraint
defined upfront.
Proceed with: In case of constraint violation, proceed with Critique. If no
constraints are violated, present solution and exit PCM-process successfully.
EXAMPLE: Cost of proposed e-mail solution exceeds constraint of e5 monthly.
Thus: Proceed with identifying part of solution that violates constraint.
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EXAMPLE: Seeking out an alternative customized domain, while keeping
the proposed ad-based e-mail hosting plus spam-filter solution.
The main premise of complete-model-then-revise is to state all requirements and
constraints upfront, generate a complete solution first, and - if necessary - to repair
the solution until no more constraints are violated.
Yet not all design problems act under a full, unchanging set of requirements and
constraints (Chandrasekaran 1990). For example, Chandrasekaran (1990) points
out that it may be practical to generate solutions for a partial set of requirements at
a time only, to move efficiently through the solution space. Or that requirements
change over the course of the reasoning process, based upon trade-offs that have to
be made.
In line with this argument, different combinations of the PCM inference tasks are
possible - as long as the main premise holds: To arrive at a solution gradually, by
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verifying proposed solutions and, in case of a failure, modifying these while taking
into account the part of the solution that causes the failure. With this consideration
in mind, let us now discuss the e3 service reasoning process in line with PCM.

6.2.2

Needs driven services bundling as PCM

Below, we discuss the high-level reasoning steps from e3 service as presented in
figure 6.6. The discussion is structured according to the task methods of the PSM
Propose-Critique-Modify: Propose, Verify, Critique and Modify. We provide (1) a
domain-independent description for each of the PCM-tasks (2) a domain-specific
description to summarize how this task relates to the e3 service reasoning process
and (3) the running e-mail example to illustrate the domain-specific tasks that are
carried out.
Propose
Task Description: Generate an initial partial or complete solution. Exit in case of
failure to find a solution.
Domain specific implementation: Specify customer requirements, find and rank
service bundles, present ranked bundles to customer. In the generic reasoning structure depicted in figure 6.6, the propose-step consists of ‘choose consequences’ and
‘find service bundles’.
Case illustration: In figure 6.6, we see that a customer starts by selecting a need. In
our running example, a need may be ‘communicate over a distance’ (for reference,
see the customer perspective service catalogue in figure 6.10).
Next, we arrive at the high-level step ‘choose consequences’. Here, the customer
selects which valuable features s/he wants to obtain from a service to satisfy the
selected need (for a discussion on consequences, see sections 5.1 and 6.1).
In our running example, ‘hear and speak voice’ and ‘send and receive text’ are two
valuable features that each satisfy the need ’communicate with family abroad’.
Suppose now that the customer selects the consequence ‘send and receive text’ and
states ‘95 % guaranteed reception’ as an additional requirement. For a detailed
explanation of the step ‘choose consequences’, see section 6.3.
Next, the chosen customer consequences are matched to supplier consequences to
find service bundles that can provide these consequences. Here, we assume that
consequences on the supplier side are defined similarly to consequences on the
customer side. So in our running example, the consequences ‘send and receive
text’ and ‘95 % guaranteed reception’ also exist on the supplier side. To these, the
consequences ‘send and receive text’ and ‘95 % guaranteed reception’ as desired
by the customer can then be matched (see section 6.3, step ‘find service bundles’).
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Using the matched supply-side consequences as a starting point, we now derive
the service bundles that can satisfy the desired consequences (the step ‘find service bundles’). So, for instance, the consequences ‘send and receive text’ and ‘95
% guaranteed reception’ are translated into the bundle {e-mail access with SLA
(KPN), IP-access (KPN)} (see figure 6.7). This bundle is then proposed to the
customer as a possible solution for his requirements.
Alternatively, no service bundle may be found for a certain combination of consequences. In this case, the e3 service reasoning process returns to the step ‘choose
consequences’ to let the customer decide upon an alternative set of consequences.
95 % guaranteed reception

IP access
with SLA

IP-access
SLA fee

IP access
fee

Send and
receive text

E-mail
hosting

Hosting
fee

Hosting
fee

Send and
Best effort bundle
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Figure 6.7: Example
reception
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Hosting
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Task Description: Checks if the IP
proposed
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required properties.
IP access
access solution
feetradhosting
fee
Domain specific implementation: The customer evaluates service bundles by
ing of positive and negative consequences. Bundles initially found can be rejected
due to the costs incurred. In the generic reasoning structure depicted in figure 6.6,
the verify-step consists of ‘trade of positive and negative consequences’.
Case illustration: The customer is presented with the found bundles and their respective consequences. Per bundle, the customer compares what s/he gets from
services in terms of value, with what s/he has to give up for the bundle. This
comparison is indicated in figure 6.6 by the step ‘trade-off positive/negative con-
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send and receive text
95 % guaranteed reception
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Priority
Must
Must

Negative consequences
IP-access SLA fee
hosting fee

Priority
Must be low
Reasonable

Table 6.1: Trading off positive and negative consequence for the bundle {IP-access
with SLA (KPN), e-mail hosting (KPN)}
sequences’. For the running example, a trade-off for the proposed bundle can be
found in table 6.2.2.
A customer may find that the burden of the costs of a service bundle, exceeds
the satisfaction of receiving the desired features. Therefore, costly features may
receive less priority. For the running example, we see that the customer is not
satisfied with the IP-access fee that has to be paid for the bundle (as is indicated by
the qualitative label ‘must be low’ in table 6.2.2 2 ).
Based upon the trade of made, the bundle {e-mail access with SLA (KPN), IPaccess (KPN)} will now be rejected because it contains a negative consequence
that the customer definitely wants to avoid: The high IP-access fee. The critiquetask is used to identify exactly what initial requirement is responsible for the high
costs incurred.
Critique
Task description: When a solution fails to meet the required properties, the critiquesteps identifies the sources of failure.
Domain specific implementation: When a service bundle is rejected, the customer
can check what specific resource of a service bundle causes the high costs incurred.
In the generic reasoning structure depicted in figure 6.6, the critique-step consists
of ‘critique bundle’.
Case illustration: Consider the critique step for our running example in figure 6.8.
Our reasoning process finds the culprit by first tracing this consequence to the resource ‘IP-access fee’. Subsequently, it finds the service port to which this resource
is attached (the black arrowhead). In turn, the port is traced to the service port of
the individual service that requires ‘IP-access SLA fee’ as input: ‘IP-access with
SLA’. Using the service interface of the individual service ‘IP-access with SLA’
as a starting point (the grey box with rounded edges in figure 6.8), the resource
2 ‘must

be low’ is a simplified label the sake of example: as we will see later on, we use quantitative importance scores from 1 to 10 to indicate importance of a consequence, since quantitative
scores are more suitable for ranking bundles.
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‘IP-access’ and, eventually, the consequence ‘95 % guaranteed reception’ is found
as the cause of the high costs for the service bundle.
95 % guaranteed reception

IP access
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SLA fee
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Hosting
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Hosting
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in for the requirements
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hosting
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critique-step identified as sources of failure. Adjusted solutions are found, which
are again verified and if needed, critiqued and modified until an acceptable solution
is found.
Domain specific implementation: The customer changes the initial requirements,
taking into account the feedback from the critique-step. For the changed requirements, service bundles are again found and verified by the customer. If needed,
the found bundles are critiqued and modified again until a service bundle has been
found that satisfies the desired requirements, and does so against acceptable costs.
In the generic reasoning structure depicted in figure 6.6, the modify-step consists
of ‘choose consequences’ and ‘find service bundles’.
Case illustration: The customer returns to the step ‘choose consequences’ to modify his/her requirements. For our running example, we assume that the customer
scores the consequence ‘95 % guaranteed reception’ as an irrelevant consequence
and keeps ‘send and receive text’ as a must. Based upon the changed requirements,
bundles of services are again generated. A possible outcome then is the bundle

IP access
with SLA

IP access
fee

E-mail
hosting

Hosting
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in figure 6.9: This satisfies the requirement ‘send and receive text’, but does not
include the consequence ‘95 % guaranteed reception’.
Best effort
reception

Best effort
IP-access fee

Send and
receive text

IP access

IP access
fee

E-mail
hosting

Hosting
fee

Hosting
fee

Figure 6.9: Bundle initially proposed, modified with respect to the internet connection

Propose-Critique-Modify to gradually create a service bundle The customer
may decide to acquire a bundle and terminate the reasoning process. Alternatively
, s/he may decide to proceed by scoring value-enhancing consequences. This scoring of value-enhancing consequences (indicated by the guard [value-enhancing
consequences] in figure 6.6) entails that the customer can search for services that
provide consequences that potentially add value to the basic service bundle already
acquired. For our running e-mailing example, a value-enhancing consequence
could for example be ‘reduce unwanted e-mails’.
For these value-enhancing consequences the process for finding service bundles is
the same as for basic consequences. In other words: We again rely upon the main
steps ‘choose consequences’, ‘find service bundles’ and ‘trade-off feature/opportunity
costs’ for finding service bundles, only now for the value-enhancing consequences.
To summarize: Table 6.2.2 summarizes the comparison between the reasoning
steps from e3 service with the tasks from the problem solving method PCM. The
most important points emphasized in this table and in the discussion so far are:
(1) The selection of a service bundle based upon customer needs is influenced by
service constraints. As such, it requires customer-supplier interaction to weight
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PCM task
Propose

domain-independent description
Find initial (part of) solution

Verify

Check if solution is satisfactory

Critique

Find culprit for unsatisfactory
solution
Based on critique, change requirements for initial solution

Modify
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e3 service reasoning steps
Specify requirements, find and
rank service bundles, present
bundles to customer
Trade-off positive/negative consequences
Find parts of bundle responsible
for costs incurred
Choose different consequences,
knowing what consequences are
expensive to satisfy.

Table 6.2: Summarized comparison of the reasoning process with PCM
service benefits against constraints. The Problem Solving Method PCM seems
appropriate for this, especially in light of the critique step whose implementation
allows for identifying exactly what requirement is expensive to fulfill (2) the inferencing steps from PCM can be used for multiple types of services and requirements
- both basic services and requirements, and possibly value-enhancing services and
requirements. As such, one can gradually build up a service bundle.
At this point, it is important to point out that the e3 service reasoning process is inspired by PCM, but that it cannot be considered as a ‘classic’ PCM-based method.
This is because in our reasoning process, requirements are subject to change. For
example: We have seen that a customer may consider the consequence ‘95 % guaranteed reception’ as irrelevant after discovering the related costs. This is an important difference with other PCM-based methods, wherein solutions are mostly the
focus. We shall discuss this more extensively in section 6.4.

6.3

Detailed explanation of the high-level reasoning steps

Choose need and choose consequences
Reasoning steps Starting from a customer need, we derive an initial set of consequences specifying this need. In the customer perspective ontology (section
6.1.1), we do this by expanding the relation ‘specified by’ from a single need to
one or more consequences specifying this need. First we focus on functional consequences only, since a functional consequence shows how a service can satisfy
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Figure 6.10: Customer catalog for e-mail example

a need. The reasoning process first asks the customer to choose a particular consequence (via prioritization) and then checks whether the selected consequence
‘consists of’ other, more detailed, consequences. If so, the customer is again asked
to make a choice after which, for all chosen and implied consequences, the reasoning process again reviews whether considered consequences ‘consist of’ other
consequences. This continues until no more ‘consist of’ relationships are found.
This process is also called ‘laddering’ and is a well-known practice from marketing
theory (Gutman & Reynolds 1988).
Next, the e3 service reasoning process derives one or more wants that contain this
consequence. Here, the assumption is that the experts that created the service catalogue used for the reasoning process have defined solutions upfront for detailed (i.e.
leaf) consequences. Then, using this want as a starting point, the reasoning mechanism derives additional consequences that are also part of the want (For illustration,
see case example for this step). Thus, this first step is a kind of bootstrapping process to find a highly ranked consequence, and it continues by evaluating wants (that
include this consequences) to ensure that needs elicitation is grounded in services
that are in fact available on the market (i.e., wants).
Case example. We start with the need: ‘communicate with someone over a distance’. By following the relation ‘specified by’, we derive the functional consequences ‘send and receive text’ and ‘hear and speak voice’. Let us assume that
the customer chooses ‘send and receive text’. Subsequently, we look whether this
consequence is specified further by reviewing whether a ‘consists of’ relationship
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exists. When we look at the service catalogue used for this specific case (Figure
6.10) we see that ‘send and receive text’ is not specified further.
Next, we derive the want that contains ‘send and receive text’. For the basic running example, the only want that contains ‘send and receive text’ is ‘email access’.
Then, our reasoning process uses the want ‘email access’ to bootstrap additional
consequences. In this case we derive, next to ‘send and receive text’, also the
consequence ‘use for newsletter’. Thus, the customer is presented with ‘send and
receive text’, which the reasoning process indicates as a solution satisfying the
need ‘communicate over a distance’, but also with the additional possibility ‘use
for newsletter’.
Choose Additional Consequences
Reasoning steps For a selected functional consequence, we derive its quality
consequences by following the relation depends on in our customer ontology. These
quality consequences are then grouped by scale by (1) deriving, for each quality
consequence, its scale by following the relation ‘has’ between quality consequence
and scale and (2) grouping together quality consequences that are defined on the
same scale.
Now that the consequences are grouped per scale, we let the customer decide, per
scale, on consequence prioritization. Depending on the type of scale (recall that
different types of scales exist, i.e.: Nominal or ordinal) the customer is presented
with two different prioritization tasks:
• When consequences are defined on a nominal scale, the customer is asked
to assign to each of the consequences an importance value ranging from 1
(unimportant) to 10 (must-have, i.e. the offered service bundle should always
include this consequence);
• When consequences are defined on an ordinal scale, the customer is asked to
assign a preference ordering to the scale only and not to the consequences in
the scale. For the scoring of consequences, we use the ranking from best to
worse that is inherent to an ordinal scale. How we convert this best-to-worse
ranking of consequences into a score, is discussed in the next step (compose
and rank service bundles, see below).
Finally, by default, the selected functional consequence receives an importance
ranking of ‘10’ (must have). We can now use the customer preferences expressed
in terms of their consequences to compose the appropriate service bundles.
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Case. By following the relation depends on, we find four quality consequences
for the functional consequence ‘send and receive text’: ‘small mailbox’, ‘large
mailbox’, ‘access with pre-configured mail-client’ and ‘use at any site with connectivity’ (cf. Figure 6.10). These quality consequences are grouped per scale,
resulting in two scales of two quality consequences each: (1) the ordinal scale
mailbox size with the quality consequences ‘small mailbox’ and ‘large mailbox’
and (2) the nominal scale ‘access type’ with the quality consequences ‘access with
pre-configured mail-client’ and ‘use at any site with connectivity’. Now, the customer is asked to prioritize the consequences from these scales. For the nominal
scale ‘access type’, our reasoning process presents the consequences ‘access with
pre-configured mail-client’ and ‘use at any site with connectivity’. Say, the customer scores ‘access with pre-configured mail-client’ as ‘1’ to and ‘use at any site
with connectivity’ as ‘8’.
Next, the customer is asked to assign an importance ranking to the ordinal scale
‘mailbox size’. S/he attaches an importance ranking of ‘3’ to this scale, since the
size of a mailbox is of little importance for satisfying his/her need: ‘communicate
with family abroad’. Finally, by default, the importance ranking ‘10’ is attached to
the consequence ‘send and receive text’ since this is the selected functional consequence.
Find service bundles
Reasoning steps. We first match the set of consequences desired by the customer to consequences defined from a supplier’s perspective. We can do this because (conform section 6.1.2) the concept and theory of consequences provides the
bridging connection between the customer and supplier perspective on services.
The computational result of this consequence matching is a subset of all supplyside consequences that, together with the prioritization scores provided by the customer, can be used to reason about (1) finding (composing) service bundles and (2)
ranking service bundles according to prioritization scores.
We first search service bundles that can satisfy all ‘must-have’ consequences. To
find these bundles, we search for each must-have consequence:
• Supplier-specific service properties that jointly satisfy the consequence. Next,
we find the supplier-specific resources that contain these properties and finally bundles that contain these resources.
• Supplier-specific resources that jointly satisfy the consequence. We then
find bundles containing these supplier-specific resources. Recall that, as dis-
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cussed in the supplier-perspective ontology (6.1.2), resources can also realize
consequences.
The result is a set of bundles per each individual must have-consequence. The set
of bundles satisfying all must-have consequences then is an intersection of the sets
of bundles for the must-haves. So, if must-have consequence A is satisfied by the
set of bundles {X, Y, Z} and must-have consequence B is satisfied by the set of
bundles {W,X}, the set of bundles containing both must-have consequences A and
B is {X}.

Case. From the previous step, we have the functional consequence ‘send and receive text’ with importance ‘10’ and four quality consequences: ‘small mailbox’
and ‘large mailbox’ from the scale ‘mailbox size’ ( with an importance score of
3) and ‘access with pre-configured mail-client’ (importance of 1) and ‘use at any
site with connectivity’ (importance of 8) from the scale ‘access-type’. These are
matched to all supply-side consequences. For an overview of all supply-side consequences, see figure 6.11.
Next, we find the bundles that satisfy the must-have consequence ‘send and receive
text’. For this, we first find all possible sets of supplier-specific service properties
satisfying this consequence. An example of these service properties in this case
could be ‘POP3’, ‘upspeed= 128 Kbps’ and ‘downspeed=1.5 Mbps’. These service
properties belong to the resources ‘e-mail access (KPN)’ and ‘IP-access (KPN)’
which are attached to two service ports of the bundle ‘KPN e-mail bundle’ (see
figure 6.11). ‘KPN e-mail bundle’ is therefore a bundle satisfying all must-have
consequences and can be considered further, as is the case with all other bundles
shown in figure 6.11 since they can all provide the consequence ‘send and receive
text’.

Subsetting of resources
Reasoning steps Next, the reasoning process finds the minimum bundles, to
eliminate bundles that contain as of yet undesired consequences. This is accomplished by subsetting the resources of the possible service bundles. More precisely,
this means that: For any bundle A and B, if (1) A and B can both satisfy all musthave consequences and (2) all the resources of B ⊂ A and (3) bundle A contains
resources additional to bundle B, then bundle A eliminated.
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Case. For the sake of example, let us assume that the following two bundles
satisfy the must-have consequence ‘send and receive text’: ‘KPN e-mail bundle’
with the resources {e-mail access (KPN), IP-access (KPN)}, and ‘e-mail plus spam
filtering’ with the resources {spam filtering(KPN), e-mail access (KPN), IP-access
(KPN)}. We find that (1) concerning resources, all resources from the ‘KPN email bundle’ ⊂ ‘e-mail plus spam filtering’ and that (2) ‘e-mail plus spam filtering’
contains an additional resource: Spam filtering (KPN). Therefore, the bundle ‘email plus spam filtering’ is rejected.

Rank service bundles
Reasoning steps We rank the found relevant bundles by calculating a ranking
score for each bundle. To this end, we employ the multi-attribute scoring formula
below:
n

SBi =

wj
vi j
j=1 10

(6.1)

Here, SBi is the ranking score for service bundle i, w j is the importance score of
consequence j as provided by the customer and vi j is the numerical value for the
consequence j of service bundle i, that indicates if a consequence is present in a
bundle. For an illustration, see the case example.
Observe that two factors are important for calculating the importance score of a
service bundle: First, the importance score of a consequence as provided by the
customer and second, the numerical value of a consequence to indicate the presence
of a consequence in a bundle. The importance score from the customer is already
known. The second factor, the score that indicates the presence of a consequence
in a bundle, requires further elaboration.
If a consequence is present in a bundle, it is scored according to the scale type that
the consequence belongs to:
• We score consequences that belong to a nominal scale in a binary way; if a
consequence is present in a bundle, it scores 1, otherwise it scores 0.
• When a consequence belongs to an ordinal scale we convert the position in
the qualitative best-to-worse ranking of the consequence to a quantitative
ranking score that we can use in a ranking calculation. For this conversion,
we use the Rank-Order Centroid method (ROC, (Barron & Barrett 1996))
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which can transform a qualitative ranking of a consequence into a quantitative ranking whose values are normalized to a value [0...1]. ROC is a wellestablished tool used in management literature to support decision-making.
ROC uses the following formula to convert qualitative rankings to quantitative ones:

Ck =

N 1
j=k j

N

(6.2)

Where Ck is the ROC score for a consequence at the k-th place in a qualitative ranking of consequences and N the total number consequences ranked.
For an illustration of how this formula is used to calculate the score of a
consequence on an ordinal scale, see the case example.
Case .
We first calculate the scores for consequences to indicate their presence in a bundle:
• We calculate a score for the consequences defined on the nominal scale ‘Access type’ in a binary way. For example, if the consequence ‘access at any
site with connectivity’ is present in a bundle, it scores ‘1’.
• We calculate a score for the consequences defined on the ordinal ‘mailbox
size’ scale using the ROC formula (formula 6.2). We perform the following
calculations for each consequence:
1+ 21
2
1
2

2

= 0.75 for the consequence ‘large mailbox’

= 0.25 for the consequence ‘small mailbox’

Now that we have (1) importance scores for each consequence and (2) a score that
indicates the presence of a consequence in a bundle, we can calculate a ranking
score for each bundle. By applying the multi-attribute formula discussed earlier
(formula 6.1) we find the following ranking of service bundles:
1. KPN g-mail bundle: .8(1) + .3(.75) = 1.25 (.8(access at any site with connectivity) + .3(large mailbox))
2. KPN e-mail access/random IP access bundle: .1(1) + .3(.25) = 0.175 (.1(access with pre-configured mail-client) + .3(small mailbox))
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Now, for each bundle, we find its full set of consequences. For example, in the case
of the KPN g-mail bundle, we find two additional service ports: one containing the
resource ’fee’ with a service property of ‘e20,-’ the other containing the resource
‘lock-in’ with a service property of ‘12 months’. From these service properties, we
now derive the consequences ‘IP-access fee’ and ‘lock-in’. With the consequences
already found, we arrive at the following full set of consequences for the KPN-gmail bundle: {send and receive text, large mailbox, access mail at any site with
connectivity, IP-access fee, lock-in}.
Discussion When ranking service bundles, we use a combination of the compensatory decision technique weighted added summation (Fishbein 1978, Barron
& Barrett 1996) and the non-compensatory decision technique MoSCoW from
DSDM (Stapleton 1997). As in the work of Jeffreys (2004), Elrod et al. (2004),
and Rothrock & Yin (2008), we want to:
• Rank service bundles according to how well they fit with customer preferences, but also:
• want to reject a certain solution - in our case, a service bundle - on the basis
that this solution lacks certain features perceived to be vital by the customer.
On their own, compensatory and non-compensatory techniques are inadequate for
this. On the one hand, compensatory decision techniques can be used for ranking
service bundles. Yet, these techniques aggregate individual preference scores on
consequences into a single value. This means that, when only relying on compensatory decision techniques, information is lost on individual preference scores.
After all, the lack of a must-have consequence can be compensated by the presence
of many other, but less important, consequences. As a result, it is not possible to
state that a service bundle contains a consequence that is perceived as a must-have.
On the other hand, non-compensatory decision techniques can be used for rejecting
a solution, but are less capable of ranking solutions. Thus, to accomplish our decision procedure, we rely on a combination of compensatory and non-compensatory
decision rules.
Trade-off feature/opportunity cost
Find full set of consequences After having calculated to what extent a service
bundle fits with customer preferences we find, for each bundle, additional consequences that a customer must also acquire. Most notably, these additional consequences represent objects of value that a customer has to give up to acquire a
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service bundle such as a fee or customer lock-in. To find these additional consequences we find, for each service bundle, service ports additional to those already
found by reviewing its service interface. Taking these additional service ports as
a starting point we then derive consequences by using the process of finding service ports based upon consequences described before, only then in reverse. This
means that the reasoning process (1) finds the resources attached to the service
ports, (2) derives the service properties from these resources and finally (3) finds
the consequences attached to these service properties and/or resources.
Now we have for each bundle (1) its complete set of consequences and (2) a ranking
score. However, as discussed in section 6.1.3, a bundle also has a pricing model
that should be reviewed and presented to the customer. This is discussed in the
next paragraph.
Case. For the KPN g-mail bundle, we find two additional service ports: one
containing the resource ‘IP-access fee’ with a service property of ‘e20,-’ the other
containing the resource ‘lock-in’ with a service property of ‘12 months’. From
these service properties, we now derive the consequences ‘KPN IP-access fee’ and
’lock-in’. With the consequences already found, we arrive at the following full set
of consequences for the KPN-g-mail bundle: {send and receive text, large mailbox,
access mail at any site with connectivity, IP-access fee, lock-in}.
Find pricing model and present for each bundle its full set of consequences
We present the found bundles in a ranking to the customer, where the ranking is
based upon the multi-attribute score discussed in the paragraph ‘rank service bundles’. In addition, for each bundle, the customer is presented with a specification of
the consequences s/he receives from a bundle and the consequences s/he has to give
up to acquire a bundle. Furthermore, the reasoning process shows a specification
of any monetary objects in terms of a pricing model.
The pricing model for a bundle is attached to the service interface of that bundle
(for reference, see the pricing model ontology in figure 6.4). As discussed in section 6.1.3, this pricing model of a bundle actually consists of (1) the pricing models
of the individual services in that bundle, which the reasoning process finds by following the relation ‘consists of’ between the concepts ‘pricing model bundle’ and
‘pricing model elementary service’ and (2) a discount, which can be either a single
discount over the total price of the bundle, or discounts calculated over the price of
the individual services in a bundle.
Case. The customer is presented with the following ranked bundles:
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Please find below what the bundle KPN/g-mail can provide you with:
• send and receive text
• large mailbox for the consequence send and receive text
• use at any site with IP-access for the consequence send and receive text
For the bundle KPN/g-mail, you have to give up the following:
• 12 months lock-in
• KPN IP-access fee
• g-mail advertisement exposure
For this bundle, we found the following pricing model: *KPN/g-mail pricing model
This pricing model is of the type: discount per elementary service. The price of this bundle consists of the
following individual pricing models:
* The flat fee pricing model KPN IP access pricing model is build up as follows: 25 euro/month. This pricing
model is attached to same port as the negative consequence KPN IP-access fee.

Table 6.3: Consequence specification for the bundle KPN/G-mail.
1. KPN g-mail bundle. Score: 1.25
2. KPN e-mail access/random IP access bundle. Score: 0.175
Furthermore, a specification of both bundles is provided. Table 6.3 shows a specification for the KPN/G-mail bundle.
For the example specification in table 6.3, the following is worth emphasizing:
• The reasoning process makes an explicit distinction between positive and
negative consequences. This is important for scoring the negative consequences of a bundle;
• The reasoning process shows the individual pricing models that together
form the pricing model of a service bundle. In running example, ‘KPN
discounted IP access pricing model’ is the pricing model of the individual
service;
• The reasoning process specifies what negative consequence represents the
pricing model of an individual service. In the running example, this is consequence ‘KPN IP-access fee’. This can be done because pricing models of
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individual services as well as consequences can both be traced to the same
service port.
This specification of what consequence belongs to what pricing model is
again relevant for the task of scoring negative consequences, discussed in
the next paragraph.

Score negative consequences The customer can now choose to also score negatively valued consequences (of course, she can also choose to make the trade-off
herself). When this option is selected, the customer is again asked to attach a score
from 1 to 10 to each consequence. However, as opposed to scoring positive consequences, ‘1’ is now used to indicate that the presence of a consequence in a service
bundle is not negatively valued, while ‘10’ is used to indicate that a consequence
should be absolutely absent from a bundle.
Based upon the scores attached to the negatively valued consequences, the reasoning process then again uses the scoring mechanism discussed in the paragraph ‘find
service bundles’ only now with the difference that:
1. Each bundle that satisfies a negatively valued consequence with a score of
10 is automatically discarded, irrespective of other consequences satisfied by
that bundle. As before, we rely on a non-compensatory decision rule, only
now to discard a bundle containing a consequence instead of lacking it and;
2. We compute again a score for each bundle remaining after (1) by using a
multi-attribute scoring formula, only now while substracting the scores of
the negatively valued consequences satisfied by each bundle from the score
already calculated for that bundle.
Note here that if a bundle is rejected, the critique step as described in section 6.2.2
is invoked to find the cause for rejection.
The customer now has the option to either select a bundle from the ranking or, in
case s/he finds the costs incurred for the bundles too high, to go back to the step
‘choose consequences’ and change his/her requirements.
Case. We assume that, in our e-mail case, the customer scores the negative consequence ‘12 months lock-in’ as 4, ‘g-mail advertisement exposure’ as 3, and ‘KPN
IP-access fee’ as 2. The ranking scores of the bundles are changed according to
the scores of negative consequences. For the bundle KPN/g-mail, the score is now
.35. We assume that the customer is content giving up the negative consequences
for the KPN/G-mail bundle and thus decides to acquire this bundle.
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Review value-enhancing consequences
When the customer selects a bundle, we review whether there are any value-enhancing
wants (either core/enhancing or optional bundled wants) for that bundle. If so,
we first derive the core consequence from the core want, and review what valueenhancing consequence from the value-enhancing want provides the reason for this
value-addition. Note that we need to review also the specific value-enhancing consequence, since a value-enhancing want can also have multiple consequences, not
all of which may be relevant.
As in the step ‘choose consequence’, the customer is now asked to make a choice
based on a combination of a want (the solution) and a consequence (why the solution is valuable) only now for a value-enhancing service. If the customer is interested in the value-enhancing want, we iterate again through the steps described so
far to derive a set of possible service bundles (i.e.: the steps ‘choose consequences’,
‘find and rank service bundles’ and trade-off feature/opportunity costs’), only now
for the value-enhancing wants.

Case: The customer expresses interest in the value-enhancing want ‘customized
domain’ with the consequence ‘personalization of e-mail address’.
Next, the reasoning process finds the bundle ‘KPN/g-mail/cozyhost’ (for reference,
see figure 6.11). This bundle, besides a basic e-mail and IP-access service, also
includes a customized domain.
The customer is presented with a specification of the ‘KPN/g-mail/cozyhost’ bundle in terms of positive consequences, negative consequences and a pricing model.
From the pricing model, the customer now infers that s/he has to pay a monthly
fixed fee of e5,- and that this price is a specification of the consequence ‘customized domain fee’.
We assume that the customer wants to avoid this monthly fee and therefore scores
the negative consequence ‘customized domain fee’ as 10 (a won’t have). Next,
the reasoning process rejects the bundle containing the customized domain service
from Cozyhost since it contains the consequence scored as a won’t have:‘customized
domain fee’. Finally, the reasoning process presents the positive consequence ‘customized domain’ as the consequence for which the negative consequence ‘customized domain fee’ has to be given up.
To find the positive consequence ‘customized domain’ as a culprit for the high
costs, the reasoning process uses the critique-step described in 6.2. In figure 6.12,
the reasoning for the critique step is visualized for this specific case.
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Figure 6.12: Critique:Finding source of costs for customized domain fee
Based upon the feedback, the customer decides to remain with the bundle satisfying
the basic requirements only: The bundle KPN/g-mail.

6.4

PCM 2 : Modifying solutions and requirements

So far, we have seen that the set of requirements in the e3 service reasoning process
changes as the reasoning progresses. In this section, we compare the e3 service
reasoning process to other PCM-based methods. We discuss existing PCM-based
methods on characteristics deemed relevant for our discussion. Subsequently, we
draw parallels between our interpretation of PCM and other PCM-based methods.

Comparison between PCM-based methods In table 6.4, we compare the e3 service
reasoning process to a cross section of PCM-based methods found by querying
search engines for scientific resources (for example: Google scholar, citeseer and
ingentaconnect) and by asking Problem Solving Method (PSM) experts for relevant
sources. Table 6.4 compares the PCM-based methods on the following characteristics:
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• Underlying PCM. Often, the PCM inferencing tasks (Propose Verify Critique and Modify) are carried out with another PSM. For example: For the
elevator design task, PCM is used together with parametric design;
• Control structure. The control structure of PCM-based methods can be
roughly divided in two categories (Motta et al. 1996): (1) Complete-ModelThen-Revise, whereby (as discussed in section 6.2.1) a complete solution
is created before verification and possibly modification. For example: All
parameters relevant for elevator design, such as the selection of an elevator
cabin plus an elevator cable, are used as input for the reasoning process, and;
(2) Extend-Model-Then-Revise whereby a solution is created incrementally.
Verification and possibly modification then happens each time that an addition is made to the solution. For the elevator design example, a design can
first be proposed for the cabin. This design is extended afterwards by also
considering an appropriate cable;
• Critique and modify. Here, we compare how the PCM-based methods fill
in the inferencing tasks ‘critique’ and ‘modify’.
• Adjustment of requirements. PCM-based methods focus on verifying and
modifying solutions, such as verifying and modifying proposed elevator designs. Yet, as is apparent from our discussion on control structure, inputs for
creating such solutions are sometimes gradually considered - such as additional parameter values. Therefore the question is: To what extent do existing PCM-based methods consider requirements also as a relevant factor, in
addition to verifying and modifying solutions?
We find that the compared PCM-based methods -e3 service excluded - have in common that:
1. A set of constraints (hard requirements) is defined upfront, and remains unchanged for the remainder of the reasoning process;
2. Proposed solutions are tested against these constraints. The inferencing steps
‘critique’ and ‘modify’ are called in case of constraint violation. These inferencing steps typically use:
• Production rules, to relate a constraint violation to a set of fix strategies. In this manner, one creates rule sets in the form of: If constraint
X is violated, then perform the set of fix strategies Y. For example: If
an elevator cabin is too heavy for the cable, then a possible fix strategy
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End-user
State requirements

Verifying solution
[satisfactory solution]

Solution space
Propose solution

Identify culpit
[unsatisfactory solution]

Modify requirements
[value-enhancing req.]
Explore valueenhancing
requirements?
[no value-enhancing req.]
Receive solution

Figure 6.13: The control structure of PCM 2
may be to replace the cabin with a lighter model. PCM-based methods
that rely on such rule sets are typically referred to as Propose & Revise (P&R), a subfamily of PCM-based methods (see, amongst others,
Schreiber & Terpstra (1996))
• A specific implementation of the steps ‘critique’ and ‘modify’. For example: The flood prevention system descibed in table 6.4 uses a multi
agent system to mitigate constraint violations.
In summary: To the best of our knowledge, PCM-based methods assume constraints to be defined upfront. If a constraint is violated, the solution is critiqued
and modified.
PCM compared to the e3 service reasoning process In figure 6.13, we present
the control structure of PCM 2 . Here, we see that both requirements and solutions
are subject to change in the e3 service reasoning process. This is largely due to:
• The trade-off that a customer has to make between the positive and negative
consequences of a bundle. We have seen that negative consequences, such as
a price to be paid or customer lock-in, can modify the consequences initially
desired;
• The incremental creation of a service bundle. We have seen that the customer first agrees on a bundle that satisfies the basic requirements, and only
thereafter considers the value-enhancing requirements.
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Thus, we deal with requirements dynamically: As the reasoning progresses, new
requirements are considered, requirements are prioritized differently and requirements may be removed altogether. We call this approach PCM 2 , to reflect that not
only solutions can be subject to modification, but requirements also.
If we now compare PCM 2 to other PCM-based methods, we find two major differences: in the definition of constraints, and in the emphasis on solutions.
PCM-based methods assume constraints to be defined upfront, and to remain
unchanged over the course of the reasoning process To the best of our knowledge, PCM-based methods always use a set of unchanging constraints to trigger
modifications. These constraints are assumed to be a static given at the start of the
reasoning process.
In contrast, PCM 2 does not consider constraints to be a static given, because the
constraints for end-customers are relative. As the reasoning progresses, new constraints may be discovered, and existing ones may be reprioritized or even removed
altogether.
PCM-based methods modify requirements, but do so mostly in the light of solutions We have found that PCM-based methods may also modify requirements,
but that the emphasis in doing so always lies in a computational argument for
finding solutions. For example, consider the comparison of the control structures
extend-model-then-revise and complete-model-then-revise in Motta et al. (1996).
Here, the arguments of choosing one control structure over another focus mostly on
solutions, such as complete-model-then-revise being able to minimize the amount
of constraint violations. While such solution-oriented arguments are undoubtedly
true, they also ignore that requirements may play an important part in PCM-based
methods as well. In PCM 2 for example, an important argument for using extendmodel-then-revise is that it provides the user with a ‘smart’ way of traversing the
space of requirements.
Finally, please note that Chandrasekaran (1990) and ten Teije et al. (1998) already
point out that both requirements and constraints may be subject to modification
also. Yet, even the above references do not really focus on this notion. Therefore,
to the best of our knowledge, PCM 2 is the first method that really emphasizes that
requirements and constraints are just as much a subject to change as solutions are.

Needsdriven
service
bundling

Diagnosis of
medical images

e3 service

Grimnes
&
Aamodt
(1996)

Reference Domain

Configuration (for details,
see (Baida et al. 2005))

Underlying PSM

Complete- Case-based reasoning
ModelThenRevise

Control
structure
ExtendModelThenRevise
Since we do not define constraints upfront,
e3 service does not have a
fix-strategy such as ‘in the
case of violation X, perform fix Y’.
This application has a
learning module, which
prevents the reasoner
from making the same
mistake twice.

Critique and modify

The main requirement is
to find a diagnosis for a
medical image that has
a minimum amount of
consistency with earlier
cases. The purpose of
the described PCM application is to find a diagnosis for medical images.
Thus, finding a solution is
the focus. Requirements
are not an interesting consideration.

Both soft and hard requirements are subject to
change.

Adjustment of requirements
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Molina
& Blasco
(2003)

Flood prevention

Reference Domain

Control
structure
CompleteModelThenRevise
Instead of a PSM, This
paper discusses a decentralized multi-agent system whereby the agents
rely on, amongst others,
Bayesian networks, Horn
clauses and rule sets to
carry out the PCM inferencing tasks

Underlying PSM

The maximum risk levels (determined by e.g.
the water level in combination with the level of
urbanization) are defined
upfront. If an agent exceeds these risks levels
(e.g. because the water
rises locally by one meter), this agent negotiates
with other agents about
appropriate counter measures (e.g. another agent
may locally increase its
water storage).

Critique and modify

The constraints for this
PCM-based method (the
‘risk levels’) are defined
upfront, and advertised to
the agent network. Each
agent then locally decides
how it should mitigate a
constraint violation.

Adjustment of requirements
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Poeck et
al. (1996)

Elevator design

Reference Domain

Control
structure
ExtendModelThenRevise
Parametric Design

Underlying PSM

Fixes are associated with
constraints, along with a
cost for applying a fix.
For example: If an elevator cabin is too heavy
for its cable, a possible fix
strategy may be to replace
the cabin with a lighter
model. Please note that all
other references in this table that belong to the ‘elevator design’ domain, employ a similar method for
carrying out the steps critique and modify.

Critique and modify

New parameters are considered as the reasoning
progresses, but proposed
elevator designs are always tested against a set
of pre-defined, static constraints.
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Yost
(1996)

Elevator design

Reference Domain

Control
structure
Probably
CompleteModelThenRevise,
though
the
control
structure
is
not
explicitly
defined
Parametric design. Interestingly, this paper uses
a Universal Weak Method
to solve the elevator design task, meaning that
the problem solving behavior exhibited by the
used method is emergent
rather than defined upfront.
For the elevator design task, the used
method just happened to
behave as parametric design combined with PCM.
For another task, the used
method might just as well
have exhibited planning
behavior. This is opposed
to methods such as proposed Poeck et al. (1996),
which usually contain a
step for selection of the
problem solving method
to be used.

Underlying PSM

Similar to Poeck et al.
(1996)

Critique and modify

Yost (1996) mention that
their method provides the
user with the possibility to change parameter values or constraints,
but they do not explicitly mention changing requirements/constraints as
part of their approach.
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Motta et
al. (1996)

ten Teije
et
al.
(2004)

Control
Underlying PSM
structure
Classification Complete- Parametric design
web
ser- Modelvices.
ThenExample
Revise
scenario:
Classifying
scientific
papers
Elevator de- Complete- Parametric design
sign
ModelThenRevise

Reference Domain

For choosing fixes, Motta
et al. (1996) propose a
method for measuring the
cost of a combination of
fixes. They formalize the
reasoning on the cost of
a combination of fixes,
instead of evaluating the
cost of individual fixes.

A (computational) broker applies adjusts parameters of classificationservices and analyzes to
what extend this fixes the
constraint-violation

Critique and modify

As with the previously
discussed
PCM-based
methods, Motta et al.
(1996) test proposed solutions against constraints
and apply fix knowledge
in the case of constraint
violation.

Possible solutions are
tested against pre-defined
constraints, such as ‘the
proposed
classification
of papers must match the
hand-made classification
of the PC’.
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Runkel et
al. (1996)

Elevator design

Schreiber
& Terpstra
(1996)

Elevator design

Control
structure
ExtendModelThenRevise

Underlying PSM

Critique and modify

Adjustment of requirements

Parametric design

Similar to Poeck et al.
(1996), fixes are applied
individually.

ExtendModelThenRevise

Parametric design

The article mentions that
domain experts can add
and edit constraints, but
as with Yost (1996), constraints are assumed to
remain unchanged during
the reasoning process. As
such, the modification of
constraints is not an explicit part of the approach.
The constraints and requirements are presumed
given at the beginning
of the reasoning process.
During the reasoning they
remain unchanged.

Schreiber & Terpstra
(1996) emphasize the
influence of a fix upon parameters other than those
that caused constraint
violation
Table 6.4: Comparison of PCM-based methods
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6.5

Summary

In this chapter, we discussed a modified version of the e3 service customer and supplier ontologies. Subsequently, we showed how these ontologies can be used in a
needs-driven service bundling process that relies on consequences as a key concept.
We showed how we create service bundles incrementally, by gradually considering value-enhancing consequences, and how we use customer-supplier interaction
to trade off positive and negative service consequences. Finally, we compared
the e3 service reasoning process to the Problem Solving Method Propose-CritiqueModify. We have observed that e3 service and other PCM-based methods are similar in that they both arrive solutions gradually, through a process of proposing and
testing. However, we also pointed out that the e3 service reasoning process differs
from that of other PCM-based methods, in that other PCM-based methods mostly
modify solutions, while we posit that requirements can be just as much a subject to
change as solutions.
The upshot of our discussion so far is that e3 service has an interactive reasoning
process that gradually arrives at a service bundle. We call this reasoning process
PCM 2 , to reflect that we modify both requirements and solutions.

Chapter 7

The PCM 2 software reasoner
This chapter discusses the software reasoner that we developed to ensure the computational adequacy of the e3 service reasoning process.

To ensure the computational adequacy of the e3 service reasoning process, we implemented its reasoning steps in a software reasoner. This chapter describes the
tool implementation by discussing the tools used to develop the software reasoner
(section 7.1), the tool inferencing (section 7.2) and a reflection on tool development
(section 7.3).

7.1

Tools used: Protege and Jena.

The tool performs the inferencing steps described in section 6.3 over service catalogues, case-specific instantiations of the e3 service customer and supplier ontologies.
We create ontology instantiations with the ontology editor Protege 1 . Protege provides an environment for creating and editing an ontology and ontology instantiations, and exporting these to various formats, including XML-based formats such
as RDF/S and OWL. For an example, see figure 7.1. Here, for a representation of
a customer catalogue of ISP-services in Protege, we see the ordinal scale ‘mailbox
size’ with two quality consequences: ‘small mailbox’ and ‘large mailbox’.
We export ontology instantiations made with Protege to RDF-format and use these
exported instantiations as input for our software reasoner.
1 http://protege.stanford.edu/
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Figure 7.1: Instantiation of the e3 service customer perspective service catalogue
in Protege
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Our software reasoner, in turn, uses a RDF-parser from the Jena-environment2 to
interpret RDF-files and reason with these.

7.2

Inferencing with the software reasoner

The software reasoner follows the inferencing steps from e3 service over the RDFrepresentations of the ontology instantiations. It follows exactly the steps detailed
in section 6.2: No steps are added, modified or removed.
Figure 7.2 shows the architecture of our reasoner. Observe here that one class
performs most of the reasoning steps: e3-serviceReasoner .
The main reason for this is that, as we shall elaborate in section 7.2.1, the reasoning
process largely entails ‘hopping’ from one set of rdf-resources to another set of rdfresources by following rdf-relations. This means that most of the reasoning can be
performed by a single class, instead of having to create separate classes for each
concept in the e3 service ontologies.
The classes Calculation, Scale, NominalScale and OrdinalScale form an exception to this rule. The class Calculation was created to have a central repository
for implemented mathematical functions - akin to java’s Math-class. As can be
seen in figure 7.2, Calculation contains implementations of multi-attribute scoring
(formula 6.1) and the ROC-method (formula 6.2). The different scale classes were
mainly created to facilitate the distinction between a nominal and an ordinal scale.
As we discussed in section 6.3 we require such a distinction because consequences
defined on a nominal scale are dealt with differently than consequences defined on
an ordinal one.
So: The tool reasoning is mostly implemented in one class, that takes the required
inferencing steps. It accomplishes this by following the relevant rdf-relations, to
‘hop’ from one set of rdf-resources to another. We shall first turn to the two methods of the tool that are crucial for taking inferencing steps.

7.2.1

Methods for inferencing and producing intermediate output

Two methods are crucial for the tool inferencing:
2 Jena

is a java-library that supports the development of semantic web applications.
http://jena.sourceforge.net/

See:

OrdinalScale

NominalScale
Calculation
+static Double CalculateMAScoreForBundle()
+static Vector<Double> CalculateROCForRanking()

+boolean putConsequence()
+boolean putConsequenceVector()
+boolean putConsequenceScore()
+ Vector<Resource> getScaleAsResourceVector()
+Vector<Double>getConsequenceScores()

+Vector<Resource> getRelatedObjects()
+void printVectorLits()
+Vector<Resource> proposeSolutions()
+Resource critiqueStep()
+Vector<Resource>doMatchingCustomerSupplierConferences()
+Vector<Scale> doScoringQualityConsequences()
+Vector<Resource> doTradeOff()
+void printUsageBasedFormula()
+void printUsageBasedPricingModel()
+void printTwoPartTariff()
+void printSingleDiscountPricingModel()
+ void printDiscountPerElementaryService()
Scale

Instantiation of e3-service supplier perspective
ontology

Instantiation of e3-service customer perspective
ontology

e3-serviceReasoner
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Figure 7.2: Classes used in the software reasoner
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Vector<Resource> getRelatedObjects(Vector<Resource> sourceNodes, Model model, String literal)

This method takes (1) a vector of source RDF-resources and (2) a relationship to follow (the String ‘literal’) as input and produces as output a vector of resources by following the specified relationship. For example: If
one provides to getRelatedObjects() (1) a vector of needs (each represented as an
RDF-resource) and (2) the literal ‘satisfied by’ as input then, by following
the relation ‘satisfied by’, this method produces a vector of consequences
satisfying the need as output.
2.

void printVectorLits(Vector<Resource>, String literal)

This method lists the property of a vector of RDF-resources, which is important to produce intermediate output such as the positive consequences
satisfied by a service bundle. A variation of this method, printLiteral(...), allows
for listing the properties of a single RDF-resource.
The implemented reasoning process uses these methods frequently in conjunction
to (1) perform inferencing steps and (2) present the result of these steps, for instance a choice to be made, to the end-user.

7.2.2

The tool reasoning process

We shall now exemplify our implementation of the e3 service reasoning steps by
means of two commonly used methods: Vector<Resource> doLaddering (Vector <Resource>
chosenNeed) and Resource critiqueStep (Resource bundle, Resource negCons). Because we want to
avoid repeating the detailed description of the reasoning steps from section 6.3, we
shall not discuss the implementation of other reasoning steps in further detail.
Consequence laddering. Figure 7.3 shows the method doLaddering(Vector<Resource>
chosenNeed), the tool implementation that enables consequence laddering.
First, a need is specified into consequences. This happens by specifying a selected
need, represented by the variable chosenNeed, into consequences, by following the
relationship ‘specified by’. For this, the tool relies on the method getRelatedObjects(....).
With the set of consequences that specify the customer need, the tool performs
consequence laddering. As stated in, amongst others, section 5.1, we ladder by
specifying a consequence into one or more detailed consequences and letting the
customer choose one of these. Thereafter, the chosen consequence can again be
specified into more detailed consequences. This process continues until a chosen
consequence can no longer be detailed: For this detailed consequence, a want is
found.
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Vector<Resource> doLaddering(Vector<Resource> chosenNeed){
Vector<Resource> conseq = getRelatedObjects(chosenNeed, model,
"http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfspecified_by");
while (getRelatedObjects(getRelatedObjects(conseq, model,
"http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfconsists_of"), model,
"http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfconsists_of").size() !=0){
conseq= chooseConsequence(getRelatedObjects(conseq, model,
"http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfconsists_of"), model);
}
if(getRelatedObjects(conseq, model,
"http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfconsists_of").size() !=0){
conseq=chooseGroupsOfConsequencesViaWants(conseq, model); }
return conseq; }

Figure 7.3: Implementation of consequence laddering
The reasoner implements this laddering process as follows:
• Check if consequence specification is necessary. The software reasoner checks
(using the condition of the while statement in the code-sample) if the specification of a specification of a consequence is a non-empty set of consequences. If so, the specification of a consequence cannot be the most detailed
-or:leaf - consequence and thus should be specified further. Note here that
the tool relies on the method getRelatedObjects(....) to perform inferencing steps,
in this case to find a set of detailed consequences for an input consequence.
• If laddering is necessary, choose consequence When the specification of
the specification of a consequence yields a non-empty set, this consequence
is used as input for the method chooseConsequence(...). The method chooseConsequence(...) specifies the consequence into detailed consequences, and asks the
customer to choose one of these. When a consequence has then been chosen, it is returned and again used as an input for the boolean-condition of the
while-statement. Thus: For the chosen detailed consequence, the tool again
checks if the specification of the specification of this consequence yields a
non-empty set. If so, the detailed consequence is again detailed further by
the method chooseConsequence(...).
• If the next level in the consequence graph is the most detailed level, choose
a group of consequences via wants. Consequence laddering with chooseConsequence(...) continues until the specification of a specification of a set of
consequences yields an empty set. In that case, we use the method
conseq=chooseGroupsOfConsequencesViaWants(conseq, model)
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Resource critiqueStep(Resource bundle, Resource negCons){
Vector<Resource> allServicePortsSatisfyingConsequence =
getRelatedObjects(getRelatedObjects(getRelatedObjects(negCons,
model, "http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfhas_property"), model,
"http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfhas_resource"), model,
"http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfbelongs_to_service_port");
allServicePortsSatisfyingConsequence.addAll
(getRelatedObjects(getRelatedObjects(negCons,
model, "http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfconsequence_has_resource"), model,
"http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfbelongs_to_service_port"));
Vector<Resource> portToTrace = getRelatedObjects(getRelatedObjects
(bundle, model, "http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfhas" ),
model, "http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfconsists_of");
portToTrace.retainAll(allServicePortsSatisfyingConsequence);
Resource sourcePort = getRelatedObjects(getRelatedObjects(portToTrace, model,
"http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfis_start_point"), model,
"http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfends_at" ).get(0);
Vector<Resource> sourcePortVec = new Vector<Resource>();
sourcePortVec.add(sourcePort);
return getRelatedObjects(getRelatedObjects(sourcePortVec, model,
"http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfpart_of"),
model, "http://protege.stanford.edu/rdfhas").get(0);
}

Figure 7.4: Implementation of the critique step: Finding the smallest unit of delivery that causes constraint violation.
to find the wants for this consequence.
The critique step The purpose of the critique step is to find the part of the bundle
that is deemed too expensive by the customer (see table 6.2.2).
Figure 7.4 shows an implementation of this step: The method critiqueStep(....). critiqueStep(....) relies on two local variables: bundle, the service bundle that needs to be
critiqued, and negCons, the negative consequence that needs to be traced to an elementary unit of delivery in the bundle. First, the tool finds the service port to which
negCons is attached as follows:
1. The tool traces the consequence negCons to all service ports that contain a resource that realizes a consequence, or a resource with service properties that
together realize a consequence. For example, figure 7.4 shows the tracing
of negCons by nesting the method getRelatedObjects(): First, for yielding a vector
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of resources by following the relation consequencehasresource and then, by taking
this vector of resources as input, for yielding service ports belongstoserviceport.
2. The tool finds all service ports of the bundle that needs to be critiqued. Again
the method getRelatedObjects() is used for this.
3. Finally, the tool finds the port of the bundle that needs to be traced. This
is accomplished by intersecting all service ports to which negCons is attached
with all service ports of the bundle under critique.
Once the relevant service port of the bundle to-be-critiqued is found, the method
critiqueStep() traces this port to the port of the elementary service that is responsible
for the high costs. This is done by following the relation isstartpoint to find the starting
point of a service link, and then following the relation endsat to find the port at the
end point of that service link. Again, this tracing is realized by using the method
getRelatedObjects().
Finally, the tool finds the elementary service that contains the found service port,
and returns this service as the culprit.

7.3
7.3.1

Tool implementation reflection
Developing tool support: Contributions to research

Tool development is primarily required to support the claim that we can computationally reason about the needs-driven bundling of commercial services. In addition however, we find that tool implementation enforces concrete specification of
the reasoning process and that it allows us to demonstrate the reasoning process to
practitioners.
Tool implementation enforces concreteness Tool development enforces specificity when developing the reasoning process. Actually, the reasoning process described in the previous chapter was developed partly by (thought-)experiments with
a simple, desk-based e-mail example, and partly by implementation to be concrete
in the reasoning steps taken in the thought-experiment.
To illustrate, consider the following intuition that we started with prior to developing tool support for the reasoning process: First use customer-supplier interaction
to find services for basic requirements against acceptable costs, and only then build
on these services with value-enhancing requirements (as discussed in 5.3.1).
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This seems a reasonable intuition, yet it only remains an intuition until one makes
very specific how this is going to taken into account in the reasoning process. And
it is exactly in making things more specific that developing tool support really
helps. Returning to our intuition for example, developing a tool helped in making
specific at least the following steps in the reasoning process:
• Specification of cost sources by implementing the concepts ‘service ports’
and ‘service interfaces’. An important question for our intuition is how to
make sure of ‘acceptable costs’. One way to do this is to implement a mechanism that allows one to trace costs to specific sources, so that the reasoning
process can locate features that the customer deems to be too expensive.
The implemented concepts service port and service interface concepts really
helped in making this tracing concrete, since a service port allows for tracing
a source to a specific interface, and the interface then helps to locate what
resources must be acquired together.
• Implementation of pricing models. The implementation of pricing models
helped in making monetary costs more specific, which is (obviously) relevant
to find ‘acceptable costs’. Again, the implemented concepts service port and
service interface are relevant here since they do not only allow for specifying
the bundle price, but also for tracing elements of the bundle price to the
specific prices of individual services as indicated by service ports.
Tool implementation as a means of showcasing functionality to practitioners
Second, tool development allows for showcasing tool functionality to domain experts from case study partners. Showcasing experts an implemented reasoning
process, in our experience, is a useful means for receiving feedback on the implemented theory. This is because, as opposed to a paper-based emulation, domain
experts are directly presented with the actual outcomes of a computational process. As a result, researchers can focus their discussion on the usefulness of an
actually implemented theory instead of going through the trouble of a, somewhat
speculative, pen-and-paper based simulation. This is an interesting addition to the
initial goal of our tool, i.e.: to mainly use the tool as a proof-of-concept for our
own research purposes.

7.4

Concluding outlook

We have developed a software reasoner as a proof-of-concept, to support the claim
that e3 service can be used to computationally reason about needs-driven service
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bundling. The reasoner provides a one-to-one implementation of the reasoning
steps from e3 service detailed in section 6.2: No steps are added, modified or removed.
The software reasoner allows us to show the computational reasoning capabilities
of e3 service to researchers and domain experts. This is in line with its primary aim:
To use it as a proof-of-concept. Ideally however, the reasoner should also be usable
by customers, normal end-users that may not have a technical background. After
all, customers are in the best position to comment on to what extend the e3 service
reasoning process helps them to find services in line with their needs.
Unfortunately, the reasoner is currently only usable by persons with a technical
background, because (1) it requires familiarity with Java (for example: To install
the Jena-environment and to set class-paths) (2) it is text-based and (3) domain
experts require familiarity with ontology editors such as Protege if they wish to
edit service catalogues.
To ensure that the reasoner can be used independently of our research efforts, we
therefore require software support for e3 service that does not require separate installation of java-libraries, and that can be accessed through a GUI. We envision
that domain experts can edit conceptual models of service catalogues through a
GUI (akin to the web-based tool described in section 3.6), thus hiding for them
the underlying, more technical, ontology instantiation. For end-users, we envision
that they can use a GUI-based question-answer game for our interactive reasoning
process.

Chapter 8

Hosted ICT services
This chapter discusses an application of e3 service to the hosted ICT services domain.
This chapter is based on de Haan (2009), a master thesis describing the application of
e3 service to a provider of hosted ICT services.

In chapter six, we have explained the e3 service reasoning process with a simple
e-mail hosting example. To show that e3 service can also cope with more complex
cases, we shall now discuss an application to a real-life case study in the domain
of hosted ICT services.
After a short introduction to the case study and a discussion of the study setup
(sections 8.1 and 8.2), we discuss the creation of catalogues of hosted services
(section 8.3). Section 8.4 shows how to reason with these catalogues about creating
meaningful bundles of hosted services.

8.1

Finding needs-driven bundles of hosting services at
OGD

With cost reduction on ICT acquisition and ICT maintenance and a focus on core
competencies as key considerations (Dibbern et al. 2004), organizations may outsource (part of) their ICT to third party ICT-service providers. Here, outsourcing
ranges from outsourcing basic ICT-services, such as e-mail hosting, to outsourcing
a significant part of the ICT-department, such as transferring hardware maintenance
to a third party ICT-services provider.
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Operator Groep Delft (OGD) is a Dutch ICT service provider (+/- 750 employees)
that has recently started to provide such third party ICT-services. Currently, they
offer one ICT-service to their clients: Historium, an online back-up service. Other
services, such as a virtual workspace for a client that is accessed remotely through
a thin client environment (called ‘hosted desktop’), are currently offered on a pilot
base only.
Offering hosted services is relatively new to OGD. As a result, OGD currently lacks
as coherent idea of the benefits of their service offerings, how individual services
are interrelated, and what customer needs their services satisfy. This knowledge
is either fragmented throughout OGD, or unknown altogether. For many OGDemployees, this can be problematic. Junior account managers may have trouble in
stating why a service is interesting for a customer, while the marketing department
may have trouble describing the service in offering texts.
Therefore, OGD wants to create a service catalogue that provides a uniform idea
of (1) the benefits of the individual services from OGD, (2) relations between these
services and (3) the customer needs these services satisfy. This should at least
partially address the difficulties discussed: Marketing personnel could for instance
benefit from a standard list benefits and ICT needs as a basis for writing their
promotional texts. In this chapter, we describe how e3 service was employed to
create such a service catalogue.
In addition, OGD is interested in our software reasoning tool to (1) train junior
account managers and (2) structure the dialogue for personnel selling services by
phone. In this chapter we therefore also display some typical reasoning processes
as performed by the tool, and discuss (1) to what extent these processes reflect the
sales of a real account manager, and (2) to what extent the tool could be useful in
practice.
Finally, it is worthwhile remarking that hosted services are -per definition- for the
most part provisioned online. This makes the case especially interesting in the
light of our research purposes: To online offer bundles of e-services, that can be
provisioned soon after ordering.

8.2

Case study setup

This chapter is based on a master graduation project (see de Haan (2009)), where
e3 service was applied to a hosting company to (a) create a service catalogue and (b)
evaluate the e3 service reasoning process. This study consisted of three main activities: (1) creating a supplier perspective service catalogue (2) creating a customer
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perspective service catalogue (3) validation of the e3 service reasoning process.
Creating a supplier-perspective catalogue of hosting services:
First, written material on OGD (pilot) services was studied for creating the supplier
perspective service catalogue. Offer texts written by account managers for pilot
customers are an example of this. These provide an insight into provided functionality, combinations of services offered and terms and conditions under which
services are provided.
Second, service designers and account managers were interviewed to complete the
service catalogues. Account managers aided in defining the consequences of each
service, while service designers defined the individual services and dependencies
between these services.
Finally, the service designers and account managers verified if the service bundles
were modelled correctly. Verification was performed by first explaining the service
dependencies using the Historium service, since this easy to understand service
that is already well known within OGD. Thereafter, more complex service bundles
were evaluated.
Creating a customer perspective catalogue of hosting services:
To create a customer perspective service catalogue, interviews with OGD’s account
managers were used the primary information source. They are most knowledgeable
about what needs typical users of OGD services have, and what positive features
of services should be emphasized in the sales process.
For needs elicitation, the account managers were asked for the most common reasons to acquire OGD services. For example: Three of the four account managers
interviewed mention that customers often state that ‘maintaining an ICT department is too expensive’ and that this is an often used starting point in offering OGD
services. For eliciting consequences, the account managers were asked what motivations they emphasize for selling each hosted service. For example: All account
managers emphasized ‘lower total cost of ownership’ as a general reason for acquiring hosted services, and that this contributes to satisfying the need ‘maintaining
an ICT department is too expensive’. Thus, the positive functional consequence
‘lower total cost of ownership’ was added as a positive consequence to all bundles
of hosted services from OGD.
Of course, ideally one would also like to interview existing customers for an insight
into their needs and how they use services from OGD. However, most services were
still in pilot phase, and therefore not yet used. Therefore, there was no sample of
customers that could be interviewed.
Validating the e3 service reasoning process:
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In Protege, ontology instantiations have been created of the validated customer and
supplier perspective catalogues of OGD service knowledge.
Thereafter, tool demonstrations with two experienced account managers were held.
The principles implemented in the software tool were showcased by using scenario walkthroughs, whereby commonly occuring customer needs, such as ‘we
need certainty that a business-critical application is available when needed’ acted
as a starting point in showing the reasoning process. The account managers were
then requested to react on (1) to what extent the reasoning process was similar to
how they would sell services in practice, and (2) to what extent the tool is usable
in practice for training junior account managers.

8.3
8.3.1

Creating catalogues of hosted services
Instantiating the supplier perspective ontology

Figure 8.1 shows a supplier perspective service catalogue of hosted services from
OGD.
Model individual services Individual services are elicited by reviewing what
units of delivery OGD considers viable to be provisioned on their own commercially.
For example, in the supplier perspective service catalogue we see that two emailing solutions exist: (1) hosted exchange basic, a solution offering basic emailing capabilities such as sending and receiving e-mail through a standard e-mail
client and (2) hosted exchange complete, a solution that offers the same basic email capabilities, only then supplemented with extra features such as e-mail access
via the mobile phone, a mailbox that can be shared with others, etc. The offering
of two different e-mailing solutions is mostly a business decision: the underlying
technology is largely the same. Therefore, while technically only one unit of provision exists, from a commercial point of view OGD considers that they have two
different offerings of e-mail services.
Model service consequences We identify the consequences from the individual
services. First, we find functional consequences, such as ‘send and receive e-mail’
for the hosted exchange services, and ‘generic backup capability’ for the Historium
service. Second, we find quality consequences, such as ‘e-mail access by phone’
and ‘e-mail access via web browser’ for the elementary service Hosted exchange
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complete and ‘within 4 hours’ and ‘within 7 hours’ for the elementary service
Historium.
Group consequences We group quality consequences using the concept of a
scale (see section 6.1.1). We group ‘e-mail access by phone’ and ‘e-mail access via
web browser’ under the nominal scale ‘e-mail access method’ because the preference ordering for these consequences depends on the customer. We group ‘within
4 hours’ and ‘within 7 hours’ under the ordinal scale ‘response time’, because this
indicates the different response times in recovering a lost dataset. If someone considers response time important, the shorter response time is always preferred over
the longer one (obviously).
Model service dependencies Next, we model dependencies between the individual services. Some important modelling considerations depicted here are:
• Helpdesk support is a standard supporting service for the depicted basic services.
• Implementation and migration is a standard supporting service for both hosted
exchange service offerings. OGD states that a continually functioning emailing capability is deemed vital by most organizations, and that they therefore want to make sure that migration to their e-mail solutions happens as
quickly as possible and by burdening the organization as little as possible.
To this end, OGD wants to perform migration themselves, rather than handing over the responsibility for this to the organization itself.
• Implementation and migration is an enhancing service for the online back up
service historium and as such, not included as a standard supporting service.
The reason for this is twofold: (1) installation is relatively straightforward,
requiring a single installation of a software tool on a server, and (2) OGD
deems historium not to be as ‘business critical’ as an e-mail service.
• Hosted exchange complete (the hosted e-mail solution from OGD) is in an
OB relationship with Historium (the online backup service from OGD) to
indicate that account managers often offer functionality of one of these services in combination with functionality of the other service. However, both
services can also be acquired separately.
• Hosted exchange complete is in an C/E relationship with the service Exchange brick-level. This indicates that account managers often offer functionalities provided by these services in combination, but also that they never
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sell exchange brick-level separate from hosted exchange complete. This is
because the exchange brick level is a component that allows for making
backups of individual mailboxes and as such, only makes sense in combination with a basic e-mail service.

Model wants Next, we identify wants and relations between these wants. Since
we have only one supplier in this case, wants are equal to the individual services
modeled so far.
Pregenerate possible service bundles Based on the individual services and dependencies that exist between these services, we generate all possible service bundles. For example: From the dependency OB(Hosted exchange complete, Historium) we generate two possible bundles: {Historium (OGD)} and {Historium
(OGD), Hosted exchange complete (OGD)}. A sample of the pregenerated bundles of hosting services can be found in table 8.1.
Identify positive consequences additional to the consequences of the individual services Next, we review if the service bundles lead to additional positive
consequences. For OGD, we find for example that the services in a bundle such as
{Historium (OGD), Hosted exchange complete (OGD)} are supported by the same
helpdesk. Thus, for such a bundle of hosted services from OGD, ‘single point of
contact’ can be an additional positive consequence.

8.3.2

Instantiating the customer perspective ontology

Inherit supply-side wants and consequences The consequences and wants modelled in the supply-side catalogue are also modelled on the customer perspective.
As we can see in the customer perspective catalogue (figure 8.2), we thus model
functional consequences such as ‘send and receive e-mail’, and quality consequences ‘small mailbox’ and ‘large mailbox’ on the customer perspective also.
As we discussed in section 6.2.2, we model the same consequences on the customer
and supplier perspective so that we can make a transition from one perspective to
the other perspective.
Model demand interdependencies Next, we model interdependencies between
consequences that OGD considers to be of interest to the customers. In the OGD
customer perspective service catalogue, we find two such dependencies:
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Figure 8.1: Sample of the supplier perspective service catalogue for the OGD
hosting services
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Service bundle
Hosted Exchange
basic

Hosted Exchange
complete

{Historium,
hosted exchange
complete,
exchange
brick-level}

{Historium,
hosted exchange
basic}

Hosted ICT services

Functional consequences
Access to email, contact support, don’t receive unwanted email, don’t receive viruses through email,
lower total cost of ownership, send and receive
email, see progress of open calls, single point of contact
Access to email, contact support, don’t receive unwanted email, do not receive viruses through email,
lower total cost of ownership, make appointments
with colleagues, make group email addresses, option to give colleagues access to your email, send
and receive email, see progress of open calls, single
point of contact
Access to email, contact support, don’t receive unwanted email, do not receive viruses through email,
lower total cost of ownership, make appointments
with colleagues, make group email addresses, option
to give colleagues access to your email, send and receive email, see progress of open calls, single point
of contact, automatic back-up, contact support, data
is secure, easy to use backup, free software updates,
know if a backup was successful, receive a report
with usage statistics, restore server to original state,
see progress of open calls
Access to email, contact support, don’t receive unwanted email, do not receive viruses through email,
backup happens without active involvement of local ICT personnel, contact support, data is secure,
easy to use backup, free software updates, know if
a backup was successful, receive a report with usage statistics, restore server to original state, see
progress of open calls, single point of contact

Table 8.1: Sample of generated service bundles and their respective functional
consequences
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1. Generic backup is in an Optional Bundling (OB) relationship with send and
receive e-mail. OGD’s account managers often sell these services together,
because they both provide functionality that organizations often require.
2. ‘send and receive e-mail’ (core) is in a Core/Enhancing (C/E) relationship
with ‘Backup of individual mailboxes’ (enhancing). Obviously, the enhancing consequence ‘backup of individual mail boxes’ is an irrelevant without
having a basic e-mailing capability first.
Model needs Account managers from OGD often mention two customer concerns that lead organizations to acquire hosted services from OGD: ‘an ICT solution should be available when needed’ and ‘an IT department is too costly’. OGD’s
clientele largely consists of SMEs, who are too small to set up a reliable, up-to-date
ICT infrastructure on their own.
Model consequence ladder Finally, the detailed-level consequences have to be
linked to the customer needs through consequence ladders. Depending on the abstraction level of the need, a detailed level consequence can be directly linked to
a need, or might require several intermediary consequences of different levels of
abstraction.
For OGD, we find that the needs ‘certainty that a business critical ICT solution is
available when needed’ and ‘maintaining our IT department is expensive’ are both
too abstract to be matched to a detailed-level consequence directly. We therefore
first specify intermediary-level consequences for both needs, that act as solution
directions towards a detailed-level consequence. For example, in the customer perspective service catalogue (figure 8.2), we can see that ‘certainty that a business
critical ICT solution is available when needed’ is first specified into ‘availability
of applications’ and ‘availability of data’. These solution directions lead to different detailed-level consequences: ‘availability of applications’ leads to applications
such as a hosted desktop and e-mail hosting, while ‘availability of data’ leads to
a back-up capability. Because these intermediary consequences represent different interpretations of the higher-level need, we require such intermediary consequences.

8.4

Reasoning about bundling hosting services

We now display the reasoning process for hosted services. In particular, we focus
on customer-supplier interaction and reasoning with value-enhancing services. We
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Figure 8.2: Sample customer perspective service catalogue for the OGD hosting
services
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take the following scenario as a starting point:
‘An antique dealer’s current e-mail solution is not reliable enough. His server is
outdated and sometimes crashes which causes some e-mail to not be received.’
For illustration purposes, the steps from the reasoning process are accompanied by
a sample of the output of the software reasoner for the hosted services case.
For reference, note that: (1) We follow the reasoning steps as described in section
6.3, and (2) The knowledge displayed in the tool output is equivalent to that in the
customer and supplier perspective service catalogues (figure 8.2 and table 8.1).
Choose need and choose consequences Of the two most commonly heard needs
from OGD, the need ‘we need certainty that a business critical technical solution
is available whenever needed’ is selected for the antique dealer since this comes
closest the problem he currently faces: An unreliable e-mail solution.
Next, the antique dealer chooses the functional consequence ‘99,5 % uptime of
e-mail server’ and proceeds to score the attached quality consequences from the
nominal scale ‘e-mail access method’ and from the ordinal scale ‘mailbox size’.
We assume the antique dealer provides the importance scores presented in table
8.2.
Outcome of this step:
For the selected functional consequence, the quality consequences - per scale - are:
We found the following scale of quality consequences: e-mail access method
Please assign a score from 1(not important) to 10(vital) to each of these consequences
e-mail using Microsoft Outlook 6
e-mail access using a web browser 8
e-mail access by mobile phone 2
We found the following scale of quality consequences: mailbox size
1: large mailbox
2: small mailbox
please attach an importance rating (1-10) to this ordinal scale: 8

Table 8.2: Mailing preferences entered by antique dealer

Find and rank service bundles We find the bundles ‘Hosted Exchange Basic’
and ‘Hosted exchange complete’ for the must-have functional consequence ‘99,5
% uptime of e-mail server’. For this, the reasoning process:
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1. Matches the customer and supplier perspective consequences ‘99,5 % uptime
of e-mail server’;
2. The supplier perspective consequence ‘99,5 % uptime of e-mail server’ is
traced to the supplier-specific resources ‘Hosted exchange basic’ and ‘Hosted
exchange complete’
3. The supplier-specific resources are traced to the service ports that correspond
to the service bundles ‘hosted exchange basic’ and ‘hosted exchange complete’.
Next, bundle scores are calculated for the found bundles. For the bundle ‘Hosted
exchange basic’ this calculation is presented below.
• ‘small mailbox’ scores 0.25 because this consequence (1) is defined on an
ordinal scale and (2) is defined on an ordinal scale that contains one additional, higher ranked, consequence: ‘large mailbox’. Using the ROC formula
(formula 6.2) the higher ranked consequence scores 0.75, the lower ranked
consequence 0.25.
• Other consequences present in the bundle, such as ‘e-mail access method:
E-mail access using a web browser’ score 1 because they are defined on a
nominal scale.
Note here that, as stated in section 6.3, the scoring of consequences from an ordinal scale is performed differently from consequences defined on an ordinal scale.
See table 8.3 for a resulting ranked service bundles, as provided by the software
reasoner.
Outcome of this step: The service bundles ‘Hosted Exchange Basic and ‘Hosted
exchange Complete, ranked according to how well they fit with the customer preferences (see table 8.3).
Trade off positive/negative consequences The bundle ‘Hosted exchange complete’ is more in accordance with the desired consequences than the bundle ‘Hosted
exchange basic’. Yet, from the pricing models the antique dealer also observes that
the complete bundle costs e10 per month per user, while the basic bundle costs
e5 per user per month. For a fair weighing of these costs against the benefits provided by each bundle, the antique dealer therefore decides to also score negative
consequences, such as ‘12 month commitment to using OGD services’ and ‘hosted
exchange complete fee’.
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1: The service bundle hosted Exchange Basic can satisfy all desired consequences. Please find below what this
bundle can provide you with
*don’t receive viruses through e-mail
*don’t receive unwanted e-mail
*99,5 % uptime of e-mail server
*...
Additionally, this bundle contains the following quality consequences:
* mailbox size: small mailbox for the functional consequence 99,5 % uptime of e-mail server
* e-mail access method: e-mail access using a web browser for the functional consequence access to e-mail
* contact method: contact support through web interface for the functional consequence contact support
* contact method: contact support by phone for the functional consequence contact support
*...
Score bundle = (0.8*0.25) + (0.8*1.0) + (0.2*1.0) + (0.9*1.0) + (0.8*0.25) + (0.3*1.0)
To acquire the bundle: hosted Exchange Standard Complete you have to give up the following:
*no switching of suppliers for 12 months
*hosted exchange complete fee
For this bundle, we found the following pricing model:
*Hosted exchange standard complete
This pricing model is of the type: single discount pricing model.
The price of this bundle is build up as follows:
* The two-part pricing model Hosted exchange standard complete fee is build up as follows: X euro installation
fee + 10 euro monthly/User. This pricing model is attached to the same port as the consequence hosted exchange
complete fee.
...
So the possible bundles, sorted according to preference, are:
1: hosted Exchange Standard Complete with the score: 5.3
2: hosted Exchange Basic with the score: 4.1
Please select a bundle. If none is to your liking, select 0 (zero).

Table 8.3: Tool output for two bundles of mailing services, ranked according to
how well they fit with customer preferences

The provided scores are presented in table 8.4. We can see that although the antique
dealer scores the fee for exchange complete higher than the fee for exchange basic,
exchange complete still outranks exchange basic, albeit with a smaller margin than
for the bundle scores that are based on the positive consequences only (again, see
table 8.4). Thus, the antique dealer decides to acquire the bundle ‘Hosted exchange
complete’.
Outcome of this step: The antique dealer chooses the bundle ‘Hosted exchange
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complete’.
Would you also like to score all negative consequences to see how a bundle scores on a trade-off between benefits
and sacrifices?(y/n) y
Please assign a score from 1(does not really matter) to 10(this consequence must be lacking from the bundle) to
each of the following consequences:
no switching of suppliers for 12 months 3
hosted exchange complete fee 8
hosted exchange basic fee 4
Taking the negative scores into account, the new ordering of bundles is:
1. hosted Exchange Standard Complete Score: 4.2
2. hosted Exchange Basic: 3.6
Please select a bundle. If none is to your liking, select 0 (zero).

Table 8.4: Trade of positive and negative consequences for hosted services

Find value-enhancing services Next, the antique dealer chooses consequences
that OGD considers to be interdependent in demand with the functional consequences already included in the selected bundle. For the consequence ‘99,5 %
uptime of e-mail server’, we find two functional consequences: ‘back up individual mail boxes’ and ‘generic back-up capability’ (for reference, see the customer
perspective catalogue in figure 8.2). Because the antique dealer maintains his backups on a server that can itself be considered an antique, we assume that the antique
dealer is interested in both functional consequences.
Next, the reasoning process considers the quality consequences relevant for the
scored functional consequences. As can be observed from the customer perspective
service catalogue however (figure 8.2) none of the value-enhancing consequences
contain quality consequences.
Outcome of this step: The additional, value-enhancing, consequences {back up
individual mail boxes, quick recovery of individual mailboxes, automatic backup,
data is secure, back-up happens without involvement of local IT personnel}.

Find and choose bundle To find bundles, the reasoning process uses the valueenhancing consequences as input, plus the consequences from the service bundle
already selected (‘Hosted exchange complete’).
As with the basic consequences, the reasoning process finds service bundles by
(1) matching these consequences with all supply-side consequences (2) tracing the
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consequences on the supplier perspective to service bundles that satisfy these consequences.
Outcome of this step: The bundle ‘Hosted exchange complete Historium Exchange
brick-level.

Trade-off positive and negative consequences The antique dealer receives a
specification of the positive and negative consequences for the bundle ‘Hosted exchange complete Historium Exchange brick-level’, plus a specification of the pricing model for this bundle. After reviewing the pricing model (see table 8.5), the
antique dealer decides to score the negative consequences for the bundle ‘Hosted
exchange complete Historium Exchange brick-level’ also.
For this bundle, we found the following pricing model:
*Hosted exchange complete Historium Brick-level exchange pricing model
This pricing model is of the type: single discount pricing model.
The price of this bundle is build up as follows:
* The two-part pricing model Hosted exchange standard complete pricing model is build up as follows: X euro
installation fee + 10 euro monthly/User. This pricing model is attached to the same port as the consequence
hosted exchange complete fee.
* The n-block pricing model Historium pricing model is build up as follows: Condition: Server 1: 60 euro
monthly + Condition 2: Server 2: 55 euro/monthly + Condition 3: Server 3 and on: 50 euro/monthly/server. This
pricing model is attached to the same port as the consequence online back-up fee.
* The usage-based pricing model Exchange brick-level pricing model is build up as follows: 50 euro/monthly.
This pricing model is attached to the same port as the consequence back-up individual mailboxes fee.

Table 8.5: Pricing model for the bundle Hosted exchange complete Historium
Brick-level
The antique dealer has already agreed to the fee for hosted exchange complete, and
so attaches a score ‘2’ (from 1 to 10, where 1 indicates ‘does not matter’ and 10
‘won’t have’) to the negative consequence ‘hosted exchange complete fee’. The
antique dealer attaches the score ‘6’ to the negative consequence ‘online back-up
fee’, considering that while he pays 60 euro monthly (due to the single server he
has) he also does not have to worry about having to maintain a backup anymore. Finally, the antique dealer considers the negative consequence ‘individual mailboxes
fee’ as a won’t have and thus scores this as a ‘10’. He considers the investment in
a dedicated backup for his e-mail not to be worthwhile e50 monthly, also when
considering that he already has a generic backup capability.
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Outcome of this step: No possible bundles, proceed with the critique-step.
Find culprit For the negative consequence that is scored as a won’t have, the
reasoning process now performs a critique-step to find the positive consequences
attached to the cost-source. As such, the antique dealer is presented with the dialogue in table 8.6.
The bundle Hosted exchange complete Historium Exchange brick-level contains the won’t have Brick level fee
We shall now investigate what positive consequences from this bundle require the negative consequence Brick
level fee
The following group of positive consequences:
1: Back up individual mail boxes
1: Quick recovery of individual mail boxes
requires the negative consequence back-up individual mailboxes fee

Table 8.6: Critique: Find the preference that is too expensive to fulfill.
As also visualized in figure 8.3, the reasoning process thus finds the part of the total
bundle that requires the won’t have.
Outcome of this step: The consequence ‘Back up individual mail boxes’ is found
as the culprit.
Choose consequences Next, the antique dealer is asked to what place in the reasoning process he should return to adjust his requirements.
1. Start from group of detailed functional consequences you had initially chosen. This was:
*don’t receive viruses through e-mail
*don’t receive unwanted e-mail
*99,5 % uptime of e-mail server
...
2. Start at the value-enhancing consequences
*Back up individual mail boxes
*quick recovery of individual mailboxes
3. start all over, ie: from the need.
other (> 3): quit.

Table 8.7: Adjusting preference scores
As can be seen in the dialogue from table 8.7, the antique dealer selects (2): Start
at value-enhancing requirements. He now returns to the basic bundle ‘Hosted ex-
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Figure 8.3: Finding the part of the service bundle whose requirements are deemed
too expensive
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change complete’ and answers ‘no’ when asked if he is interested in the valueenhancing consequence ‘Back up individual mail boxes’ and ‘quick recovery of
individual mailboxes’.
Outcome of this step: The consequences ‘Back up individual mail boxes’ and
‘quick recovery of individual mailboxes’ are no longer used as input for the reasoning process.

Find service bundles The reasoning process now again finds service bundles
for the set of consequences belonging to the bundle ‘Hosted exchange complete
Historium Exchange brick-level’ minus the consequence ‘Back up individual mail
boxes’. Thus, the bundle ‘Hosted exchange complete Historium’ is eventually
found. Since this bundle contains an online e-mailing capability and online back-up
functionality and the antique dealer finds the costs for both functionalities acceptable, he decides to acquire this service bundle.
Outcome of this step: The bundle ‘Hosted exchange complete Historium’.

8.5

Lessons learned

Lesson 1: The reasoning performed by the software tool is similar to the reasoning performed by account managers. In reaction to a demonstration of our
software reasoner, the account managers stated that the reasoning process performed by the reasoner is similar to how they sell services. In particular, they
observed that:
• They start from a problem that the customer has, independently of the available solution. This is similar to our separation between needs (problem/goal)
and consequences (valuable features that act as solution directions for satisfying the need).
• Constraints do indeed influence decisions on what bundle the customer acquires
• Account managers first seek out a service that satisfies the basic requirements
of the customer. Only thereafter, crossselling and upselling is performed.
This is similar to our process of first agreeing on a basic service, and only
then seeking out any value-enhancing services.
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Actually, the account managers have considered using the tool for guiding the sales
process of junior account managers that sell OGD services over the phone. However, in the end they decided to refrain from this because the tool assumes service
bundles to be defined upfront, while they consider the dynamic creation of service
bundles to be a primary skill for account managers, also junior ones.

Lesson 2: Graphical representations are useful for together exploring services,
but for usage on a daily basis a textual version is more adequate OGD internally actually uses the service catalogue created during the master graduation
project. Especially, it is found that the service catalogue provides non-technical
personnel with a more complete insight into the pilot services that OGD wants to
offer, without having to know the specific technical details. For example: Marketing personnel uses the service catalogue to prepare offer texts for services that
are currently being piloted, while account managers use the same catalogue as a
structured starting point for writing offer texts tailored to specific customer needs.
This seems to be a good result from the case study. It is important to note however that the service catalogues that OGD uses on a daily basis are a stripped down
textual version of the conceptual models presented in this chapter. This textual
representation is especially preferred by marketing personnel, who perceive a bullet list of service benefits and a list of commonly occuring customer needs more
helpful in writing promotional texts than a conceptual model. Also, the account
managers prefer a textual representation of the service catalogue, so that they can
write a personalized offer text for customers more quickly when compared to using
a conceptual model. OGD-personnel did however declare that the formal conceptual models allowed for a structured exploration of their service offerings, and what
needs these offerings satisfy. Especially, using conceptual modelling techniques,
combined with a modelling expert that explained the model, allowed for explaining
the same service knowledge to different members of personnel. As a result, expertise from different sources (e.g. account managers and service designers) could be
eventually combined into a uniform catalogue. Thus: using conceptual modelling
techniques has allowed for a synthesis of different sources of knowledge into a singular service catalogue, by facilitating the communication to different audiences.
In sum, it seems that conceptual modeling techniques are a good way of exploring
the services that an organization offers, especially in communicating with personnel with different backgrounds. However, for using a catalogue on a daily basis
(without the availability of persons familiar with conceptual modelling) it seems
that a stripped down textual version is sometimes more appropriate.
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Figure 8.4: [1] Consequences linked to service properties only [2] consequences
linked to service properties, resources and service bundles.
Lesson 3: Consequences can also be the result of resources and service bundles
For the desk-based e-mail hosting example in chapter 6, we based consequences on
service properties only. For example: the consequence ‘99,5 % uptime of e-mail
server’ is be enabled by service properties that describe the used mailing protocol,
such as POP or IMAP. This is similar to means-end chaining (Gutman & Reynolds
1988), where consequences are always assigned to product attributes only.
We learned however that resources themselves can also satisfy consequences. An
example from the hosted services case study is the resource ‘historium’, that by
itself leads to the consequence ‘online back-up’. No additional service properties
need to be defined to enable this consequence.
In addition, we find that service bundles can have consequences additional to the
consequences of the individual services in the bundle. An example is the bundle
{‘hosted exchange complete’ (OGD), ‘historium’ (OGD)}. Here, the customer
only receives the consequence ‘single point of contact’ when s/he acquires both
services from this bundle from OGD. Stremersch & Tellis (2002) refer to this as
product bundling.
Figure 8.5 shows how this affects the supplier perspective ontology. Left, we find
the original ontology, where consequences are assigned to service properties only,
while the modified ontology on the right shows consequences assigned to properties, resources and service bundles.
So, on the basis of this case study, we require a change in our ontology to accommodate the observation that consequences can be realized in multiple ways, instead
of through service properties only. Yet, our key premise still holds: That services
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can be conceptualized in terms of their consequences.
In sum: we find that:
• Employing conceptual models facilitates communication of service knowledge to different audiences. For OGD, this has contributed to creating a
single, coherent service catalogue out of fragmented pieces of service knowledge residing at different members of personnel. For usage on a daily basis
however, OGD prefers a textual version of the service catalogue;
• We find that the reasoning as performed by our tool is similar to how OGD’s
account managers sell services in practise, especially regarding the tradeoffs and the gradual consideration of requirements that are interdependent in
demand;
• Consequences do not only arise from service properties, but also from resources and service bundles.

Chapter 9

Dementia-care services
This chapter discusses the application of e3 service to a case in the healthcare industry.
Parts of this chapter (section 9.3.2 and 9.4) have been published in Proceedings of the
Bled-conference (Bled 2009) (de Kinderen et al. 2009c)

.

This chapter describes an application of e3 service to the Dutch healthcare industry.
After a short introduction of the healthcare case and a discussion of the study setup
(sections 9.1 and 9.2), we show how to instantiate the e3 service cunstomer and supplier ontology for the healthcare domain (section 9.3). We then show how e3 service
can be used to derive service bundles based upon customer preferences (section
9.4).

9.1

Reasoning about bundling dementia-care services in
the privatized health-care domain

As a result of the privatization of the Dutch healthcare industry, informal carers of
persons with dementia can select healthcare services on their own with a personal
budget. A personal budget is an allowance provided by a general insurance fund,
the amount of which is determined by person-specific factors such as age, income
and marital status. The key idea behind a personal budget is that informal carers
can select the healthcare providers that they are most comfortable with. As such,
they can select a renowned physician, or even hire a friend or family member on a
regular basis to support them.
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However, this personal budget also introduces difficulties. First, many private
and (semi-)public organizations now offer variations of similar healthcare-services,
with the result that healthcare practitioners - let alone informal carers - cannot see
the woods for the trees anymore when selecting services. Second, since informal
carers generally lack expertise on healthcare services, they often have trouble expressing what they need in terms that are specific enough to find services for.
As a response, Dröes et al. (2005) have developed a pilot Digital Interactive Social
Chart for informal carers of persons with DEMentia, called DEM-DISC. The key
idea behind this social chart is that informal carers can express their care needs (or
the care needs of the person with dementia) through a question tree on a website,
and that the website subsequently responds with a list of appropriate service bundles. For example, an informal carer may state through the question tree that s/he is
interested in social contacts for a person with dementia and state the postal code of
that person, based upon which a ‘meeting group for people with dementia’ service
would be found that is in the vicinity of where the person with dementia lives.
In this chapter, we discuss an application of e3 service to the social chart, and provide reflections from healthcare practitioners on this application. For the healthcare
practitioners, this application is relevant because they are considering enhancing
the reasoning capabilities of the current social chart. We explore alternative reasoning mechanisms, in particular by focusing on (1) customer-supplier interaction
as an alternative to the currently used - projectionist - question specification tree,
(2) gradual consideration of requirements and, (3) the application of both compensatory and non-compensatory decision models.

9.2

Case study setup

Creating catalogues of healthcare services We instantiated the e3 service ontologies for the healthcare domain. These instantiations were based upon the existing
social chart, supplemented with information gathered from interviews with domain
experts (on e.g. constraints such as pricing and waiting lists).
Validating the e3 service reasoning process Using the tool, we validated the usefulness of e3 service with two 2+-hour tool demonstrations with the healthcare domain experts that were mainly responsible for creating the original social chart.
Since the tool conforms exactly to the reasoning steps from e3 service , our assumption is that we can also validate the usefulness of e3 service through such a
demonstration.
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The tool demonstrations consisted of scenario walkthroughs, where realistic consumer needs - such as a customer that tries to find a meal-preparation service were taken as starting points to show how the tool interacts with the informal carer.
For each scenario walkthrough, the domain expert then commented to what extent
the demonstrated principles could constitute a useful addition to the existing social
chart.

9.3

9.3.1

A customer and supplier catalogue of dementia-care
services
A supplier catalogue of dementia-care services

Model individual services We first model individual, supplier-specific services.
For example, the ‘arrange Dining table’ service from the care-home Torendael (see
the sample of the supply-side service catalog in figure 9.1) would be modelled as
follows:
1. We find the service ‘arrange dining table’ and its supplier ‘care-home Torendael’
2. We model the units of delivery of that service, or: parts of the service that
can be meaningfully, and thus commercially, delivered on their own right. In
this case, the ‘meal’ would be a unit of delivery
3. We model the properties of these units of delivery. In this case, ’in group,
with other informal carers and persons with dementia’ would be a property
of the resource ‘meal’.

Model service consequences Taking the resources and their properties of each
individual service as a point of departure, we define consequences. We start by
defining the functional consequences. This we do, as described in section 8.5, for
both service properties and resources. For example: Based upon the property ‘in
group, with other informal carers and persons with dementia’ from the Diningtable
resource ‘meal’, we define for the functional consequences ‘social contacts for
informal carer’ and ‘social contacts for persons with dementia’.
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Group consequences Next we find quality consequences for functional consequences. Examples include the dietary needs ‘sugar free’ or ‘kosher’ for the functional consequence ‘meal preparation’. We find such consequences by reviewing
the supplier-specific properties of the resource based upon which the functional
consequence was defined. For instance, since ‘meal preparation’ was defined for
the resource ‘meal’, we further review the properties of ‘meal’ and find, amongst
others, dietary needs.
Note here that because diets are so specific, the quality consequences are not translated in customer terminology. This is in contrast with technical properties of ICT
services, such as the QoS-properties of an IP access service. These technical properties often do require translation to customer terminology.

Model service dependencies Now that we have modeled the individual services
and their respective consequences, we model the supplier specific service dependencies as defined in (Baida et al. 2005). In our sample supply-side service catalog from figure 9.1, OB{Dagsocieteit (Coenen/Lydia), casemanagement informal
carer (Coenen/Lydia)} is an example of such a dependency. This dependency indicates that if an informal carer acquires the service Dagsocieteit from Coenen/Lydia,
casemanagement for an informal carer is also interesting. A service dependency of
note is OB{Loaningservice (Amsterdam home care), Handyman (Cordaen)}. We
shall return to the latter dependency in the discussion on the customer perspective
service catalogue.

Model wants The next step is to model the wants for the individual services
modelled so far. We do this by analyzing what different service types exist. We
differentiate between service types by reviewing differences in functional consequences of services. For example, consider that the services ‘Dinner delivery’ from
Schinkelshaven and ‘Dining table’ from Torendael (see figure 9.1) satisfy different
functional consequences: the service ‘Dinner delivery’ satisfies the consequences
‘meal delivery’ and ‘meal preparation’, whereas the service ‘Dining table’ satisfies the consequences ‘social contacts’ and ‘meal preparation’. Because these two
services differ on their functional consequences, they are modelled as two separate
wants.

Pregenerate possible service bundles Now that we have defined (1) individual
services and relations between these services, and (2) wants and relations between
these wants, we can use the configuration algorithm from (Baida et al. 2005) to
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generate all possible bundles of services. A sample of the bundles generated for
this case can be found in figure 9.2. Here, we find:
• The bundles {Dagsocieteit (Coenen/Lydia), casemanagement informal carer
(Coenen/Lydia)} and {Dagsocieteit (Coenen/Lydia)}, which are a result of
the supplier-specific bundling relation OB{Dagsocieteit (Coenen/Lydia), casemanagement informal carer (Coenen/Lydia)} (see section 3.2.3 for an explanation of the depicted bundling relationships).
• The bundle {Arrange handyman (Cordaen), Loaningservice (Amsterdam home
care)} and {Loaningservice (Amsterdam home care)}, which is a result of
supplier-specific bundling relation OB{Loaningservice (Amsterdam home
care), Arrange handyman (Cordaen)}.
Identify positive consequences additional to the consequences of the individual services Finally, for each generated bundle, we check if the customer receives any positive consequences additional to the consequences of the individual
services in that bundle. These additional consequences are often result of reusing
resources (see section 2.3.2 for a more detailed explanation). For the dementia
case, we find that the customer receives the additional positive consequence ‘meet
the same personnel’ upon acquiring the services ‘case management informal carer’
and ‘recreation person with dementia’. This is a result of these two services being
provided by the same meeting centre; Coenen/Lydia.

9.3.2

A customer catalogue of dementia-care services

We create the customer catalogue in a bottom-up fashion, starting from the services
modelled in the supplier perspective service catalogue.
Inherit supply-side wants and consequences We start by modelling the specific
consequences and wants already modelled on the supplier perspective. For the
healthcare-case, the wants Diningtable, Transportation, Loaningservice, Handyman and Dinner delivery, and their respective consequences would act as a baseline
in defining the customer perspective service catalogue.
Model demand interdependencies Next, we relate consequences that form an
interesting combination for the customer: The demand interdependencies. For example: We would link the consequence ‘loaning of medical equipment’ of the service ‘Loaningservice’ (municipality of Amsterdam) to ‘adjustments to the home’
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from the service ‘Provide handyman’ (Cordaen). This relationship adds a rationale as to why the dependency OB{‘loaningservice’ (municipality of Amsterdam),
‘Provide handyman’ (Cordaen)} exists 1 .

Model needs Similar to the existing social chart, we based the customer needs
upon earlier research into the difficulties that the informal face most often (Meerveld
et al. 2004, p. 22-50). An example of such a difficulty is ‘cannot cope anymore,
what can help?’. For informal carers, these difficulties often act as a starting point
for seeking out services.

Model consequence ladder Next, we define more abstract consequences for specific consequences by means of laddering. We need to do so because needs such ‘I
cannot cope anymore, what can help?’ are obviously too abstract to match against
consequences of specific services.
For the healthcare case, one can for example consider ‘Meal preparation’ and
‘Renting of medical equipment’ to be ‘Practical support for person with dementia’. In turn, ‘practical support for person with dementia’ may be needed for the
higher-level need ‘cannot to cope anymore’.

9.4

Reasoning with the dementia-care service catalogues

We now demonstrate the e3 service bundling reasoning process by means of a scenariowalkthrough for two concerns one can reasonably expect from informal carers of
persons with dementia: (1) Finding a meal preparation service for the person with
dementia. With this scenario, we demonstrate customer-supplier interaction for
the healthcare case and, (2) Loaning of medical equipment, such as an electric
wheelchair. With this scenario, we show how we create interesting combinations
of services through demand interdependency. As with the hosted services case, the
reasoning steps are accompanied by tool output.
For reference, note that: (1) We follow the reasoning steps as described in section
6.3, and (2) The case-specific knowledge can be found in the customer and supplier
catalogues from figures 9.3 and 9.1.
1 please note that the supplier-specific dependency OB{loaningservice, handyman} was actually
‘reverse engineered’ from the link made between the consequences of the individual services. By itself, this dependency would not have existed. Despite this, we have chosen to model this dependency,
because our approach requires all possible bundles to be generated upfront.
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9.4.1

Dementia-care services

Scenario 1: Finding a meal-preparation service

Meal preparation services are a commonly heard demand for dementia-patients
who live on their own, but need support on basic household-tasks such as cooking,
cleaning or maintaining their garden.
Choose need and choose consequences The informal carer selects a high-level
need that comes closest to his/her situation. In this case, the informal carer selects ‘cannot cope anymore, what can help?’.Next, this need is specified by four
functional consequences (see figure 9.3). From these, the customer chooses ‘practical support’. The consequence ‘practical support’ in turn is specified further by,
amongst others, the consequences ‘loaning of supporting equipment’ and ‘meal
preparation’.
Next, the reasoning process infers that the consequences specifying ‘practical support’ are the most detailed - or leaf - consequences. As described in section 6.3,
these consequences are now found to be part of wants. For example: The consequence ‘meal preparation’ is part of the wants ‘Dinnerdelivery’ and ‘Diningtable’
(see figure 9.3).
Now, as described in section 6.3, the reasoning process uses the wants as a bootstrap mechanism. For example: Contained in the want ‘Diningtable’, it finds additional functional consequences such as ‘social contacts informal carer’ and ‘social
contacts for person with dementia’.
The tool output in table 9.1 shows how the customer would be presented with the
consequences from want Dining table.
Let us assume that an informal carer selects the want ‘Dining table’, because besides ‘meal preparation’, it also offers the possibility of ‘social contacts for person
with dementia’ and ‘social contacts for informal carer’.
Outcome of this step: The set of functional consequences { ‘Meal preparation’,
‘social contacts informal carer’, ‘social contacts person with dementia’}.
Choose additional consequences For the functional consequence ‘meal preparation’, the informal carer is requested to indicate her dietary needs by scoring the
quality consequences from the nominal scale ‘diet’. We assume that our informal carer scores ‘fish as main course’ with 8 and ‘flesh as main course’ with 6 to
indicate a preference for fish over meat. In addition, she scores the quality consequences ‘kosher’ with 1 and ‘sugar free’ with 2 to indicate that these consequences
are of little value.
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You will be shown the available list of needs. Please choose one:
1: I cannot cope anymore, what can help? 1
We have the following consequences:
1: Physical reactivation
2: Social support informal carer
3: Social support person with dementia
4: Practical support person with dementia
Please choose a (group of) consequences: 4
You chose: *Practical support person with dementia
1. The want Handyman satisfies the consequence Practical support for dementia patient through the consequence
’Adjustments to home’

2. The want Diningtable satisfies the consequence Practical support for dementia patient through the consequence
’Meal preparation’
This want also has the following consequences:
*Social contacts for person with dementia
*Social contacts for informal carer
Finally: in choosing this group of consequences, you will automatically be assigned the following quality consequence:
* Presentation: Warm for the functional consequence Meal preparation
* Contact medium: in person for the functional consequence social contacts informal carer

3. The want Dinnerdelivery satisfies the consequence Practical support for dementia patient through the consequence
’Meal preparation’

Please choose a want and its corresponding group of consequences 4
You chose:
*Sociale contacts person with dementia
*Warm
*Social contacts for informal carer
*Meal preparation
*in person
For the selected functional consequence, the quality consequences - per scale - are:
We found the following scale of quality consequences: Diet
Please assign a score from 1(not important) to 10(vital) to each of these consequences
Sugarfree 2, Kosjer 3, Flesh as a main course 3, Fish as main course 7, Glutenfree 2

Table 9.1: Sample of the tool output for the meal preparation scenario.
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Now, the reasoning process finds that want ‘dining table’ contains the default quality consequences ‘in person’ and ‘warm’ (see also figure 9.3) and attaches a preference score of 10 to indicate that these are must-haves. Note that these default
consequences are enforced by the idea behind a dining table, that is: Persons coming together in a care home to eat a hot meal.
Finally the chosen functional consequences ‘meal preparation’, ‘social contacts
for person with dementia’ and ‘social contacts for informal carer’ will be given an
importance score of 10 by default to indicate that these are must-have features.
Outcome of this step: The set of functional and quality consequences and their
respective importance scores {meal preparation (10), social contacts informal carer
(10), social contacts person with dementia (10), warm (10), in person(10), kosher
(1), sugar free (2), flesh as a main course (6), Fish as main course (8)}.
Find service bundles The reasoning process first matches all supply-side consequences to all consequences desired by the informal carer. In this scenario, the
matching results in the following subset of supply-side functional and quality consequences and their respective importance scores: {social contacts for person with
dementia (10), social contacts informal carer (10), meal preparation (10), sugar
free (2), kosher (1)}. For reference, see the supplier perspective service catalogue
in figure 9.2.
The reasoning process now finds the pregenerated service bundles that can satisfy
all ‘must-have’ consequences. Conform our supplier perspective ontology (figure 6.2), we trace consequences to service bundles through service properties, resources or service bundles.
1. The reasoning process finds the set of bundles {‘Dining table’ (Torendael),
‘Dining table’ (de Buitenhof)} for the must-haves ‘social contacts informal
carer’ and ‘social contacts for person for with dementia’. Both bundles realize both consequences through the service property ‘in group, with other persons with dementia and their informal carers’ of the supplier-specific ‘meal’
resources.
2. The tool finds the set of bundles {‘Dining table’ (Torendael), ‘Dining table’
(de Buitenhof), ‘Dinner delivery’ (Schinkelshaven)} for the consequence
‘meal preparation’, because all these bundles can satisfy this consequence
through the resource ‘meal’ (see figure 9.2 for reference).
When the tool now intersects above sets, it finds the bundles ‘Dining table’ (de
Buitenhof) and ‘Dining table kosher’(Torendael).
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<We now match the chosen consequences to the supply side consequences>
<tool traces consequences to service bundles that realize these consequences>
1: The service bundle Diningtable Torendael kosher can satisfy all desired consequences. Please find below what
this bundle can provide you with
*Social contacts for informal carer
*Social contacts for person with dementia
*Meal preparation
Additionally, this bundle contains the following quality consequences:
* Diet: Kosjer for the functional consequence Meal preparation
* Contact medium: in person for the functional consequence Social contacts for informal carer and Social contacts
for person with dementia
* Preparation: Warm for the functional consequence Meal preparation
Score bundle = (0.3*1.0) for Kosjer
To acquire the bundle : Diningtable Torendael kosjer you have to give up the following:
*Fee Dining table Torendael kosher
*Arrange own transportation
For this bundle, we found the following pricing model:
*Pricing model Dingitable Torendael kosher
This pricing model is of the type: single discount pricing model.
The price of this bundle is build up as follows:
* The usage-based pricing model Pricing model Diningtable Torendael kosjer is build up as follows: 7 euro for
each time. This usage-based pricing model is for the individual service Diningtable Torendale kosjer

2: The service bundle Diningtable Welzijn ZuiderAmstel can satisfy all desired consequences. Please find below
what this bundle can provide you with
....
So the possible bundles, sorted according to preference, are:
1: Diningtable de Buitenhof with the score: 1.0
2: Diningtable Torendael kosjer with the score: 0.3
Would you also like to score all negative consequences to see how a bundle scores on a trade-off between benefits
and sacrifices?(y/n)

Table 9.2: Sample of the tool output for the meal preparation scenario, step ’find
service bundles’.
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Outcome of this step: The set of supplier-specific service bundles {‘Dining table’
(de Buitenhof)}, ‘Dining table kosher’ (Torendael)}.
Rank service bundles We calculate a ranking score for the found bundles based
upon consequences with an importance score below 10 (of course, all found bundles score the same on must-have consequences). In this scenario, the tool thus calculates an importance score for each bundle based upon the consequences ‘sugar
free’, ‘kosher’, ‘fish as main course’ and ‘flesh as main course’.
To calculate a score, the reasoning process uses multi-attribute scoring (formula
6.1), whereby the presence of a consequence in a bundle is weighted against the
importance of this consequence as provided by the customer.
First, each bundle is scored based upon the consequences it provides. Since in this
scenario all consequences are defined on a nominal scale, this score is always provided in a binary way. For example: The bundle ‘Dining table kosher’(Torendael)
scores +1 for providing the consequence ‘kosher’.
Next, the importance scores from the customer are also taken into account in the
bundle score. For example, our informal carer has scored ‘kosher’ as 1.
Using multi-attribute scoring, we arrive at the following scores:
• 1.0 for ‘Dining table’ (de Buitenhof) ((0.3 * 1) for the consequence flesh as
main course + (0.7* 1.0) for the consequence fish as main course)
• 0.3 for ‘Dining table kosher’ (Torendael) ((0.3 * 1) for the consequence
kosher).
Now, for each bundle we find the full set of consequences. For example, starting
from the service interface of the service bundle {Dining table (Torendael)}, we
find ‘dining table fee’ and ‘arrange own transportation’. (For details on the concept
‘service interface’, see the supplier perspective ontology in section 6.1.2).
Additionally, we find the pricing model for each service bundle by reviewing what
pricing model is attached to that bundle’s service interface. For the bundle {‘Dining
table kosjer’ (Torendael)}, we would for instance find the single discount pricing
model ‘Pricing model dining table Torendael kosjer’. This pricing model consists
of the single usage based pricing model of the Dining table Torendael kosjer service: 7 euros for each time, with a discount of 0%.
Outcome of this step: A set supplier-specific service bundles, ranked according to
how well they fit with the preferences of the informal carer (see table 9.2).
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Would you also like to score all negative consequences to see how a bundle scores on a trade-off between benefits
and sacrifices?(y/n) y
Please assign a score from 1 (does not really matter) to 10 (this consequence must be lacking from the bundle) to
each of the following consequences:
Fee dining table Torendael 5
Fee dining table de Buitenhof 4
Arrange own transportation 10

No bundle is available that does not contain the won’t have consequence ’Arrange own transportation’. You have
the following starting points that you can use to relax your requirements:
1. Start from group of detailed functional consequences you had chosen. This was:
*Social contacts person with dementia
*Warm
*Social contacts for informal carer
*Meal preparation
*in person
2. Start at the consequence chosen a level above the most detailed functional consequences. This was:Practical
support person with dementia
3. Start all over, i.e.: from the need.
other (> 3): quit.

Table 9.3: Sample of the tool output for the meal preparation scenario, step ’tradeoff positively/negatively valued consequences’.
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Trade-off positive/negative consequences The customer is presented with the
ranked bundles:
1. Dining table (de Buitenhof). Score 1.0
2. Dining table kosjer (Torendael) . Score: 0.3
For each bundle, the informal carer is presented with (1) the positively valued consequences, (2) the negatively valued consequences and (3) the pricing model. For
an example specification of the bundle ‘dining table kosher’(Torendael), see table
9.2.
Next, the informal carer also scores negatively valued consequences. We assume
she is content with the dining table fees from both {Dining table (Torendael)}
and {Dining table (de Buitenhof)}, but attaches 10 to ‘arrange own transportation’
since she absolutely wants to avoid this.
The reasoning process now notes that a consequence is scored as a won’t have
and invokes the critique step for the consequence ‘arrange own transportation’. As
presented in figure 9.4, both dining table services are found to contain the consequence ‘arrange own transportation’. Thereby, the informal carer can be informed
that acquiring the combination of positive consequences ‘meal preparation’, ‘social
contacts for informal carer’ and ‘social contacts for person with dementia’ implies
having to arrange one’s own transportation.
Because the informal carer scored this consequence as an absolute won’t have, the
tool discards both bundles and informs the informal carer that all the initially found
bundles contain the consequence ‘arrange own transportation’.
Outcome of this step: No possible bundles
Choose consequences, find and rank service bundles As can be seen in the
tool output from table 9.3, the informal carer can now return to any point in the
consequence ladder to adjust her requirements.
From the previous step, the informal carer has learned that the combination of
consequences belonging to the want ‘Diningtable’ requires her to arrange her own
transportation. Therefore the informal carer chooses to return to the consequence
‘practical support for person with dementia’ and to start modifying requirements
from that point.
Here, she observes that the want ‘dinner delivery’ also contains the consequence
‘meal preparation’ - the requirement she started with - and additionally, the consequence ’Meal delivery’(for reference, see figure 9.3).
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Figure 9.4: Critique-step for the dining-table scenario
Next, the tool again elicits dietary needs for ‘meal preparation’, but also asks the
informal carer whether she would prefer hot or frozen meals. This is because, as
opposed to the want ‘Diningtable’, the want ‘Dinner delivery’ does not enforce
either of these options. We assume the informal carer fills in the same dietary
needs as in the step ‘choose additional consequences’, and attaches an importance
score of 4 to frozen meals and 7 to warm meals. This results in following set of
consequences, that is used as input for the bundling reasoning process:
meal preparation(10), meal delivery(10) , frozen (4), warm (7), kosher(1), sugar
free(2), flesh as a main course(6), fish as main course(8).
The reasoning process now finds and ranks services again and presents the following ranked service bundles to the informal carer:
• 1: Dinner delivery Schinkelshaven: 0.9
• 2: Dinner delivery Amsterdam home care: 0.8
We assume that the informal carer is satisfied with the small fee that has to be
paid for each service bundle, and that she decides to acquire the bundle ‘Dinner
delivery’ (Schinkelshaven).
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Scenario 2: Loaning a wheelchair and finding related, valueenhancing services

Choose need and choose consequences The informal carer selects the need
‘cannot cope anymore, what can help?’ Next, this need is specified by means
of four functional consequences. (for reference, see the customer side service catalogue in figure 9.3) From these, the informal carer chooses ‘practical support for
person with dementia’ as it comes closest to the ‘loaning of medical equipment’.
Since the functional consequences specifying ‘practical support for person with
dementia’ do not consist of other, more detailed, consequences (again, see figure
9.3) the reasoning process now finds wants, that are used to bootstrap related consequences. From the resulting clusters of consequences, the informal carer would
choose the following option:
The want loaningservice satisfies the consequence practical support for person with dementia through the consequence
Possibility to loan e.g. an (electrical) wheelchair

Next the tool requests the informal carer to score quality consequences from the
scale ‘duration’. We assume that the informal carer scores ‘longer than 6 months’
with 9 and ‘shorter than 6 months’ with 4. Finally, the functional consequence
‘possibility to loan e.g. an (electrical) wheelchair’ is provided with a score of 10
by default.
Outcome of this step: The set of consequences and their respective consequence
scores {possibility to loan e.g. an (electrical) wheelchair(10), longer than 6 months(9),
shorter than 6 months(4)}
Find and rank service bundles The matching of customer and supplier consequences results in the following subset of supply-side consequences: {Possibility
to loan e.g. an (electrical) wheelchair(10), longer than 6 months(9), shorter than 6
months(4)}.
For the must-have consequence ‘possibility to loan e.g. an (electrical) wheelchair’
the three bundles from the sample supplier catalogue in figure 9.5 are found. Next,
the tool finds the bundle with the minimum set of resources. In this scenario, this
minimum set is {Loan equipment (Amsterdam hc)}, since considering resources
{Loan equipment (Amsterdam hc)} ⊂ {Loan equipment (Amsterdam hc), Arrange
Handyman (Cordaan)} ⊂ {Loan equipment (Amsterdam hc), Arrange Handyman
(Cordaan), Transportation (Stadsmobiel)}.
Next, the bundles are ranked by applying multi-attribute scoring. The tool finds
a ranking score of 0.9 for the bundle {Loan equipment (Amsterdam hc)} since it
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satisfies a consequence with an importance score of 9:‘=> 6 months’. 2 Finally, the
informal carer is presented with the following specification of the loaning-service
bundle:
Outcome of this step:
1: The service bundle Loaningservice Amsterdam homecare can satisfy all desired consequences. Please find
below what this bundle can provide you with
Possibility to loan e.g. an (electrical) wheelchair
Additionally, this bundle contains the following quality consequences:
Duration: => 6 months for the functional consequence Possibility to loan e.g. an (electrical) wheelchair
Score bundle = (0.9*1.0)
To acquire the bundle : Loaningservice Amsterdam homecare you have to give up the following: *Arrange own
transportation
AWBZ indication

Find and rank value-enhancing services The informal carer selects the bundle {Loaningservice (Amsterdam homecare)}. Next, the reasoning process finds
that this bundle contains a supplier-specific service that is classified as the want
‘loaningservice’. We can find this classification because, as we showed in our
discussion on the supplier perspective service catalogue (section 9.3.1), wants are
modelled on the supplier perspective also. Subsequently, the want ‘loaningservice’
is used in the customer perspective catalogue to find the value-enhancing wants
‘transportation’ and ‘handyman’ (see figure 9.3 for reference). Next, for the core
consequence ‘possibility to loan e.g. an (electrical) wheelchair’ from the want
‘loaningservice’, we find the value enhancing consequences ‘transportation’ and
‘adjustments to home’. Finally, these value-enhancing consequences are found to
belong the value enhancing wants ‘transportation’ and ‘handyman’ respectively.
Based upon this somewhat overly complicated reasoning process, the informal
carer is now presented with the following options:
For the bundle Loaningservice Amsterdam homecare we found the following optionally bundled wants:
The want: Transportation through the consequences:
Transportation
Are you interested in this optional bundling want? (y/n) n
The want: Handyman through the consequences:
Adjustments to home
Are you interested in this optional bundling want? (y/n) y
2 For the sake of completeness:

There is also a seperate service - seperate since it does not require
an AWBZ-indication - that loans medical equipment shorter than 6 months: this would score 0.4

AWBZ
indication
< 6 months

Period

=> 6 months

Arrange own
transportation

Adjustments to
home

Possibility to loan
eg. an (electrical)
wheelchair
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Figure 9.5: Sample of the supplier perspective service catalogue for the scenario
‘Loan wheelchair’
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We assume that the informal carer chooses the functional consequence ‘adjustments to home’ from a handyman. Next, the informal carer is requested to score
the quality consequences ‘minor’ and ‘large’ for adjustments to home. We assume
that the informal carer is not yet sure what type of adjustment should be made.
Therefore she scores both consequences as ‘2’.
The tool now supplements the consequences chosen in the value-enhancing step
with those from the bundle ‘Loaning service homecare’. This results in the following input for the bundling reasoning process: {Adjustments to home(10), Minor(2), Large(2), Possibility to loan e.g. an (electrical) wheelchair(10), longer than
6 months(9), shorter than 6 months(4)}.
Since ‘adjustments to home’ is a must-have, the reasoning process finds only bundles that can satisfy this consequence: {Loan equipment (Amsterdam hc), Arrange
Handyman (Cordaan)} and {Loan equipment (Amsterdam hc), Arrange Handyman (Cordaan), Transportation (Stadsmobiel)}. Because of the subsetting of resources (see section 6.3), the informal carer is only presented with the bundle:
Outcome of this step:
3: The service bundle {Loan equipment (Amsterdam hc), Arrange handyman (Cordaan)} can satisfy all desired
consequences. Please find below what this bundle can provide you with
Adjustments to home
Possibility to loan e.g. an (electrical) wheelchair
Additionally, this bundle contains the following quality consequences:
Adjustment: Minor, e.g. ramps for the functional consequence Adjustments to home
Adjustment: Large, e.g. stairlift for the functional consequence Adjustments to home
Duration: => 6 months for the functional consequence Possibility to loan e.g. an (electrical) wheelchair
Score bundle = (0.2*1.0) + (0.2*1.0) +(0.4*1.0)

9.5

Lessons learned

Lesson 1: The usefulness of customer-supplier interaction depends on the
characteristics of the application domain The healthcare experts commented
that customer-supplier interaction is useful when someone is tied to a domain
where services contain negative consequences, such as a restricted personal budget or long waiting lists. They stated that constraints can indeed force someone to
adjust his/her requirements and maybe even to reject a bundle altogether.
However, they emphasized that customer-supplier interaction was only useful for
healthcare services whereby negative consequences play a prominent role. They
pointed out healthcare services that are fully covered by a general insurance fund
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(the AWBZ), such as admission into a care-home. Such services may not place a
heavy burden on someone in terms of constraints, and may therefore not require an
interactive process to trade off positive and negative consequences.
So: The healthcare experts concluded that the current configuration mechanism
suffices for services that are not heavily constrained. However, when services are
heavily constrained (such as with a restricted personal budget) customer-supplier
interaction is useful.
This seems to point out that the type of reasoning process, and thus the Problem
Solving Method, that is used for reasoning about services bundling depends on the
context in which it is used. This is an interesting notion because to the best of
our knowledge, work exists where (web) services bundling is seen as a planning
task (Omelayenko 2005), a configuration task (Baida et al. 2005) and as a variation
on a Propose-Critique-Modify method respectively (this thesis), but that not so
much work exists on how these specific implementations of PSMs compare to each
other. This is also noted by (Fensel & Motta 2001), who observe a lack of balance
between the large number of disparate PSM implementations that exist, and the
little that has been written about constructing and articulating PSMs in a uniform
manner.
We feel that it is important to emphasize this apparent lack of uniformity because
this inhibits one of the main advantages of using PSMs: Reusing components for
Problem Solving.

Lesson 2: Customer perspective dependencies between consequences lead to
interesting service combinations The domain experts declared the cross- and
up-selling dependencies between consequences (OB and C/E) to be useful since
these actually reflect the way in which healthcare consultants provide advice on
healthcare services. These dependencies can be used to model consequences that
are interdependent in demand, which allows the customer make links between requirements that s/he might normally not have made. Eventually, this also leads
to interesting new combinations between services when compared to an approach
where no means for modelling demand-interdependency exists. For example: Asking the customer if s/he is interested in ‘adjustments to home’ after having selected
rental of medical equipment, is a typical question that would be proposed during
healthcare consultation, which can lead to the service bundle {‘loaning of medical
equipment’, ‘handyman’}. Without modelling demand-interdependency, such an
interesting combination would not be possible.
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Lesson 3: Using Compensatory and non-compensatory decision steps can support decision making, but usage depends on level of customer-involvement
Our combination of non-compensatory and compensatory decision models was
also found to be interesting because (1) there are indeed hard requirements, such
as a sugar free diet, whose absence irrevocably leads to rejection of a bundle and
(2) ranking bundles according to how well they fit with requirements is also useful because in real-life situations, there could be many possible bundles that an
informal carer can choose from (especially when taking into account demandinterdependency).
However the domain experts did mention that scoring all consequences is timeconsuming for an informal carer and that therefore, s/he might not be willing to
provide all these scores. This remark corresponds to the different buying behaviors
from Solomon (2003) who states that buying behavior can, amongst others, have
the form of extensive problem solving or limited problem solving. With extensive
problem solving, the customer is highly involved in the buying decision and makes
a fair weighting of all the positive and negative features to choose a product (e.g.
upon choosing a nursing home: Weighting travel distance against provided quality
of healthcare). With limited problem solving on the other hand, the customer is
only moderately involved in the buying decision, and relies more on heuristic cutoffs instead of fair weightings (e.g. upon choosing a nursing home: Quality of
healthcare as a criterion, independently of travel-distance).
So, depending on the level of involvement of the customer, different decision procedures can be possible.
In sum, we find that:
• Customer-supplier interaction to find service bundles can be a useful addition
to the currently used, projectionist, reasoning process of the interactive social
chart. However, interection is only useful when constraints play a dominant
role in the domain under consideration. Otherwise, e.g. when a healthcare
service is fully covered by a general insurance fund (the AWBZ) the current,
projectionist configuration mechanism also suffices;
• Gradually considering user requirements by exploring demand-interdependency
relationships leads to new, interesting combinations of services;
• The usefulness of combining compensatory and non-compensatory decision
steps depends on user involvement.

Chapter 10

Conclusions
This chapter discusses the upshot of this thesis and provides directions for further
research. In section 10.1, we shall answer the detailed research questions, thereby
discussing the key contributions. Because we discussed part of the upshot already
in chapter 5, we shall suffice with a brief reflection on the key points. Subsequently,
we discuss future research directions, in terms of research issues related directly
to this thesis (in section 10.2) as well as a general perspective for researching the
bundling of commercial ICT services (in section 10.3).

10.1

Revisiting the detailed research questions

The research question of this thesis reads: ” How can we semi-automatically reason
about service bundling in a multi-supplier setting, such that service bundles satisfy
complex customer needs against acceptable sacrifices?”.
This question has two parts: (1) how to formalize customer needs such that they
can be used for finding services bundles, and (2) how to find service bundles in
a multi-supplier setting that satisfy customer needs against acceptable customer
sacrifices.

10.1.1

Formalization of customer needs

Consequences are a key concept in needs-driven service bundling. Consequences provide a bridge between (customer perspective) needs and (supplier perspective) services.
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• Consequences represent valuable outcomes. Customers are not interested
in services, but their valuable outcomes. Consequences, as valuable results,
represent such outcomes;
• Consequences exist on different abstraction levels. This allows for translating a complex customer need gradually into something that is specific
enough to find services for;
• Consequences can represent demand-interdependency. This allows for interesting, unexpected combinations of services. For example: In the healthcare
case study, we could relate the renting of medical equipment to adjustments
to the home, thereby ultimately finding the unexpected combination of the
services ‘rental of medical equipment’ and ‘handyman’. From reflections of
the healthcare domain experts, we learned that this type of reasoning (linking
customer requirements to find unexpected combinations between services) is
actually also used by real care consultants.

Our contribution here is twofold. First, we provide a formal conceptualization
of consequences, to provide for a bridge between customer needs and bundles
of commercial services (see sections 3.2.2, 5.1 and 6.1). Second, we provide an
implementation of this formal conceptualization. As such, we also contribute a
computational theory of consequences (see chapter 7 for a discussion of this implementation).

10.1.2

Finding multi-supplier service bundles that satisfy needs, against
acceptable customer sacrifices

Using ontologies to establish a shared understanding in a networked enterprise Ontologies provide a common vocabulary that enterprises can use for expressing their service knowledge. As such, ontologies seem a good first step towards generating bundles of services in a multi-supplier setting. For example: By
using e3 service , enterprises agree on expressing services through their valuable
outcomes, instead of the technical properties of these services.

Service bundles need to be created gradually We find that a one-way projection from a set of fully specified needs to service bundles is too simplistic for a
needs-driven reasoning process.
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• Service constraints introduce trade-offs, that can force the customer to modify his requirements or removing them altogether. For example, a customer
may refrain from acquiring a customized domain if a monthly fee of e5
needs to be paid;
• By gradually considering new requirements instead of considering a fully
specified set of needs, we provide for a directed search. This can be advantageous for the customer, who only considers value-enhancing requirements
when it is relevant to do so. For example: A customer only considers spam
filtering or a customized domain after having agreed upon a basic e-mailing
service. In addition, a directed search can be advantageous for the software
reasoner that implements the reasoning process, because intermediate solutions guide the search process through the solution space.
Propose-Critique-Modify provides an appropriate frame of reference for automating the needs-driven bundling process. The gradual creation of solutions
through a continuous process of proposing and testing is also central to the Problem Solving Method (PSM) Propose-Critique-Modify (PCM). Other PSMs, such
as Planning or Configuration, by themselves usually do not explicitly address the
feedback loop required for a needs-driven bundling process.
Moving from modifying solutions (PCM) to modifying requirements and solutions (PCM 2 ) To the best of our knowledge, PCM-based methods assume a fully
specified set of constraints to be defined a priori, and to remain unchanged over the
course of the reasoning process. If a constraint is violated, the critique and modify
steps are executed to respectively identify and repair the part of the solution that
violated the constriant. In addition, many PCM-based methods create solutions for
a fully specified set of requirements.
We find that, at least for the design problem of needs-driven service bundling,
these reasoning considerations are too simplistic. As a result of (1) demandinterdependency, such as an increase in the requirement e-mail capability also causing an increase in demand for spam reduction, and (2) trade-offs between positive
and negative service features, both requirements and constraints are too complex
and too likely to change over time, to be assumed as a static given at the beginning
of the reasoning process.
This also evinced by our practical case studies. For example: In the hosted ICT
services case study (chapter 8), the account managers that sell hosted ICT services
declared that (1) they start by selling basic hosting services, such as e-mail hosting, and only thereafter, start selling additional value-enhancing services. In other
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words: They also consider requirements gradually, instead of providing them all
at once. (2) The sacrifices that a customer has to make indeed influence the requirements that a customer has. For example: The decision to acquire the basic or
advanced e-mail package is usually influenced by the difference in pricing between
the two packages.
So we propose a method, inspired by PCM, that modifies requirements and solutions: PCM 2 .
Our contribution here is twofold. First, we have shown that perceiving the process
of needs-driven service bundling as a projection from a set of fully specified requirements to service bundles is too simplistic. It is better to perceive the discovery
of service bundles as an interactive process, whereby bundles are incrementally
created (see chapters 5 and 6). Second, we contribute specifically to the Problem
Solving Method PCM. We propose PCM 2 , a method inspired by PCM, wherein both
requirements and solutions are modified (see sections 6.2.1 up to and including 6.4
for a comparison between PCM and PCM 2 ).

10.2

Future research

In this thesis, we concentrated on a formal conceptualization of customer needs.
We showed that a needs-driven bundling process requires customer-supplier interaction, and is not merely a one-way projection from a set of fully specified
customer needs to service bundles. This forms a modest contribution to our envisioned research goal: To generate bundles of commercial ICT services (semi-)
automatically, based upon a (complex) customer need.
However, there still many topics left unexplored and too many ideal-world assumptions made to realize our research goal. For one: Once commercially interesting
bundles have been found, the next question is how to actually realize such bundles
in a multi-supplier setting. Obviously, this issue is more complicated than merely
introducing an ontology. This section discusses additional research directions that
we consider important to be explored further.
Reasoning about bundling services from a supplier perspective In our work,
we concentrate on the customer perspective on services. We assume the supplyside service bundles to be generated upfront, using the service dependencies defined by Baida et al. (2005). However, closer inspection reveals that these supply
side dependencies still have several shortcomings that need to be addressed before
they are fit for dynamically bundling services in a multi-supplier setting.
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First, service dependencies always exist between supplier-specific services, which
makes it very difficult to model considerations such as ‘We need an internet connection for this VoIP service, and do not care who provides this as long as the
internet connection satisfies the following minimum requirements...’.
We feel that the focus should shift from representing supplier-specific services to
representing the minimum requirements that a service should adhere to. A first step
can be the representation used for the example supplier catalogue of ISP services
in figure 3.8. Here, we represent supporting services by stating that any supplier
can provide this service, as long as it fulfills these minimum requirements.
Second, reasoning on price bundling (receiving a discount on the bundle price)
and product bundling (receiving positive consequences additional to the sum of the
consequences of the individual services in the bundle) should also be part of the
effort to generate service bundles dynamically. These considerations occur too often in practice to be ignored. Consider for example our healthcare case, where the
customer receives the additional positive consequence ‘meeting the same personnel’ when s/he uses the services ‘recreational activities’ and ‘meeting a physician’
from the same care centre.
For the automation of product bundling, an interesting notion is that additional positive consequences are often a result of reusing operational resources. For example:
Customers may receive a single bill or meet the same personnel for multiple services. This means that if we could switch from a value perspective on a service
bundle to an operational perspective and vice versa, we may be able dicover the
reuse of resources and, as a result, discover additional positive consequences.
Introduce constraints on the customer perspective also In this thesis, we use
positive consequences as input for the reasoning process. Only after matching, the
customer receives feedback on the constraints of service bundles.
To further experiment with a PCM-type of PSM, we may introduce constraints
on the supply side also. A good starting point is the micro-economic concept
maximum-willingness-to-pay. Concerning variations on the current reasoning process, one can for example link the concept of willingness-to-pay to a customer
need. A customer can then state his problem and his constraints, and gradually
narrows down the found service bundles using consequences as additional requirements.
Critiquing multiple sources of failure We concentrate our reasoning process on
detecting a single point of failure, such as a costly customized domain in the case
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of an e-mail service. Yet, one can imagine that a failure has more complex causes.
For example: The price of multiple individual services may actually contribute to
a bundle being expensive. Thus, it may be useful to extend the current reasoning
process so that it can also cope with aggregation of individual services causing
failures. Here, a useful starting point may be to enhance the reasoning on pricing
models. In this way, if a bundle is deemed too expensive, subsets of individual
services and their valuable outcomes may be found that significantly contribute to
the bundle price.
Realize bundling in a multi-supplier setting We -as researchers- have modelled
the services and needs for this thesis, thereby assuming the role of an intermediary.
In practise however, an intermediary model implies that there is one party who
controls how services are modelled. This intermediary may introduce a bias in the
matches, and decides what suppliers can participate in the bundling process and
what suppliers cannot. This concentration of power, residing at one intermediary,
seems undesirable. Thus, it seems useful to explore how service bundling in a
multi-supplier setting should be realized.
As a direct opposite of an intermediary business model, one may consider a fully
decentralized environment. Herein, service bundles are found in a peer-to-peer
fashion. Each supplier locally expresses and maintains its service knowledge, by
using a service ontology for example, whereupon the network generates service
bundles. Given that suppliers can increase sales by advertising their services to the
network, it seems that there are reasonable incentives for participation.
However, we also foresee difficulties with a fully decentralized environment. For
one, it introduces inconsistencies between service descriptions from different providers,
because each supplier would model the valuable outcomes of their services locally.
For example, different suppliers may refer to an e-mailing capability in different
ways, such as ‘e-mailing’ ‘send and receive e-mail’ and ‘e-mailing services’. Or:
Different suppliers may use the same valuable outcome to describe their services
for different service properties. One supplier may classify ‘2048 kbps up/1024
kbps down’ as a ‘fast internet connection’, while another supplier classifies ‘4096
kbps up/2048 kbps down’ as a ‘fast internet connection’. For bundling in a decentralized environment, such inconsistencies need to be addressed.
To address the limitations of centralized and decentralized environments, we suggest to explore a mix between the two. For one, in a mixed environment trusted
third parties can be used to maintain a consistency in the service knowledge expressed by different suppliers.
Finally, all scenarios - centralized, de-centralized and a mixed between these - need
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to cope with the limited openness of providers. It is our experience that providers
will happily expose all advantages of their services, but that they are hesitant when
it comes to expressing service limitations such as customer lock-in and payment.
Here, a possible starting point may be to emphasize that openness is also a form of
competitive advantage.

10.3

The bundling of commercial ICT services: A crossdisciplinary perspective

In this thesis, we introduced a computationally adequate theory for the needsdriven bundling of commercial services. As in the work of (Gordijn & Akkermans
2003) (a formal conceptualization of value) and (Baida et al. 2005) (a formal conceptualization of services) we thus use a cross-disciplinary approach to theory development.
We feel that such a cross-disciplinary approach is a relevant next step to take for
the development and management of commercial ICT services: Services, such as
e-mail hosting (but also the online postal services from chapter 4 and the hosted
services described in chapter 8), that are partially or completely realized online. In
particular, with the advent of the ‘internet of services’ and the ‘internet of things’1 ,
such ICT-enabled commercial services are expected to play an important role in
the years to come.
We believe that disciplines on their own can make valuable contributions to support such services. However, we also believe that, in their own right, they are
ill-equipped to deal with some of the challenges that commercial ICT services introduce. Two extremes serve to illustrate this point. On the business side, Rust &
Miu (2006, p. 7) make the following lofty statement about ICT-enabled commercial services:
”<

Through IT > real-time communication with customers becoming easier and more affordable. Companies can quickly identify customers’ desires, guide them to products that meet their needs, and provide the necessary level of service. Additionally, firms can promptly
detect and fix customer problems, again increasing customer satisfaction and building long-term relation ships.”
1 The

internet of things is a concept whereby any object becomes ‘smart’ and can be uniquely
identified and accessed through internet-based open standards (Gershenfeld et al. 2004)
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This all sounds nice, but Rust & Miu (2006) do not back this up by a discussion on
how to realize all this. They seemingly perceive ICT to be a holy grail for profit
generation, while in actuality realization of the above goals - even if they are all
desirable and realistic - requires intensive cooperation between business and IT.
On the computer science side on the other hand, we find an approach to e-service
creation that has the following intended contribution (see Bultan et al. (2003, p.
2)):
” Our

goal is to set up the groundwork for studying composition of eservices. . . . While abstract and focused primarily on global behavior,
our paradigm is based on the fundamental constructs of the web services as promoted by, e.g., BPEL4WS [11], the SOAP standard, IBMs
Web services Toolkit, Microsofts .Net, and other industrial products
and proposals. It also follows the model adopted by much of the research on web service composition [8, 25], work on web service programming languages [7, 19], and the AZTEC prototype [17].”
Bultan et al. (2003) ignores fully that ICT-services have a commercial side as well,
that should also be adequately addressed in service composition.
We believe that, especially for commercial ICT services, concerns from different
disciplines overlap. It is therefore that we require cross-disciplinary theory development. The business community for example, can benefit from formal AI and
software engineering techniques to analyze in a strucured manner if the claims
they make can actually be realized by IT. For example: That IT provides ” the necessary level of service” is a hollow statement as long as it is unclear who decides
upon what is ” necessary”, and what is exactly measured as a ” level of service”. The
computer science community on the other hand, can learn about the pragmatic considerations relevant for commercial services from the business and requirements
engineering community. They may learn that a service is not only WSDL over
SOAP, but that it is ultimately a product bought and sold in a market environment.
The ideas for cross-disciplinary theory development are also echoed in the recently
emerging discipline of service science (Chesbrough & Spohrer 2006, Spohrer et
al. 2008), which argues for an integrated approach towards services. In this view,
persons from different backgrounds - computer scientists, marketeers, requirements engineers - develop commercial ICT services together. We firmly believe
that for commercial ICT services, this is the relevant next step to take.
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Appendix A
Intentionality as a guiding principle for defining a service
We feel that any definition of a service should established in light of the task that is
to be accomplished and that, as a result, asking the question ‘what is a service?’ by
itself is not so useful. We do therefore not subscribe to attempts at general service
definitions such as ‘A service is present at a time t and location l iff, at time t, an
agent is explicitly committed to guarantee the execution of some type of action at
location l, on the occurrence of a certain triggering event, in the interest of another
agent and upon prior agreement, in a certain way.’ (Ferrario & Guarino 2009).
In our view, such a general, catch-all definition is not possible, since the relevant
service characterstics depend on the problem one tries to solve.
Each problem has its own relevant characteristics. For example, upon designing a
complaint-handling procedure for front-office employees, the notions ‘processual
nature’ and ‘customer-supplier co-production’ are important, whereas upon advertising a car rental service, the valuable outcomes characteristic is more important
(but not so much the processual nature, nor co-creation, nor the mutual agreement
from the attempted catch-all definition). In this light, attempts at catch-all characteristics, such as services always requiring commitment (Ferrario & Guarino 2009)
or co-production (Vargo & Lusch 2004), seem not so useful.
Besides pointing out that a general definition of a service is not possible, this line
of thought also has the following consequences: (1) it is of no use to ask questions
about services in general such as ‘can you store a service?’, as is sometimes done
on information-science conferences. Such questions are useless unless they are the
result of a real-world problem. (2) it is of no use to falsify the service definitions
of others by using counter-examples, such as ‘but what about a self-service?’ or
‘but if I visit a barber...’. Actually, the fact that each counter-example has its own
service definition is suspected to be the cause of many of the endless, inconclusive
debates on what a service is. (3) a service definition or service characteristic cannot
be considered as ‘outdated’ if it can contribute to an argumentation. This is relevant
because some service science scholars argue that intangibility is an outdated way
of characterizing a service, and that knowledge and skills should be used instead.
However, if intangibility helps in working towards a certain point that is to be
made (as in our work), then why should it be considered outdated? (4) A contextdependent service definition relativates the importance of the discussion on what a
service is.
More generally, we feel that the question ‘what is a service?’ is related to intentionality, a concept from the philosophy of language act-of-speech theory (Austin
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1975, Searle 1983). Since intentionality has all kinds of philosophical connotations, we limit our interpretation to the work of Austin (1975), who introduces
the notions of locutionary acts (the act of saying something: e.g. the sentence ‘I
promise to return that book to you next thursday’), illocutionary acts (the act in
saying something: e.g. by promising to return a book next thursday, you establish that the receiving party knows that you promise something, thereby putting
higher expectations on the receiver than when you had merely said ‘I might return
that book to you next week’) and perlocutionary acts (the effect of what is said:
by promising to return a book, you establish an (informal) contract with another
party). We basically state that providing a definition of a service is not merely a
locutionary act (an isolated sentence), but also an illocutionary and perlucotionary
act and that it therefore has as effect on the connotation of any argument that uses
the defined term. In other words: We feel that by providing a definition for a term,
one ‘charges’ that term with its illocution. Therefore services should be defined in
line with the argument that is to be made. And what then logically follows is: No
such thing as the definition of a service can exist, nor should it have to exist (except maybe for statistical purposes). Finally, observe that intentionality can also
be a useful guideline for other definition questions, such as upon having to define
‘value’, ‘business IT alignment’ and ‘enterprise architecture’.
At this point, it seems appropriate to briefly discuss Edvardsson et al. (2005) because it is related to the point we are trying to make. Edvardsson et al. (2005)
points out that the definition of a service depends on its purpose. However, we
must note that this very valid point by Edvardsson et al. (2005) is muddled by:
• An extensive discussion on the importance of the customer’s perspective on
services. Besides not adding anything new (amongst others (Grönroos 2000)
already discusses this), this discussion dilutes the interesting point that service definitions should have a sense of purpose;
• An extensive discussion on service characteristics that should be considered
as outdated, such as intangibility. This discussion seems to actually contradict a sense of purpose. After all, if a characteristic is useful for making a
point - for example: Services are hard to capture formally largely due to their
intangible characterisics - then why should we stop using the characteristic?
Finally, we feel that an abstraction step is missing in Edvardsson et al. (2005),
namely that the question of what is a service is is not so much the question of
what a service is, but more a question of intentionality of definitions in general. If
the discussion had focused on this point, Edvardsson et al. (2005) might also have
noted that intentionality may be equally relevant to other terms such as ‘value’,
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‘business IT alignment’ or ‘enterprise architecture’. In sum: We feel that Edvardsson et al. (2005) makes a good point, but we also find that his discussion is
somewhat muddled, sometimes even contradictory.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift introduceert een methodologie waarmee we, op basis van een complexe behoefte van de klant, (grotendeels) automatisch kunnen redeneren over het
samenstellen van (mogelijk door meerdere bedrijven tezamen geleverde) service
bundels. Als een concrete toepassing hiervan kan men zich een website voorstellen
waarop de klant zijn internet-behoeftes invoert (bijvoorbeeld: ‘e-mailen met zo
min mogelijk spam’), waarop de website mogelijke bundels met internet-services
voorstelt die aan de ingevulde behoeftes voldoen (bijvoorbeeld: bundels met mogelijke e-mail en spam filtering services).
Services worden vaak aangeboden als een bundel, een pakket van individuele services dat tegen een enkele prijs aan de klant aangeboden wordt. De voornaamste
reden voor bundeling is dat services vaak op zichzelf niet kunnen voldoen aan een
complexe klantbehoefte, maar daartoe gecombineerd moeten worden met andere
services. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan een e-mail service, die vaak gecombineerd wordt
met een spam filter om ervoor te zorgen dat de klant niet te veel last krijgt van
ongewenste e-mails.
Het wordt steeds gebruikelijker om een bundel op te splitsen in individuele services, en de individuele services vervolgens weer samen te voegen tot een bundel
die voldoet aan de specifieke behoeftes van een klant. Een goed voorbeeld hiervan
zijn pakketten van internetdiensten: Waar deze pakketten vroeger generiek waren,
en bijvoorbeeld vrijwel altijd de service web hosting bevatten, kan een klant tegenwoordig vaak zelf kiezen welke services wel en niet in een pakket opgenomen
dienen te worden.
Tegelijk zien we dat Informatie Technologie (IT) steeds vaker een belangrijke rol
speelt bij het realiseren en leveren van een service. Merk bijvoorbeeld op dat IT
intrinsiek is aan voornoemde internetdiensten. Als services sterk op IT leunen,
zou het ook logisch zijn als het verkoopproces van services ook via IT verloopt.
Men zou zich bijvoorbeeld een scenario voor kunnen stellen waarbij de klant online zijn eigen pakket van relevante internetdiensten samenstelt, welke direct na
samenstelling gebruikt zou kunnen worden.
In dit proefschrift introduceren we een methodologie waarmee we, op een grotendeels geautomatiseerde manier, een pakket van services kunnen samenstellen
die aan specifieke behoeftes van de klant voldoet: e3 service . e3 service kenmerkt
zich door een multi-disciplinaire theorie-ontwikkeling: Het gebruikt theorien uit de
(service) marketing literatuur om commerciele services en klantbehoeften te analyseren, en combineert deze vervolgens met theorieen uit de computer-wetenschappen
om deze analyses zodanig te formaliseren dat de computer er wat mee kan.
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Bij het (automatisch) samenstellen van service bundels spelen twee belangrijke
vraagstukken een rol: (1) Op conceptueel niveau: Welke concepten zijn van belang bij het automatisch samenstellen van service bundles op basis van een klantbehoefte?, en (2) op redeneringsniveau: Hoe gebruiken we deze concepten nu,
zodanig dat we kunnen redeneren over het samenstellen van service bundels?
Op conceptueel niveau draagt e3 service een formele theorie omtrent het concept
‘consequence’ bij. Consequences zorgen er in e3 service voor dat:
1. services uitgedrukt kunnen worden in termen van de waarde die zij voor de
klant hebben. Dit is belangrijk omdat een klant vaak niet geinteresseerd is
in een service (bijvoorbeeld ‘e-mail hosting’ van de provider KPN), maar in
de waarde die die service voor hem of haar heeft (bijvoorbeeld het kunnen
versturen van e-mail).
2. een abstracte klantbehoefte geleidelijk aan concreter gemaakt kan worden
tot deze specifiek genoeg is om services voor te vinden. Consequences
bestaan op verschillende abstractieniveaus, waardoor een abstracte behoefte
(bijvoorbeeld: ‘contact houden met familie in het buitenland’) geleidelijk
aan vertaald kan worden naar een passende service (bijvoorbeeld: ‘e-mail
hosting’), en;
3. services die ‘bij elkaar passen’ in een bundel aan de klant aangeboden kunnen worden. Dit is belangijk omdat de behoefte naar de ene service (bijvoorbeeld ‘e-mail hosting’) vaak de behoefte naar een andere service impliceert
(bijvoorbeeld ‘spam filtering’).
Het is belangrijk om op te merken dat de theorie van consequences sterk multidisciplinair is. Het concept ‘consequence’ komt uit de marketing-wereld, en is
nuttig bij het maken van behoeftenanalyses. Echter, op zichzelf is het begrip consequence niet formeel genoeg om door de computer ‘begrepen’ te kunnen worden.
We vangen daarom het concept ‘consequences’ in een een ontologie: Een formeel
conceptueel model, uit de wereld van de computer-wetenschappen, dat ervoor zorgt
dat de computer uiteindelijk wat met de consequences kan.
Op redeneringsniveau draagt e3 service een dialoogstructuur voor het samenstellen
van service bundels bij. Deze interactieve dialoog zorgt ervoor dat service bundels
geleidelijk worden opgebouwd, op een grotendeels automatische manier:
• Het samenstellen van een bundel vereist een interactieve dialoog tussen de
klant en de leverancier. Op deze manier maakt de klant een weging van de
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positieve en negatieve consequences van een bundel, in plaats van een bundel
aan te schaffen die het best bij de ingevulde behoeftes past. Bijvoorbeeld:
Een klant kan moeite hebben met een bundel van internet diensten als hij/zij
daar twaalf maanden aan vast zit.
• Een bundel wordt geleidelijk opgebouwd, door de klant consequences voor
te leggen die goed passen bij de consequences van de service die de klant al
gekozen heeft. Bijvoorbeeld: Een klant die een service met de consequence
‘e-mailing’ heeft aangeschaft, zou best baat kunnen hebben bij een service
met de consequence ‘spam filtering’.
• De service bundels worden grotendeels automatisch samengesteld. Het redeneringsproces vindt automatisch passende services voor gespecificeerde
klantbehoeftes. Echter, voor het specificeren van die behoeftes is wel interventie van de klant nodig. Vandaar dat het redeneringsproces goeddeels
automatisch verloopt, in plaats van volautomatisch.
Kortom: e3 service stelt een structuur voor die passend is voor de dialoog met de
klant tijdens het bundelingsproces. Dit is een bijdrage ten opzichte van bestaande
bundelingsmethodes, waarbij het redeneringsproces slechts bestaat uit een eenzijdige projectie van een volledige verzameling klantbehoeftes op service bundels.
Om e3 service praktisch te valideren, is deze methodologie toegepast op vier complexe, niet-triviale casussen, respectievelijk op het gebied van de posterijen, de
telecom, de gezondheidszorg en hosted IT services. Daarnaast is e3 service geimplementeerd in een software tool om te laten zien dat we grotendeels automatisch
kunnen redeneren over service bundeling.
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Summary

This thesis introduces a methodology that allows for the (semi-)automated composition of (possibly multi-supplier) bundles of commercial services, based upon
a complex customer need. As a concrete application scenario, imagine that a customer fills in his internet needs on a website (for example: ‘e-mailing with little
spam’), whereupon this website responds with suitable bundles of internet services
(for example: bundles containing e-mailing and spam filtering services).
Services are often offered as a bundle, a package of individual services that is sold
at a single price. First and foremost, such bundles are required because services
by themselves often satisfy a need only partially, but together satisfy this need
completely. As an example, consider that an e-mail service is often supplemented
by a spam filter, so as to avoid that the customer is flooded by unwanted e-mails.
It becomes more and more common to decompose a bundle into its constituent services, and to recompose these services into a bundle that satisfies specific customer
needs. Consider packages of internet services. Where these packages used to be
generic (usually, the service ‘web hosting’ was included by default) , today a customer can often choose to compose a package of internet services in line with his
specific needs.
At the same time, we see that Information Technology (IT) often plays an important
role in the realization and provision of a service. Note for example that IT is
intrinsic to the aforementioned internet services. If IT services strongly depend on
IT, then it should also be possible to support the selling of these services by IT.
One can for example imagine a scenario whereby the customer online creates his
own package of services, that upon selection can be provisioned immediately.
In this thesis, we introduce a methodology that allows us to reason, in a (semi-)
automated manner, about the composition of bundles of commercial services that
satisfy specific customer needs: e3 service . Multi-disciplinarity is key to the theory
development of e3 service : We use theories from service marketing to enable analysis of commercial services and customer needs, and combine these with theories
from computer science to formalize the analyses to the extent that the computer
can do something with it.
For the automated composition of service bundles two issues are of particular importance: (1) on a conceptual level: What concepts play an important role in composing a service bundle, and (2) on a reasoning level: How do we employ these
concepts, in such a way that we can reason about service bundling?
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On a conceptual level, e3 service contributes a formal theory of ‘consequences’.
Consequence allow e3 service to:
1. express services in terms of the value they provide. This is important because a customer is often not interested in a service itself (e.g. ‘e-mail hosting’ from the provider KPN) but in the valuable outcomes that this service
provide (e.g. an ‘sending and receiving e-mail’);
2. gradually specify a complex customer need into something that is specific
enough to find a service for. Consequences exist on several levels of abstraction, as a result of which a high-level need from the customer (e.g. ‘to
communicate with someone abroad’) can be translated into something that
is specific enough to find services for(e.g. an e-mailing service);
3. bundle services that naturally ‘fit’ together. This is important because the
need for one service (for example: ‘e-mailing’) often implies the need for
another service (for example: ‘spam filtering’)
It is important to note that our theory of consequences is multi-disciplinary. The
consequence-concept originates from marketing, and is useful for analyzing customer needs. However, on its own terms, a consequence is not formal enough to be
‘understood’ by a computer. We therefore capture the concept of a consequence in
an ontology: A formal conceptual model, used in computer sciences, that allows
the computer to eventually do something with consequences.
On a reasoning level, e3 service contributes an interactive dialogue that allows a
customer to incrementally create a service bundle in a semi-automated manner:
• The creation of a bundle requires an interactive dialogue between customer
and provider. The customer weighs the positive consequences (for example:
an e-mail hosting service) and negative consequences (for example: A price
to be paid) of a bundle to eventually decide upon what specific services to
select;
• A bundle is created incrementally, by presenting consequences to the customer that fit well with the consequences of the services that the customer
has already selected. For example: If a customer has already selected a service with the consequence ‘e-mailing’, it would be logical to also offer him
a service with the consequence ‘spam filtering’.
• The dialogue is carried out in a semi-automated manner. The dialogue is
automated in the sense that services are found automatically for a specified
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customer need. Yet, the dialogue does require human intervention on the
part of the customer.
So: we provide a structure for the customer dialogue for finding service bundles.
This is an addition to existing service bundling approaches, that reason about service bundling by simply projecting a set of fully specified customer needs to service
bundles.
To assess its practical validity, e3 service has been applied to four real-world, nontrivial, case studies in the domains of respectively the telecom industry, the postal
industry, the healthcare industry, and in the domain of hosted IT services. In addition, e3 service has been implemented in a software tool to showcase that we can
indeed reason about bundling commercial services semi-automatically.
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